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Our team in Russia has been working hard on 
a special In Your Pocket guide to the city of 
Veliky Novgorod. Watch this space and check 
the online  version at russia.inyourpocket.
com. Elsewhere, you can now get your hands 
on Sarajevo In Your Pocket when visiting the 
Bosnian capital, and the same team - who have 
successfully pocketed Slovenia and Bosnia 
- are now turning their attention to Italy, and 
to Venice. 
We welcome enquiries from anyone who would 
like to take part in our Pocket Revolution, either 
by contributing content or starting up an IYP. Send 
us an email at publisher@inyourpocket.com.

Europe In Your PocketAfter reading through this month’s feature I asked my husband, 
did we ever run into something spooky during our stay in St. 
Petersburg? He doesn’t believe in ghosts, so his answer was no, 
but scary moments? Yes, there’s been many. Like for example 
the drunk policeman we met late one night, who threatened to 
lock us up if we didn’t throw him a couple of roubles for a cup of 
coffee to sober up. Spending the night in a Russian jail definitely 
sounded more than terrifying, so we handed him some Euros 
and speeded off home. Then back when Russia was still a bit 
dangerous, we had a very Tarrantino-esque experience in a caf?, 
when a young guy all of a sudden put a gun on the table next 
to us to play some Russian roulette. Needless to say we didn’t 
stick around to see how that game ended. 
The centre of St. Petersburg is reportedly full of lost souls as 
you’ll find out in our feature on page 19. Our editor’s landlord is 
convinced that her apartment is haunted and hence she only 
collects the rent every three months so as not to spend time in 
the same building as the ghosts of many former tenants. And 
my own landlord has also claimed many times that Lenin spent 
some time in our flat plotting the revolution. He even thinks that 
Pushkin wrote some verse there too. Their time in the building 
cannot have been that traumatic though, as I have yet to meet 
their spirits on the stairs. But maybe this can be explained by 
the fact that we stick to the good Russian tradition of first letting 
the cat into the house to chase away the ghosts. A Russian 
superstition, yes, but ghosts no…

Bonnie van der Velde, 
Publisher In Your Pocket, Russia

This carriage or kareta and its beautiful horses was spotted 
outside the Hermitage on palace square by our designer 

Olga Bandura. Although the modern Russian 
luxury transport of choice would probably be 
a hummer, many wealthy visitors still like to 
take a ride in these beautiful contraptions on 
their wedding days. What you can’t see here 
are the actors dressed in period costume 
inviting tourists into this imperial looking 
carriage for a romantic ride around the city.  

Cover story
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Tatyana Skvortsova

Daylights Savings
Sunday 25 October, the last 
in the month, gives everyone 
a reason to celebra te. Th e 
whole country puts their clocks 
back an hour and enjoys an 
extra sixty minutes of rest and 
relaxation.  3am, all clocks go 
back to 2am. 

Diaghilev Festival
Sergey Diaghilev is one of the 
most important figures in the 
history of Russian art. He is 
widely credited as being the 
man who introduced the west to 
the excitement of Russian art 
and culture and in particular is 
celebrated as the founder of the 
world-famous Ballet de Russes. 
This special festival honours 
the centenary of the Russian 
Seasons, one of Diaghilev’s 
greatest achievements, which 

he founded in 1909. By bringing such talented dancers 
as Anna Pavlova and Vaslav Nijinsky, stage sets by 
artists such as Alexandre Benois and works by as yet 
unknown composers Prokofiev and Stravinsky to Paris, 
London and then Geneva, Diaghilev cemented the power 
and beauty of Russian culture in the minds of western 
observers. With the intention of honouring this great 
man’s memory the first Diaghilev festival will be an 8-day 
event including several ballet performances from Russian 
and foreign companies, special classical concerts, a 
grand ball and exhibitions dedicated to Diaghilev opening 
in the Hermitage. The grand finale of the festival will be a 
ballet gala where international stars will dance alongside 
dancers from Moscow’s Bolshoi Theatre. The festival 
runs from 12/10 - 19/10. For bookings check their site 
www.diaghilev-ps.ru

Reval Hotel comes to St. Petersburg
They’ve already got eight hotels across the Baltic countries, 
including large business class hotels in Tallinn and Riga, and 
now the Reval hotels group has continued its expansion with 
the opening of its first hotel in Russia on St. Petersburg’s 
Liteiny prospekt. The new Reval Hotel Sonya, interestingly 
inspired by Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment of all novels, 
promises Russian soul with European standard trimmings. 
There are 173 modern rooms, a Russian restaurant, fitness 
centre and plenty of conference facilities. For bookings go to 
their site www.revalhotels.com. 

October Brings More Bars
As the students flooded back into the city in September after 
their long summer holidays, a number of new clubs have 
sprung up like mushrooms after the rain. First came Club 7, 
a 700 capacity club offering everything from live music, films, 
fashion shows and art exhibitions to a ‘Cheap Bar’ with play-
stations. Hip and arty Club 7 promises to provide ‘7 Fridays a 
week’, although oddly they are currently closed on Tuesdays 
and Sundays. If you like funk, hip-hop, dancing and a mature 
yet unpretentious atmosphere, then you’ll be pleased to hear 
about the opening of tantsyvaet (dance) club - a concept based 
on the now closed Sochi and Platforma clubs. Live music, space 
for up to 500 people and great cuisine are all on the line-up. And 
finally our spies tell us that another very underground bar has 
opened up on Sadovaya ul. opposite the wilds of Apraksin dvor 
market. In typically alternative style, the place has no name 
yet, no phone number and we are not really sure of the exact 
address either. Basically if you want to find it head towards 
Bankovsky per. (D-3) and listen for some rock music coming 
from a basement - inside you’ll find friendly staff, cheap drinks 
and an anarchic anything goes atmosphere...
Club7, (F-3) Ul. Poltavskaya 7,M Pl. Vosstaniya www.
n7club.ru
Tantsyvaet (D-3) Ul. Gorokhovaya 47, MSennaya Pl. 

Happy Holidays
October 05 is marked in Russia as Teachers day so if you 
are studying anything here, be sure to congratulate your 
teacher with a heartfelt ‘s prazdnikum’(congratulations on 
the holiday!) and a small gift. If you yourself are a teacher 
expect a lot of flowers on this date and hopefully a little less 
work. It is still the tradition in many Russian schools for the 
pupils to take over the teaching responsibilities for a day. 
And if you’re not a student or a teacher, don’t despair there 
may be a holiday this month for you too! October 09 is postal 
workers day, October 26 is transport workers day, October 
29 is mechanical engineers day while October 23 is ‘dyen 
rabotinikov reklamy’ (the day of people who work in advertis-
ing). My what an inclusive society Russia has! 
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Arriving in Russia can be overwhelming, but don’t worry! The 
city has good transport options and many metro stations.

City Tourist Information Centers 
D-3, Ul. Sadovaya 14/52, MGostiny 
dvor, tel. 310 82 62, www.visit-
petersburg.com.QOpen 10:00 - 
19:00, Sat 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun. 
D-3, Dvortsovaya pl. 12, MNevsky 
pr.QOpen 10:00 - 19:00.  F-2, Pl. Ras-
trelli, MChernyshevskaya.QOpen 
09:00 - 18:00, Closed Sun.These three 
information points are for tourists to find 
out about the city. If thieves have picked 

your pocket, the staff can help you file a police report. 
Another information point is in the Arrivals hall of Pulkovo-2 
Airport, on the right of the entrance.

Tourist Information Centre

Alas the time will come to say goodbye to Russia’s Northern 
Capital. Remember to take your passport, visa and immigra-
tion card. If you fly, be prepared for queues at Pulkovo-2 air-
port; the first luggage check is at the building entrance. After 
this you can go to the Green (if you have nothing to declare) 
Channel, then go to the check-in desk of your airline and then 
the Visa Control department welcomes you  for a last check. 
Before you board the plane there is another search of your 
hand luggage and clothes; you probably have to take off your 
shoes to be x-rayed. Don’t forget to wear socks!

Leaving St. Petersburg

Some pointers to get you started and help you make some 
sense of chaotic Russian life.

24 hours
One of the good things about Russia is that it is never difficult 
to find a place to get food or drink, even in the middle of the 
night, whether it is a simple shop or an expensive nightclub. 
If you see the 24-sign (or a 25-sign), it means this place is 
open around the clock. 

Alcohol
Stereotypes about Russian drinking habits are mostly true, 
so if you somehow find yourself enmeshed in a vodka session 
with locals, don’t try to keep up. Vodka is cheap and there are 
tonnes of brands. Russky Standart, Diplomat and Flagman 
are pretty good. Be aware though that you can’t buy strong 
alcohol (more than 15% proof) in shops from 23:00 until 
07:00. Russian beer (pivo) is good stuff, try locally brewed 
Nevskoe or Baltika. Sovietskoe Shampanskoe (Soviet 
Champagne) is the national party drink.

Communism
Many older residents still call St. Petersburg ‘Leningrad,’ 
and reminders of the revolutionary leader are everywhere. 
There are numerous Lenin statues scattered around as 
well as 240 places of historical significance where he lived, 
worked or rebelled. After 1991, many buildings, streets 
and landmarks in St. Petersburg went back to their pre 
-revolutionary names. 

Customs
Most important is the completion of the MIGRATION 
CARD (see Visa). If you don’t carry drugs, billions of euros 
or weapons with you, you do NOT need to complete the 
‘Customs and Currency Declaration Statement’ upon arrival 
or departure. This applies even if your cabin crew gives you 
this form. Just collect your luggage and go to the GREEN 
(nothing to declare) channel. If you are carrying valuables, 
or are the argumentative type, then it is wise to fill in the 
customs declaration and have it stamped. In this instance 
you need to get in the RED (to declare) queue. In general, the 
rules are: CASH: You can bring in up to US$3,000 in cash 
without declaring it (considering we are in Russia this rule 
may vary).  ART: Anything resembling art should be cleared 
in advance of departure at the Rosokhrankultura (Russian 
Cultural Security Department), Ul. Malaya Morskaya 17, 
Open Mon - Fri 11:00 - 17:00. It’s illegal to take out icons 
or paintings which are more than 100 years old. PRINTED 
MATERIAL: Once again, if it’s more than 100 years old, it’s 
not going anywhere. If it was published between 1903 and 
1953, you will need an ‘expert’s report,’ either from the 
Rosokhrankultura or an accredited shop. Take the sales 
receipt of the item you are getting checked with you, along 
with your passport or the passport of the person who will 
take it out of the country.

Disabled travellers
Like most metropolises, Petersburg is not very friendly for 
disabled people. Look for the U sign in this magazine. 
The Hermitage Museum (tel. 710 90 79) and the Russian 
Museum (tel. 314 64 24) have special entrances. The 
pavement on Nevsky Prospekt and other main roads don’t 
have many holes, but wheelchair users often have a bumpy 
time. For travellers with visual and/or hearing difficulties: 
Russian drivers are no gentlemen, so be careful!

By bus
If you go by bus, most drivers drop you off at the Central Bus 
Station at Naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala 36 (E-4). From 
there it is a short taxi ride (about 150Rbl) to the city centre. You 
can also walk for 15min to Ligovsky Pr. metro. Buses from the 
Baltic states also make a stop in front of Avtovo metro station 
and Baltiisky station. If you arrive from Finland on a private bus, 
they stop near the big hotels close to Nevsky Prospekt. Many 
private buses from Finland arrive at Pl. Vosstaniya. 

By car
Driving to Russia? Don’t forget: your national and international 
driving permit, registration and insurance documents for the 
car and of course your passport with visa. At the border, ask 
for an Immigration Card and make sure it is stamped! Traffic 
police (recognizable by  or  or ) may also 
fine you for not having a fire extinguisher or for speeding. On 
highways, the speed limit varies between 80 – 110 km/h. 
Don’t overpay the traffic police; the official penalty for driving 
20-40km too fast is 300Rbl, for 60km it costs between 1000 
- 1500Rbl. Driving through a red light will cost 700Rbl and 
not wearing a seatbelt will set you back 500Rbl. 

By plane
St. Petersburg’s two airports are south of the city. Most  
international flights arrive into Pulkovo-2, tel. 704 34 44, www.
pulkovoairport.ru/eng/. Internal flights (including most 
former Soviet Republics) arrive at Pulkovo-1. Have some spare 
cash when you arrive. Although the airports have currency 
exchange offices (obmen valyuty) and ATMs (bankomaty), 
they’re not always open. Getting to town Airport taxi-drivers 
ask anything from 1500Rbl, US$50 or €50 to take you to the 
city centre. Agree on the price first: a reasonable price is no 
more than 700Rbl, US$25 or €20. There’s a bus (18-28Rbl) to 
Moskovskaya metro, from where the metro (20Rbl) gets you 
to the centre in 15min. There are also less-extortionate taxis 
here (200Rbl to the city centre.) From Pulkovo-2: buses N113, 
N213 and fixed-route mini-buses (marshrutky) K13, T113 go 
to Moskovskaya metro every 15 min (18-28Rbl). Mini-buses 
K3 and K213 go to Moskovskaya and to the more central 
Sennaya Pl. Lost Luggage: If your airline loses your luggage, 
head for the Lost Luggage office to file a report. Then just call 
to find out where your bags are. When your luggage arrives, 
due to customs regulations, you have to go back to the airport 
to collect it. Tel. 324 37 87.

By train
Four of the five main train stations (vokzaly) have long-dis-
tance trains. Vitebsky Station is the destination for trains 
from the Baltic States and Eastern Europe, including Germany. 
Trains from Finland arrive at Finlyandsky Station, while Mos-
kovsky Station is the hub for Moscow bound trains and many 
destinations beyond Moscow. Trains to destinations in the 
north such as Petrozavodsk leave from Ladozhsky station. 
Only local trains (elektrichky) depart from Baltiisky station. 
See getting around (page 51) for more information.
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Habits 
No shoes in the house! When entering a Russian house-
hold, remember to take your shoes off as soon as you get 
inside. Usually your host will offer you slippers. In terms of 
greetings, men shake hands with each other on meeting 
and if you’re a woman and you hold your hand out to a man, 
don’t be suprised if it is not shaken but kissed. Chivalry is 
alive and kicking! For many women this is heaven, although 
for feminists it may be hell.

Health & Safety
Despite the rumours, St. Petersburg is no more dangerous 
than your average European city. The famed  Russian 
mafia has bigger fish to fry than your average tourist and 
you’re more likely to be robbed or beaten up by thugs 
ingeniously disguised as police officers. Russian drivers 
are your biggest danger, so cross roads carefully and 
don’t assume cars will stop just because you’re on a 
zebra crossing. Other dangers include dodgy electrical 
fittings, temperamental gas stoves, uncovered manholes 
and absinthe. The city’s water is chlorine treated due to 
parasites and heavy metals, so you can use it to brush 
your teeth or wash fruit. For drinking or making tea, it is 
better to stick to bottled water, or clean the tap water with 
a filter and give it a good boil first. 

Market values
Petersburg may be ranked high as one of the more 
expensive cities in the world for expatriates, though if you 
look at the Economist’s Big Mac index, it’s not that bad (a 
Big Mac costs just around  €1.50). For Westerners, public 
transport is cheap, for 700Rbl you can travel 600kms to 
Moscow by train. Vodka, cigarettes and red caviar are the 
last remaining bargains. 

Money
The national currency is the rouble (Rbl). Banknotes come 
in denominations of 10, 50, 100, 500, 1,000 and 5,000. 
Rouble coins come in  1, 2, 5 and 10Rbls. There are 100 
kopeks to a ruble and kopek coins come in 1, 5, 10 and 
50. It’s illegal to pay in dollars or euros. Find ATMs at most 
metro stations, banks and large hotels (look for the ATM 
sign on our city map, page 62 – 63). Not all establishments 
take credit cards, even if they have signs that say they do. 
Always have cash as back up. American Express travellers’ 
cheques are exchangeable at most banks. The head 
office is in the White Nights Business Centre: 23 Malaya 
Morskaya, tel. 326 45 00. Most Russian banks also offer 
Western Union money transfers.

Non-official taxis
‘Taxi’ is a term to be used loosely in Russia. Although 
there are ‘official’ taxis, most St. Petersburgers hail 
down ordinary cars. To foreigners, travelling in an 
unmarked car may seem unsafe, and it is certainly 
advisable to take caution. There is a certain protocol 
to follow. Stand by a main road and stick out your arm 
- not your thumb. Girls have more luck stopping cars, 
but it’s advisable for a male companion to jump from 
the shadows and hop in too. Always agree to a price 
in advance (‘Skolko?’); within the centre 150-200Rbl 
is normal. If the driver refuses, slam the door in an 
angry manner and sometimes they change their mind. 
Then hop in and enjoy the Lada experience. Try to avoid 
using very large denominations and asking for change. 

Registration
Remember that you must be registered within 72 hours of your 
arrival in Russia. If you’re staying at a hotel, the hotel is legally 
obliged to register you within 24 hours of arrival. Many tourist 
agencies can also register you. If you don’t get registered 
on time, you can expect serious problems when leaving, 
ranging from paying a fee, to missing your flight while officials 
interrogate you. 

Toilets
Difficult to find a public toilet? Look for the sign on our city map 
(page 62 – 63). If the portable lavatory doesn’t thrill you, try  
McDonald’s or random hotels, cafes and restaurants. Utter 
the words ‘Gdye tualyet?’ (‘Where is the toilet?’) while flashing 
a friendly smile and most will let you use their facilities.

Travel agencies
Alliance F-3, Ul. 2-ya Sovetskaya 7, office 408, MPl. 
Vosstaniya, tel. 579 99 33, www.visatorus.com. Provid-
ing a wide range of services to business and tourist visitors, 
Alliance offers visa support and the standard excursions to 
the Hermitage and surrounding St. Petersburg.  Airport pick-
up, accomodation, good  service, affordability and five years 
experience are all part of the Alliance package.QOpen 10:30 
- 19:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Fortuna C-2, Ul. Syezhinskaya 11, MSportivnaya, tel. 
232 81 58, www.redoctober.ru. Fortuna is an incoming tour 
operator offering the complete range of services to both groups 
and individuals. Large experience in servicing tourists travelling 
on a cruise.QOpen 11:00 - 19:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 

Ost - West Kontaktservice E-3, Nevsky pr. 105, MPl. 
Vosstaniya, tel. 327 34 16, www.ostwest.com. Ost-West 
Kontaktservice has over ten years of experience in organising 
tours to Russia and St. Petersburg both for individuals and 
groups. They are also representatives of the lomographic 
society in St. Petersburg.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Sat, Sun. A

Saimaa Travel E-3, Ul. Stremyannaya 10, lit A, MMaya-
kovskaya, tel. 335 91 93, www.saimaatravel.fi. Specialis-
ing in travel between Finland and Russia, Saimaa travel can 
help with organising visas and boat trips to and from Finland, 
booking hotels and organising transfers. You can also buy rail, 
plane and boat tickets here.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Sat, Sun. A

or  = ladies
or  = gentleman

Electricity
The electrical current in Russia is 220 volts AC, 50Hz. Most 
sockets are standard European size with double round–pin 
plugs. If you’re bringing any British appliances, bring a Euro 
adapter just in case.

Foreigner prices
The ‘foreigner price’ is a hangover from the good old days 
of Intourist-organised Soviet travel. At some theatres and 
museums, foreigners are required to pay six to 20 times 
more than the Russian price. Ouch! These institutions 
insist that Russian tickets are subsidised with foreigners 
paying the ‘real price.’ If you have a document (propusk), 
which says you work or study in Russia, you can usually get 
the local price. 

Pickpocket places
Nevsky Prospekt and other downtown streets are very 
popular places for pick-pocketing gangs. They like to 
block the entrances/exits of public transport and metro 
entrances (particularly during rush hour). It may be wiser to 
leave valuables in your hotel’s safe and carry only enough 
cash for the day. Think twice about leaving mobile phones 
in bags when checking them at official airport and train 
station checkpoints. 

Police! 
The police here generally look for any excuse to fine you, 
so photocopy your passport and visa. Make sure that 
you always carry a few photocopies; if the police stop you 
(they check Russians all the time too) then show them the 
photocopy rather than the original.

What to do if you are robbed
Cancel your credit cards as soon as possible. Carry copies 
of your credit cards with international customer service 
numbers somewhere other than your wallet. The Tourism 
Information office, Ul. Sadovaya 14, can help you file a 
police report. Your consulate can help you if your passport 
has been stolen (see page 66). 

More safety...
Avoid attracting unwanted attention by not speaking loudly 
in your mother tongue, or walking the streets if you have 
been drinking. If you are of African, Arab, or Asian descent 
exercise caution, particularly at night.

02 – emergency hotline; There are unfortunatly no English-
speaking police hotlines for foreigners, if you do have a 
problem you can call 300 33 33 and they will help connect 
you to a translator.

Be on guard!

Climate
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October temperatures are typically around 0 - 15 degrees 
C. The weather can be wet and windy so bring a raincoat 
and umbrella with you so you don’t get caught out in a 
spontaneous rain shower.

 €1 = 44-46Rbl; GBP £1 = 48-50Rbl

 US $1 = 29-31Rbl

Visas
Unfortunately, almost every foreign visitor still needs a visa to 
enter (and exit) Russia. To apply at a Russian consulate, you 
need an invitation from an inviting party (your hotel, a travel 
company, business partner, or Russian friend). A tourist visa 
is valid for maximum of 30 days. For longer stays, a business 
(multiple entry) visa is the best option; such visas can be had 
for 3, 6 or 12 months. But don’t forget you need proof of health 
insurance and a document certifying that you are HIV–negative 
if you want a visa for longer than three months. Changes to the 
visa system in 2007 mean that those who obtain a multi-entry 
business visa can stay in Russia no longer than 90 days in any 
180 day period. There are also restrictions on which embassy 
you can apply to, if you are not permitted to reside for longer 
than 90 days in that country, you need to apply in your home 
country. So, however difficult it may be, try and check with the 
consulate before applying. 

Figures indicate prices at the time of printing (23/09). 

1 kg of beef 300Rbl € 6,67 $10,00 
1kg of potatoes 20Rbl € 0,44 $0,67 
10 eggs 45Rbl € 1,00 $1,50 
McDonald’s Big Mac 66Rbl € 1,47 $2,20 
Loaf of black bread 20Rbl € 0,44 $0,67 
Litre of vodka 350Rbl € 7,78 $11,67 
Bottle of local beer 30Rbl € 0,67 $1,00 
Pack of Marlboros 42Rbl € 0,93 $1,40 
Petrol, 1 litre 24Rbl € 0,53 $0,80 
Viagra 1700Rbl € 37,78 $56,67 
iPod 8000Rbl € 177,78 $266,67 

Such a bargain!
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This vivid ’St. Petersburg 
mystery’ starts out with a 
case of death by chocolate 
and quickly escalates into 
not only a whodunit but a 
how and why did they do it, 
kind of thriller. The lead in-
vestigator Porfiry Petrovich, 
a character which Morris 
li fted from Dostoevsky’s 
Crime and Punishment, 
pursues his case with a 
cynical intellectualism and 
quickly finds that when it 
comes to murder there are 
no coincidences. His hunt 
for the real murderer and 

his or her motive leads him deep into the ugly underbelly 
of 19th Century St. Petersburg, filled with prostitutes, 
bloated aristocrats and stifling bureaucracy, over which 
hangs the dense stench of rotting sewage and decay. 
Accompanied by his novice assistant Virginsky, Petrovich 
leads the reader through a page turner of intrigue and ven-
geance, replete with many themes that can still be found 
in the modern world. Morris’s skill is to reconstruct the 
St. Petersburg of the past in such a way that, it takes no 
stretch of the imagination to imagine the complex milieu of 
19th Century Russian society. For fans of historical crime 
novels, this darkly intense thriller is a must.
R. N Morris A Vengeful Longing, Faber and Faber Ltd 
2008, 550Rbl.   

As well as English, Anglia 
stocks classic Russian Lit-
erature in German, French, 
Spanish and Italian.

Anglia E-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 38 (Turgenev 
House), MNevsky pr., tel. 579 82 84, www.anglo-
phile.ru.QOpen 10:00 – 21:00, Sun 12:00 – 19:00

Book: A Vengeful Longing

No/Yes nyet/da
Hello zdrastvuite
Good Bye dasvidanya
How are you? kak dela?
Thank you spasibo
Sorry izvinitye
Please pazhalusta
I don’t understand ya nye panimayu
How are you? Kak dela?
I'm fine! Kharasho
Nice to meet you! Rad vstrechi
Where is the...? Gdye...?
I don't speak 
Russian

 Ya ne gavaryu pa 
russki

Practicalities

Word of the month: Obmyvat’
Whether you’ve just bought a new car or an apartment, 
maybe a very expensive fridge or a fancy new camera, in 
Russia after buying this thing you need to obmyvat or 
‘wash’ it, to ensure that it will not bring you bad luck. Wash 
it with what you ask? With alcohol of course! For example, 

if you’ve got a new flat, 
invi te your friends over, 
dip the new keys into your 
vodka shots and drink 
away. Al ternatively you 
can also obmyvat get-
ting a new job, finishing 
your mili tary service or 
getting your diploma, by 
for example dipping the 
corner of your contract 

or certificate into the vodka shot and then gulping down 
it. Any excuse for a drink it seems. Cheers!

Area: Russia is the biggest country in the world, cover-
ing an area of more than 17 million km2, of which 13% is 
developed and 51% is virgin territory. St. Petersburg is in 
Russia’s Northwest Federal Region.  Local Time: Russia 
has 11 time zones and St. Petersburg is in the same zone 
as Moscow: UTC/GMT +3 (+4 during daylight savings 
time). Population: Russia 142 million, St. Petersburg 
4.5 million. Ethnic groups in Russia: Russian 81.5%, 
Tartar 3.8%, Ukrainian 3%, Chuvash 1.2%, Bashkir 0.9%, 
Belarusian 0.8%, Moldavian 0.7%, other 8.1% Rivers: 
The 4,400km long River Lena, in Siberia, is Russia’s 
longest river. St. Petersburg’s River Neva is 74km long, 
32km of which flows within the city’s boundaries. High-
est point: Mt Elbrus 5,642m (Caucasus).

Basic data

9th Century
Slavic people from Ukraine and Belarus migrate into Russia, 
founding Veliky Novgorod, converting to Christianity, and 
adopting the Cyrillic alphabet. 

10th - 15th Centuries
Golden Age of Kievan Rus continues until the Mongol de-
scendants of Ghenghis Khan invade.  

17th Century
Time of Troubles 1603- 1613: the Swedes and Poles invade. 
Russia acquires new Siberian territory. First Romanov is 
elected Tsar.

1703
Peter the Great founds St. Petersburg, which becomes the 
new Russian capital in 1712 .  

1725-1825
A princess from Germany marries into the Romanovs, 
becoming Catherine the Great (1762 – 1796). Famous for 
progressive reform, infamous for her lovers.

1812
Alexander I defeats Napoleon on Russian soil. 

1825
Decembrist uprising: soldiers, nobles revolt against Nicholas 
I, who executes and exiles the dissenters. 

1905
Bloody Sunday: national uprising against Tsarist rule. 
Prompts the establishment of a national parliament (Duma) 
in 1906.

1916
Wild-eyed, womanising Rasputin, a Siberian peasant monk 
who has the Tsarina Alexandra under his spell , is murdered 
by Prince Felix Yusupov in St. Petersburg.

1917 – 1922
Following the February and October Revolutions of 1917, 
Lenin’s Bolshevik Party takes control of Russia. Tsar Nicholas 
II and his family are murdered in 1918. Moscow becomes 
the capital again. 

1922 – 1991
Under Stalin, the Soviet Union (USSR) becomes a world 
power. The USSR defeats Nazi Germany, but Stalin’s regime 
of camps and purges plunges Russia into terror. When Stalin 
dies in 1953, some 20 million people have perished. Yuri 
Gagarin becomes the first man in space (1961). New leader 
Gorbachev’s reforms of perestroika (restructuring) and glas-
nost (openness) improve western relations (1985). 

1991 - 1999
Yeltsin becomes the first elected president of the new Rus-
sian Federation in 1991. Economic crisis and instability en-
sues and war with Chechnya results in numerous victims. 

1999 - 2009
Native Petersburger, Vladimir Putin becomes President in 
March 2000. Russia becomes more stable and prosperous, 
thanks to gas and oil exports. Putin’s popularity knows no 
boundaries.  Another local boy, Dmitry Medvedev is elected 
President in March 2008 with overwhelming support. 

History Although the official language is Russian, more than 100 
minority languages are spoken such as Tatar, Ket and Vespian. 
Knowledge of English is sadly not as widespread as in European 
countries. If you can learn the Cyrillic alphabet it will make your 
life a lot easier.

Russian prazdniki (holidays or festivals) are important 
and occur frequently. On most holidays, you wish people 
a happy holiday by saying ‘s prazdnikom’.

January 1 ........................................................... New Year
January 7 ......................................... Orthodox Christmas
February 23 ..................... Defender of the Fatherland Day 
March 8 ................................ International Women’s Day
May 1 ...................................... Day of Spring and Labour
May 9 .............................................................. Victory Day
June 12 ........................................................... Russia Day
November 4 .................................... Day of Popular Unity
Note: all government offices and most other official 
institutions are closed on public holidays. Working days 
are often shifted. For instance, if it falls on a Tue or a Thu, 
then the weekend is shifted a day towards the holiday and 
the Sat or the Sun becomes an official working day.

National holidays

Alphabet
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Concert Halls
Alexandrinsky Theatre (AT) E-3, Pl. Ostrovskogo 6, 
Gostiny Dvor, tel. 812 312 15 45, en.alexandrinsky.ru.
Grand Philharmonic Hall (GPH) D-3, Ul. Mikhailovs-
kaya 2, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 710 42 90, www.phil-
harmonia.spb.ru.
Jazz Philharmonic Hall (JPH) E-3, Zagorodny pr. 27, 
MVladimirskaya, tel. 812 764 85 65, www.jazz-hall.
spb.ru.
JFC Jazz Club (JFC) E-2, Ul. Shpalernaya 33, MCher-
nyshevskaya, tel. 812 272 98 50.
Maltiskaya Capella, Vorontsovsky Palace (MC) 
E-3, Ul. Sadovaya 26, MGostiny Dvor, tel. 812 610 33 
28, www.maltacapella.ru.
Mariinsky Concert Hall (MCH) C-4, ul. Dekabristov 
37, MSadovaya, tel. 812 326 41 41, www.mariinsky.
ru
Small Philharmonic Hall (SPH) D-3, Nevsky pr. 30, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 571 83 33, www.philharmonia.
spb.ru.
St. Petersburg State Conservatory (SSC) D-3, 
Teatralnaya pl. 3, MSadovaya, tel. 812 571 81 65, 
www.conservatory.ru

Theatres
Grand Puppet Theatre (GPT) E-3, Ul. Nekrasova 10, 
MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 72 82 15, www.puppets.ru
Mikhailovsky Theatre (MIT) D-3, Pl. Iskuusstv 1, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 595 43 19, www.mikhailovsky.
ru.
Imperial Hermitage Theatre (IHT) D-3, Dvortsovaya 
nab. 34, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 579 02 26, www.rus-
ballet.com, www.balet-spb.ru. 
Mariinsky Theatre (MAT) C-4, Teatralnaya pl.1, 
MSennaya pl.1, tel. 812 326 41 41, www.mariinsky.
ru.
State Theatre of Music Comedy (MCT) D/E-3 Italy-
anskaya ul. 13, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 272 96 82

Feel Yourself Russian C-3, Pl. Truda 4, office 41, 
MGostiny dvor, tel. 312 55 00, 312 88 58, www.folk-
show.ru. You’ll feel yourself very Russian indeed if you find 
yourself at this folkshow performance. Staged in two parts, 
the performance takes place in the pleasant surrounds of 
the Nikolayevsky Palace. Starting with a peasant chorus, 
they are followed by around two hours of singing, dancing, 
sword tricks and general mayhem that will have tourists 
clapping in unison in no time. Seating is unreserved so it’s 
a first come first seated affair, be warned if you’re in the front 
row you may find yourself part of the show.QOpen 09:00 
- 23:00. Shows start at 19:00, 21:00. Booking is highly 
recomended. Call in advance to confirm time.  Admission 
1600Rbl including drinks and canapes. PTAEX

Feel Yourself Folksy

You can reserve and/or buy tickets online as well as opt for 
delivery for an additional fee. Reserved tickets need to be 
purchased within three days or the reservation expires.
www.kassir.ru  (812 703 40 40) – Comprehensive and 
up-to-date. Payment options include cash (when picking up 
the tickets or if delivered) or credit card (MC/V).
www.bileter.ru (812 380 80 50) – Also very comprehen-
sive but only in Russian. Payment options include cash (for 
pick-up or delivery) or credit card (MC/V).
www.mariinsky.ru (812 326 41 41) – Online ticket 
purchase via a credit card (MC/V). Collect your tickets 
from the box office during opening hours or before the 
performance. 

E-Tickets

Welcome to the cultural capital of Russia! There are few 
cities in the world that live and breath the cultural atmo-
sphere quite like St. Petersburg. 

Tickets for most events can be bought at one of the many 
ticket offices (teatralnaya kassa). Look for the         sign        
on our city map (page 62 and 63). Titanik CD shops also 
sell tickets for most (pop) concerts, and dance events. 
Of course each venue sells its own tickets and some let 
you reserve tickets on the internet (see E-Tickets, page 
15). Titanik E-3 Nevsky pr. 158 MPl. Alexander 
Nevskogo, www.titanik-spb.ru.QOpen 24hrs.

Tickets for Theatre & Events 02/10 20:00 Red Snapper F-3, Glavclub, Ul. Kre-
menchugskaya 2, MPl. Aleksandra Nevskogo, tel. 812 
905 75 55, www.glavclub.com. From the very beginning, 
Red Snapper have had an unusual feature: a very live and 
organic sound. They didn’t adhere to the usual studio-oriented 
electronic music genre (think music experimentation) and are 
noted for being the first British acid jazz trio to pioneer the 
synthesis of acoustic instruments and electronic textures. 
According to ‘cool’ people, they are still very, very ‘cool’.
QAdmission 600 - 2000Rbl.

04/10 19:00 Art, the path to healing - charity con-
cert D-3, Grand Philharmonic Hall (GPH), ul. Mikhailovs-
kaya 2, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 710 42 90, www.philhar-
monia.spb.ru. This is where you hit two birds with one stone: 
you get to listen to great classical music and help raise funds for 
cancer charities. This charity concert is devoted to promoting 
general awareness of St. Petersburg’s cancer patients as well 
as raising funds for special diagnostic equipment. The works of 
Russian composer Shostakovich will be performed by the St. 
Petersburg Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra and piano soloist 
Irina Chukovskaya. QAdmission 500 - 5000Rbl.

06/10 - 13/10 Defile Na Neve C-3, Manege Ka-
detskogo Korpus, Universitetskaya nab.13, MVasileo-

strovskaya, w w w.
def ilenaneve.ru. Is 
Russian fashion al l 
about fur? How does 
one describe it? If we 
say chic, you’ll think 
French. If we say ele-
gant, you’ll think Italian. 
If we say hot, you’ll think 

Brazilian. This week of Russian fashion opens the podium for 
20-25 leading designers from St. Petersburg, Moscow and 
other Russian cities as well as Ukraine, Belarus and the 
Baltics. In the midst of economic instability, the project aims 
to consolidate all major players in the fashion industry and 
continue creating unique creations, as their organiser says 
‘Fashion is an integral part of national culture.’ QAdmission 
is by invitation only.

07/10 20:00 Nouvelle Vague D-4, Zal Orzhidaniya, 
Nab. Obvodnogo Kanal 118, MBaltiskaya, tel. 812 

777 05 05, www.
clubzal.com. I f you 
get bossa nova, block 
the date for this one. 
Nouvelle Vague, a play 
on the words “new 
wave”, is a group of 
Fren ch  mu s i c ian s 
known for their use of 
‘60s bossa nova-style 
arrangements. Their 
songs are stripped 
b a ck  to  a c ou s t i c 
arrangements wi th 
lithe shaker rhythms 
achieved by collabo-
rating wi th women 
singers from all over 
the world. When Nou-
velle Vague play live 
they reinterpret well-

known songs by other artists to make them become Nouvelle 
Vague’s songs. Their last visit to the city was a hit and this 
one can be expected to be just as popular.QAdmission 
700 - 1500Rbl.

Petrovsky Stadium (PS) C-2, MSportivnaya, tel. 
812 232 16 22, www.petrovsky.spb.ru
Telephone the stadium to check what time kick off is  
(usually it's around 14:00).
Oct Match Venue
04 Zenit - Dinamo (Moscow) PS
25 Zenit - Spartak (Naltchik) PS

Football

Oct Time Match Venue
08 19:00 SKA - Neftechimik LD
10 17:00 SKA -Lada LD
24 17:00 SKA - Salavat Julaev LD
26 19:00 SKA - Barys LD
28 19:00 SKA - Avangard LD
Ledovy Dvorets (LD) Pr. Pyatiletok 1(opposite 
the metro Pr. Bolshevikov), tel. 718 66 20, www.
newarena.spb.ru

Hockey

AT Aleksandrinsky Theatre
GPH Grand Philharmonic Hall
GPT Grand Puppet Theatre
IHT Imperial Hermitage Theatre  
JFC JFC Jazz-Club
JPH Jazz Philharmonic Hall
MAT Mariinsky Theatre
MC Maltiskaya Capella
MCH Mariinsky Concert Hall
MCT State Theatre of Music Comedy
MIT Mikhailovsky Theatre
SPH Small Philharmonic Hall 
SSC St. Petersburg State Conservatory

Venues

Oct Time Event Venue
01 20:00 Volkov trio (art-rock) JFC
02 20:00 A. Kondakov - Electric Project   JFC
03 20:00 Golden Swing melodies JPH
04 19:00 Ritmo Caliente (latin-jazz) JPH
05 20:00 Forrest Gump (blues) JFC
06 19:00 105 Lenz Kubach Johnson jazz-trio 

(Germany)
JPH

07 19:00 Calipso blues band JPH
08 20:00 A. Popov and Four & More JFC
09 20:00 Vocal jazz classics from 1940s-60s JFC
10 19:00 Leningradsky dixieland of Oleg 

Kuvaitsev
JPH

11 20:00 Yana Fortep - Michael Jackson 
is alive

JFC

13 20:00 Maria Art quartet (saxophone) JPH
14 19:00 Affabre Concinui (Poland) JPH
15 20:00 V. Urusova - Gentle voice JPH
16 19:00 Evening of romantic jazz JPH
17 19:00 Leningradsky dixieland of Oleg 

Kuvaitsev
JPH

18 20:00 JD Walter (USA) and A. Kondakov JFC
19 20:00 Alexandrovsky band (blues) JFC
20 20:00 Jazz club square JPH
21 20:00 Ritmo Caliente (latin-jazz) JFC
22 20:00 Swing Couture (gipsy jazz) JFC
23 19:00 Jazz show 1900 JPH
24 20:00 Gusiatinsky Big band (swing) JFC
25 19:00 Big Blues Revival JPH
27 20:00 RuShoBo (indie-jazz) JFC
28 20:00 Gaivoronsky-Volkov-Kondakov 

(art-jazz)
JFC

29 19:00 Jazz classics from 1940s-50s JPH
30 20:00 E. Vloemans (trumpet) and A. 

Kondakov trio
JFC

31 20:00 Easy Winners Ragtime Band JFC

All That Jazz
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Oct Time Event Venue
01 19:00 Turandot MAT
03 19:00 La traviata MAT
04 11:30 Ruslan and Lyudmila MAT
04 19:00 Iolanta MIT
06 19:00 The Tsar’s Bride MIT
07 19:00 Aleko. Iolanta MAT
09 19:00 The Queen of Spades MIT
10 19:00 Rusalka (Mermaid) MCH
11 11:30 The Marriage of Figaro MAT
11 19:00 Die Zauberflöte MCH
13 19:00 The Turn of the Screw MAT
14 19:00 The Marriage of Figaro MCH
15 19:00 The Marriage of Figaro MCH
16 19:00 Rusalka (Mermaid) MCH
17 19:00 The Barber of Seville MCH
19 19:00 War and Peace MAT
20 12:00 War and Peace MAT
20 19:00 War and Peace MAT
21 19:00 Die Zauberflöte MCH
22 19:00 Enchanted Wanderer MCH
23 19:00 The Marriage of Figaro MCH
24 19:00 The Gambler MAT
25 19:00 Rusalka (Mermaid) MCH
27 19:00 The Queen of Spades MAT
29 19:00 Nabucco MAT
30 19:00 Rusalka (Mermaid) MIT
30 19:00 The Barber of Seville MCH
31 19:00 Falstaff MAT
31 19:00 Rusalka (Mermaid) MIT

Opera & Operetta

Oct Time Event Venue
01 19:00 Tamar. Scheherazade. MIT
02 19:00 Spartacus MIT
03 19:00 Spartacus MIT
04 20:00 Le Corsaire MAT
06 19:30 Swan Lake IHT
07 19:00 The Sleeping Beauty MIT
08 19:00 Swan Lake MAT
09 20:00 Swan Lake MCT
11 19:00 Don Quixote MAT
11 19:00 Giselle (Les Wilis) MIT
12 19:00 John Neumeier’s Hamburg Ballet 

Company
AT

12 19:00 Chopiniana. The Firebird. MAT
13 19:30 Swan Lake IHT
13 19:00 John Neumeier’s Hamburg Ballet 

Company
AT

14 19:00 Romeo and Juliet MIT
15 19:00 Le Corsaire MIT
17 19:00 The Nutcracker IHT
18 19:00 The Nutcracker MIT
19 19:00 Ballet Gala Bolshoi Theatre AT
21 19:00 Swan Lake IHT
24 19:00 The Nutcracker IHT
25 19:00 Swan Lake MAT
27 19:00 The Sleeping Beauty IHT
28 19:00 Swan Lake MAT
30 19:00 Scotch Symphony. In the Night. 

Theme and Variations
MAT

Ballet

Oct Time Event Venue
01 18:00 Vladimir Feltsman (piano) - Grieg MCH
01 19:00 Festival Romantic Trumpet 2009 SPH
02 19:00 Yuri Bashmet and Moscow 

Soloists - Schnittke, Haydn
MCH

03 19:00 Vladimir Feltsman (piano) - Bach MCH
04 15:00 Organ Evening - Bach MC
05 19:00 Giora Feidman clarinet (Germany) GPH
06 19:00 Scenes from operas by G. Verdi MCH
07 19:00 Evening of violin music - 

Tchaikovsky
SPH

08 19:00 Feltsman conducts works by Mozart MCH
09 19:00 Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky GPH
10 19:00 Organ Evening - Bach, Mozart MC
11 19:00 5th Musical Gavrilin Festival GPH
13 19:00 Opera Gala Tribute to Diaghilev GPH
15 19:00 Evening of violin music - Paganini SPH
16 19:00 Vasily Gerello Recital MAT
17 19:00 Organ Evening - Bach, Frank MC
18 15:00 Organ Evening - Bach MC
20 19:00 Vocal evening - Bizet, Gavrilin SPH
24 19:00 Gala concert of Northern Flowers 

festival
SPH

25 19:00 Piano evening of Northern Flowers 
festival

SPH

26 19:00 Mozart, Beethoven GPH
27 19:00 Grieg - Suite from Peer Gynt SPH
28 19:00 Boris Berezovsky (piano) - Chopin MCH
30 19:00 Haydn and Music Of Vienna GPH
31 19:00 Over the World With an Orchestra 

- Germany
GPH

31 19:00 Music for organ and violin MC

Classical Music 11/10 20:00 Nazareth F-3, Glavclub, Ul. Kremenchug-
skaya 2, MPl. Aleksandra Nevskogo, tel. 812 905 75 55, 
www.glavclub.com. The 
Scottish hard rock quartet 
Nazareth had a lot of hits 
in the late 1970s, includ-
ing the power ballad Love 
Hurts. Formed in 1968, the 
band has now been rock-
ing for 40 years and are 
still not looking at retiring 
or taking up gardening. 
Asked to describe their An-
niversary tour, lead singer 
McCafferty says, “We didn’t 
really plan any big surprises. We just like going out on stage for 
about an hour and a half and playing a really good set of rock 
n’ roll.”QAdmission 1000 - 2500Rbl.

11/10 20:00 The Prodigy Ledovy Dvorets (LD), Pr. 
Pyatiletok 1, MPr. Bolshevikov, tel. 812 718 66 20, 
topconcert.com. At the height of the 1990’s rave craze in 
Britain, twisted firestarters the Prodigy were pumping out 
of every single sound system. Over the years they’ve had 
countless electropunk/dance hits such as Breathe and Out 
of Space and their new album The Invaders Must Die has 
only helped to cement their legendary status. Bring earplugs 
- their concerts are so loud and energetic that they even once 
managed to short circuit their own mixing decks with some 
incredibely heavy bass!QAdmission 1500 - 5000Rbl.

12/10 - 02/11 Film Festival - 20 years after the 
fall of the wall E-3, Rodina cinema, ul. Karavannaya 12, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 570 06 42, www.rodinakino.ru. 
20 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall the German consul-
ate in St. Petersburg is organising a special film festival of 
documentaries about the period leading up to and following 
the reunification of Germany. Every Monday a different docu-
mentary film will be shown detailing various aspects of life 
and politics on both sides of the wall. Sebastian Denhardt 
and Matthias Schmidt’s ‘The Leipzig Miracle’ 19/10 19:00 is 
particularly highly anticipated. QAdmission 100Rbl.

12/10 20:00 Jon Lord Ledovy Dvorets (LD), Pr. 
Pyatiletok 1, MPr. Bolshevikov, www.newarena.spb.ru. 
John Lord, one of the most talented composers, organ and 
piano players in the world 
today, is also well loved in 
Russia as being a member 
of Russian President Dmitri 
Medvedev’s favourite rock 
band Deep Purple. At his 
best he produces a blues-
rock sound on the Ham-
mond organ, whilst fusing 
rock, classical and baroque 
elements. He studied clas-
sical piano from age 5 and 
his works are heavily influenced by a vast range of styles from 
Bach to Metallica.QAdmission 800 - 4000Rbl.

16/10 20:00 Yoav E-3, Club A2, ul. Razyezhaya 12, 
MVladimirskaya, tel. 812 922 45 10, www.a2club.
su. Singer-songwriter Yoav is the master of multi-tasking 
- looping beats created with his voice and an acoustic guitar 
spliced together to create electronica-style beats with an 
unusual drum ‘n’ bass rhythm. Edgy but with radio friendly 
tunes too, his records are much praised by pop music fans 
for going beyond the usual “man with a guitar” conventions.
QAdmission 600Rbl.

19/10 19:00 Thomas de Madrid - theatre of fla-
menco E-3, Oktyabrsky Concert Hall (BKZ), Ligovsky 
pr. 6, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 812 275 12 73, www.bkz.
sp.ru. Ah the passion and the 
fury - there’s nothing quite like 
a night of Flamenco to get the 
blood racing. Celebrated Spanish 
flamenco dancer and choreogra-
pher Thomas de Madrid brings 
his word famous troupe to St. Pe-
tersburg again for the ‘Theatre of 
flamenco’ show. Featuring many 
different forms of the traditional 
Spanish dance as well as Span-
ish guitars and vocals, this show 
which has been touring for 20 
years, should offer a night of true 
Latin passion. Ole! QAdmission 
750 - 2500Rbl.

21/10 20:00 Sweet E-3, Oktyabrsky Concert Hall 
(BKZ), Ligovsky pr. 6, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 812 275 12 
73, www.bkz.sp.ru. Ah yes - yet more geriatric ‘legends of 
rock’ are on tour. The Sweet, or just Sweet as they are now 
known are a smash hit glam rock band from the 70s who are 
well known for their catchy songs such as Ballroom Blitz and 
Love is Like Oxygen. Formed in the U.K. in 1968, they were 
some of the first rock stars to dress in spandex suits and wear 
their hair long and curly. After disappearing for years, vocalist 
Steve Priest re-assembled his own version of The Sweet last 
year and a greatest hits album and tour have swiftly followed.
QAdmission 800 - 3000Rbl.

23/10 - 30/10 International Festival of Conserva-
tories D-3, St. Petersburg State Conservatory, Teatralnaya 
pl. 3, MSadovaya, tel. 812 571 81 65, www.conservatory.
ru, for more information see schedule, page 16. A unique 
week of classical, ethno and jazz concerts. Part of this festival’s 
project is to invite worthy entrants from music schools across 
Asia, Europe and America so that new names can be discovered.
QAdmission 500 - 1000Rbl

25/10 - 01/11 St. Petersburg Open Sports Concert 
Complex (SKK), Pr. Gagarina 8, MPark Pobedy, tel. 812 
378  08 80, www.spbopen.ru. Some of the world’s best 

tennis players will fight it out on court for a hefty amount of 
cash at the 15th St Petersburg Open. Star players expected to 
be in attendance include British favourite Andy Murray, who’s 
already raised the trophy two times in the last two years and 
the Romanian Victor Hanescu. Without doubt the most heavily 
anticipated player is the handsome Russian former number 1 
Marat Safin who announced that he will retire from the game 
at the end of this year.QThere are different ticket packages 
available ranging in price from 1300Rbl up to 15,000Rbl which 
can be ordered through the site www.sportbilet.com.

Circus on Fontanka E-3 Nab. reky Fontanky 3, 
Gostiny Dvor, tel. 812 570 53 90, www.reserve.
sp.ru/circus Admission 300 - 1500Rbl

A festival of some of the best circus performers in the world, 
Moscow’s Aziz Askarian brings the world’s most highly 
trained monkeys to St. Petersburg - they can dance the 
tango, ride bikes, balance on tight ropes, play drums and 
even break-dance! There’ll also be spectacular acrobats, 
lion tamers from Ukraine and Victor Evtehov, a highly accom-
plished horseman, who strikes quite the pose by simultane-
ously riding six Arab stallions whilst dressed in a frilly white 
leotard. It’s circus glamour and skill at its finest!
October Time
03, 10, 17, 25 14:00, 18:00
04 13:00
11, 24 13:00, 17:00

Circus
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25/10 19:00 Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra 
D-3, Grand Philharmonic Hall (GPH), ul. Mikhailovskaya 
2, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 710 42 90, www.philharmonia.

spb.ru. Celebrating 
200 years of par t-
nership with Russia, 
Finland will celebrate 
in St. Petersburg by 
sending their world-re-
nowned Finnish Radio 
Symphony Orchestra 
to the city. The orches-
tra will play a range of 
excerpts from operas 
by Francois J. Gos-
sec, Beethoven’s third 
symphony and some 
pieces by contempo-
rary Finnish composer 
Kaija Saariaho. Sakari 
Oramo will conduct and 
famous Finish soprano 
Anu Komsi will perform 

some solos. QAdmission 200 - 500Rbl.

26/10 20:00 Patricia Kaas E-3, Oktyabrsky Concert 
Hall (BKZ), Ligovsky pr. 6, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 812 
275 13 00, www.bkz.sp.ru. Here for the promotion of her 

latest album, Kabaret, 
which has been labelled 
as her most ambitious 
project yet, contempo-
rar y French Jazz/pop 
singer Kaas is hoping 
to impress. Putting her 
heart and soul into it, her 
songs are inspired by her 
local Paris and her jour-
neys to Buenos Aires and 
Berlin. She also wrote 
the album as a tribute to 
1930s flapper heroines 
like Martha Graham and 
Suzy Solidor.QAdmis-
sion 1400- 5000Rbl.

27/10 19:00 Toto Cutugno E-3, Oktyabrsky Con-
cert Hall (BKZ), Ligovsky pr. 6, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
812 275 13 00, www.bkz.sp.ru. Toto Cutugno, a classic 
Italian pop crooner is well known both in Italy and across 
Eastern Europe. In the 1990 Eurovision Song Contest in 
Zagreb he won the hearts of the European audience with 
a song about a united Europe, ‘Insieme 1992’, and carried 
away the Europop first place, before going on to climb the 
charts with other hit songs such as L’Italiano. Expect to 
see a lot of swooning in the crowd as his velvety voice 
wraps itself around some Italian love songs.QAdmission 
800 - 4500Rbl.

28/10 19:00 Boris Berezovsky C-4, Mariinsky 
Concert Hall (MCH), ul. Dekabristov 37, MSadovaya, 
tel. 812 326 41 41, www.mariinsky.ru. Russian Pianist 
Boris Berezovsky has been described by The Times as “an 
artist of exceptional promise, a player of dazzling virtuos-
ity and formidable power” and his many recordings have 
earned the respect of critics worldwide and international 
awards. This will be the first time that he’s played at the 
Mariinsky theatre and he’ll be treating the audience with 
the works of Frédéric Chopin and Franz Liszt.QAdmission 
900 - 1400Rbl.

Through 11/10 Baltic House International Theatre 
Festival D-2, Baltic House Theatre (BH), Aleksandrovsky 
park 4, MSportivnaya, tel. 812 232 35 39, www.balti-
chouse.spb.ru. The theme of the 19th Baltic House Festival 
is Live Theatre (taking inspiration from the Stanislavsky system) 
and the plays chosen this year were picked because they seem-
ingly mix modern theatre traditions with distinctive innovation. All 
sounds a bit confusing? Well, the more avant garde performanc-
es on the bill will definitely have you scratching your head. Classics 
from Lithuanian favourite Eimuntas Nekrosius will feature as well 
as debut works by local directors, a reinterpretation of Pinocchio 
by a strikingly non-baltic troupe from Italy and new works from 
Estonia. The clear highlight of the festival looks to be Romanian 
enfant-terrible Andriy Zholdak’s controversial Life With An Idiot on 
the festival’s final day. QAdmission 400 - 2000Rbl.

31/10 20:00 Franz Ferdinand C/D-3, Cadets Corpus 
Manezh, Universitetskaya nab. 13, MVasileostrovskaya, 
topconcert.com. Scottish rock band Franz Ferdinand, known 
for its usage of Russian avant-garde images in album and single 
covers, is coming to 
impress Russian fans. 
Since 2002 the band 
has produced several 
chart-topping songs 
including the most 
popular “Take Me 
Out”, which reached 
#3 in the UK Charts. 
They take inspiration 
from arts and architecture, producing music and videos heavily 
influenced by painters Salvador Dali, Auguste Rodin and the 
Russian constructivist design.QAdmission 2500Rbl.

Oct Time Event Venue
Performances
02 19:00 The Little Humpbacked Horse MAT
06 19:00 The Little Humpbacked Horse MAT
10 19:00 The Little Humpbacked Horse MAT
11 13:00 Cinderella MIT
11 15:00 World music for kids GPH
18 12:00 Fairy-tale music MCH
18 13:00 The Nutcracker MIT
25 13:00 Jazz for kids JPH
25 11:30 The Tale of Tsar Saltan MAT
Puppets
04 * The three little pigs GPT
11 * Baby Elephant GPT
17 * The Nutcracker GPT
25 * The pig Chok GPT
28, 29 11:00 Smal fox who didn’t wish to be sly GPT
* Performance starts at 11:30, 14:00, 16:30

Children & Puppets

Through 09/11 Jewelled Arts of India in the Mu-
ghal Age D-3, State Hermitage Museum, Palace Square, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 710 96 25, www.hermitage.ru. 
A Mughal treasure exhibit, on 
loan from the Kuwait National 
Museum. The 250 pieces of 
jewellery, daggers, dishes and 
other ornaments, crafted from 
and finished with precious met-
als, ivory, crystal and precious 
stones, are relics of the Muslim 
Mughal Empire that ruled most 
of India between the 16th and 
18th centuries. 

03/10 - 04/10 Videoholica B-3, Centre of Modern 
Art, VO Sredny pr. 93, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 812 322 
42 23, www.videoholica.org. Addicted to unusual contem-
porary video art? If the answer to that is yes, then head down 
to this festival to get your fix of the best that the world has to 
offer. If your answer to that is no, then we recommend head-
ing down here anyway to take a peak at short video works 
from top video artists from as far a field as Portugal, Serbia, 
France, Bulgaria, United States, Germany and even Zambia. 
Gives new meaning to the phrase ‘poetry in motion’.

08/10 - through 2010 Around the world with an 
easel D-3, Benois wing, State Russian museum, Pl. 
Isskustv, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 595 42 48, www.rus-
museum.ru. 80 years ago the USSR first started its tourism 
campaign and state tourism 
agency Intourist. This exhibition 
based on an amazing collection 
of Soviet Intourist posters from 
across the years features a 
number of fascinating and at 
times bizarre posters from the 
1930s as well as a number of 
other Russian tourism adver-
tisements made by famous 
Russian artists from the 18th 
Century right up to the pres-
ent day. There are also a good 
number of foreign landscape 
paintings by famous masters 
such as Aivazovsky.

13/10 - 31/10 Boris Smelov E-3, Borey Gallery, Lit-
einy pr. 58, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 275 38 37, www.
borey.ru. What do you see when you look at a photograph? 
The artist’s perspective or the essence of the subject? When 
you see the works of Smelov, you’ll recognize a brilliant mixture 
of both. A  notable photographer, he was a living legend able 
to capture the life and culture of the city with his insightful 
standpoint. In this exhibit you’ll witness a completely differ-
ent St. Petersburg, observed with double attention from an 
completely different angle. He has been acknowledged as 
one of Europe’s masters of photography, and you’ll surely find 
poetry in his images.

Through 18/10 I’ve returned to summer E-3, Anna 
Akhmatova Museum, Liteiny pr. 53, MMayakovskaya, tel. 
812 272 22 11, www.akhmatova.spb.ru. Pier Paolo Pasolini 
was a veritable modern renaissance man. He excelled in poetry, 
prose, film, philosophy, journalism and was also a formidable 
political figure in Italy. The photographs on display here show 
the region that inspired him most during his life, Carusa in the 
north of Italy. He even felt such a strong attachment to his 
childhood home that he wrote many poems in local dialect, 
which can also be seen here.

24/10 - 08/11 Sea Level - international art fes-
tival D-3 Manezh D-3, Isakievskaya pl. 1, MNevsky pr., 
tel.  812 314 88 59, www.p-10.ru The Pushkinskaya arts 
centre is still the spiri tual 
home of St. Petersburg’s 
new generation of ar tists 
and this year they celebrate 
their 20th year of occupying 
the Pushkinskaya building. A 
vast range of modern arts 
- from li terature to music 
- will be presented. Different 
artists and events from vari-
ous countries are expected. 
Some of the most highl y 
anticipated ‘actions’ are 
a Beatles tribute concert, 
the Krivulina actual poetry 
festival and video arts from 
the Baltic Russian city of Kaliningrad. In essence a veritable 
art smorgasbord.

Through 18/10 Pro Arte: Contemporary Art in 
Traditional Museums Different Locations, for full 
details see, tel. 812 233 00 40, www.proarte.ru. Pro-
moting the convergence of traditional culture and modern 
art, the ProArte festival 
annually places more 
than 100 contempo-
rary art projects from 
ar tis ts from across 
Russia and the world 
in dozens of museums 
across the city. Among 
the many anticipated 
shows is the project I 
buy, therefore I am, an 
interactive video/au-
dio installation in which 
ar tist Goloviznina re-
flects on consumption 
and human existence 
in contemporary society. For more information on the art-
ists and museums taking part check the official website. 
To encourage visitors a free shuttle bus will run between 
the participating museums.

Through 25/10 Nordic Look Festival D-3, Ros-
foto, ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 35, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 

314 12 14, www.rosfoto.
org. As part of i ts Nordic 
Look festival, Rosfoto will 
be presenting works by Ari 
Magg, one of Iceland’s most 
celebrated photographers. 
Inspired by the eccentric 
and bleak landscape of 
his nati ve Iceland, Mag g 
has b ecome one of th e 
most recognizable names 
in advertising photography. 
As well as his distincti ve 
advertising campaigns, his 
collaboration with Icelandic 
musicians such as Bjork are 
unmistakeable. As part of 
the festival there will also 
be an exhibition of Finnish 

fashion photography from the past 60 years and various 
lectures and workshops.

Oct Time Event Venue
23 19:00 Bach, Strauss, Saint-Saens SSC
24 19:00 Bach, Morandi, Rachmaninov SSC
25 15:00 Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov SSC
25 19:00 Mozart, Schubert, Ravel SSC
26 19:00 Albinoni, Handel, Stravinsky SSC
27 19:00 Haydn, Schumann, Liszt SSC
29 19:00 Multimedia musical project SSC
29 21:00 Jazz programm SSC
30 19:00 Vivaldi, Mozart, Reger SSC

Festival of Conservatories
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Through 28/10 Siege Relics B-3, Rumyantsev 
Mansion (St. Petersburg History Museum), Anglis-
kaya nab. 44, MSadovaya, tel. 812 571 75 44. This 
exhibition represents a great opportunity to discover more 
about what happened in St. Petersburg during one of the 
most destructive sieges in modern history. These price-
less documents, diaries, letters and photographs tell a lot 
about the life of besieged Leningrad and have been rarely 
available for public viewing. For the first time in 35 years, 
guests can see the original diary of Leningrad schoolgirl 
Tanya Savicheva (1930 - 1944). Personal belongings and 
equipment of O. Firsova (1911 - 2005), one of the climbers 
involved in masking the architectural landmarks of the city 
like domes of St. Isaac’s and Paul Cathedral, the Admiralty 
and the Engineers’ Castle, can also be seen.

Through 30/10 Seven Brave Men D-3, Mal. Kony-
ushennaya ul., MNevsky pr. This exhibition chronicles 
the seven expeditions of Leonid Kruglov, a famous trav-

e l l er,  m emb er 
of the Russian 
G e o g r a p h i c a l 
S o c i e t y,  a n -
t h r o p o l o g i s t , 
d o c u m e n t a r y 
f i lmmaker and 
ph oto graph er. 
Fo l l o w in g  t h e 
expedi tions of 
Russian pioneer 
t ra ve l l e rs ,  h e 

went to the Far East, Papua New Guinea, Siberia, Ethio-
pia, and Tibet and other remote corners of the globe. In 
order to escape from convention a little, the exhibition will 
take place between the golden trees in the pedestrian 
zone of the street.

Through 31/10 Leonid Lamm - From utopia to 
virtuality D-2, Russian Museum, Marble Palace, ul. 
Millionaya 5/1, MNevsky pr., www.rusmuseum.ru. 
Leonid Lamm may be 
pushing 80 years but he 
has always consistently 
kept with the times and 
remains a real con-
temporary force in the 
Russian/American im-
migrant art scene. After 
spending years in Soviet 
prisons in the 1970s, 
Lamm finally emigrated 
to New York in 1983. 
This extensive exhibition 
represents works from 
right across his career. 
90 different pieces from 
his first graphic abstract 
creations up to his more 
recent video art reveal 
the progression of the artist’s creative impulses as the years 
have passed on.

Through 30/10 In memory of Raisa Gorbacheva 
D-2, State Museum of Political History of Russia, MPl. 
Lenina, tel. 812 233 70 52, www.polithistory.ru. Previ-
ous to Raisa Gorbachev, the wives of Soviet leaders usually 
stayed firmly in the background. Raisa was an exception how-
ever. She became praised for her works to develop a culture of 
philanthropy in Russia and is particularly well remembered for 
her contribution to progresses made in the treatment of child 
leukaemia sufferers. 10 years after her death this exhibition 
shows all manner of photos and personal items of ‘The First 
Lady of the Soviet Union’.

Ah the romance of the canals and neo-classic buildings, the 
world’s best ballet and opera stars and museums filled with 
priceless works of art. St. Petersburg is indeed a city of culture. 
Built on the blood of thousands of Russian serfs with a bloody 
history of revolt, murder, tragedy and down-right freakiness 
St. Petersburg also hides many spooky stories. As Halloween 
draws near and the nights start to get longer, darker and colder, 
In Your Pocket has gone in search of the city’s ghostly residents. 
Read on ...if you dare. 

Mikhailovsky Castle - Paranoid Paul
This is reported to be St. Petersburg’s most haunted building. 
Designed by Pavel I (who was mortally terrified of being assas-
sinated) as an impenetrable fortress, the Tsar managed to 
live here for only 41 nights before he was strangled to death 
in his bedroom by his own guards. Ever since his grisly murder, 
Pavel’s ghost has haunted the halls of the castle. Sometimes 
he is seen playing a flute and at others wandering around in his 
night clothes trying to find the people who betrayed him. Most 
museum workers refuse to stay in the palace at night, while 
even security guards and the police are not very keen on the 
idea either. If you’re passing by the castle at night, look carefully 
at the windows, you might see the city’s most popular ghost 
staring right back at you. 

Academy of Arts - depressed artist
This beautiful building reportedly has two ghosts, that of the 
building’s architect and of the academy’s first director. The young 
architect Kokorinkov was commissioned by Catherine the Great 
to build one of the greatest art academies in the world and he 
did exactly as directed. However, when Catherine came round to 
look at the completed building, she became incredibly angry with 
the architect as her dress got soiled by some wet paint from the 
walls. Kokorinkov was so upset about the incident that he hung 
himself in the attic of the building the same night. His ghost is 
said to be seen wandering the halls in a hurry with his drawing 
tools. Sculptor Kozlovsky, the first director of the academy, is 
also said to occasionally turn up. Workers say that on stormy 
nights, he comes and bangs on the entrance demanding to be 
let in. Apparently he can even be heard shouting; “It’s me, sculp-
tor Kozlovsky from Smolenskoe cemetery, I got wet and frozen 
in my grave…open the door!” No one has yet been reported to 
have opened up for him.

The Kunstkamera - Guyduk the Giant
Brought from France to live in the court of Peter the Great, 
Guyduk the giant was the larg-
est of the many men who had 
gigantism that were part of the 
tsar’s retinue. When he died 
his skeleton was saved for the 
freaky anatomical collection of 
the Kunstkamera, rather than 
being buried. In the late 19th 
Century someone stole his 
massive skull and from that 
day on the ghost of the giant 
was seen wandering around the 
halls of the museum looking for 
the thief. The museum workers 
began to find this so irritating 
that they found another skull 
and put that with the skeleton. 
Strangely enough, this seemed 
to actually work and the ghost 
hasn’t been seen in the last 
80 years.   

Rasputin
Despi te being qui te a 
freaky character in his life 
and being one of the most 
famous murder victims 
in St. Petersburg’s his-
tory, there are not many 
reports of a ghost of the 
mad monk. However the 
story of his death and 
burial does still count as 
the creepiest in the city. 
After being poisoned with 
large doses of cyanide by 
Prince Yusupov and his 
friend in the basement 
of Yusupovksy palace, 
Rasputin just would not 
die, so Prince Yusupov then shot him in the back as the monk 
was trying to leave the palace. One shot was not enough 
though and Rasputin tried to fight back, so Yusupov shot 
him again three more times. And yet still he just would not 
die! So the gang clubbed him to death and threw him into the 
icy Neva. When the body was recovered water was said to 
be found his lungs, suggesting that even when in the river he 
was still alive. His body was eventually buried in the grounds 
of Catherine’s palace at Pushkin but following the October 
revolution his corpse was dug up and burned. Rasputin got 
his last revenge though. As the body was being cremated, 
bystanders were horrified as Rasputin appeared to sit up in 
the fire - further cementing the legend that the mad monk 
was completely indestructible.

The Hermitage - cheeky mummies
The Winter Palace not only houses some of the world’s most 
treasured artworks, it’s also rumoured to be the home of a 
number of ghosts. The reputedly very polite spirit of Emperor 
Nikolai I is said to be looking after the collection of the Tyomny  
(dark) Corridor, while some people claim that one of the mummies 
in the Egyptian collection likes to wink at museum workers. Just 
don’t tell Mikhail Piotrovsky that we told you though - as director 
of the museum, he vehemently denies the stories. 

Fortress - the weeping woman
There’s all number of gruesome events that have taken 
place inside Peter and Paul Fortress St. Petersburg’s oldest 
fortress-cum-prison. Everything from torture, hangings  to 
drownings and suicides has happend within the thick walls. 
However, there’s only one ghost that is said to haunt the cells 
of the old prison - that of Countess Tarakanova. Arrested in 
Italy under the orders of Catherine II, for pretending to be 
of royal decent, she was imprisoned and later died here of 
tuberculosis. Many people have reported hearing her sobbing 
quietly into her silk handkerchief.

Kanal Griboedeva - the dead terrorist
The Church on the Spilled Blood was built on the place were 
socialist-revolutionary terrorists from the Narodnaya volya 
group murdered tsar Alexander II. Sofia Perovskaya was one 
of the ring leaders of the group and the fall of her handkerchief 
was the signal to start the attack on the tsar’s carriage as he 
passed down Kanal Griboedeva. She may have achieved her 
goal, but she was hanged for her involvement in the plot on 
March 03 1881. Many people say that every year around this 
date you can see a young lady wondering around this area, 
with a blue face and neck covered in rope marks.
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As of summer Rus-
sia In Your Pocket 
has teamed up with 
Europe’s leading on-
line hotel reservation 
agency Booking.com to 

offer hotel booking direct from our website. Over 200 hotels 
in Russia are already part of Booking.com’s reservation 
agency and more are joining everyday. So now, all you need 
to do is read through our reviews online and if you like the look 
of a place click on the link and you’ll be directed straight to the 
venue’s booking page. Then you can browse through what 
special deals the hotel of your dreams is offering without 
even picking up the phone. Simple as that! Head to our site 
russia.inyourpocket.com to try it out for yourself.

Booking.com

P Air conditioning A Credit cards accepted

O Casino H Conference facilities

T Child friendly U Facilities for the disabled

R Internet L Guarded parking

F Fitness centre G Non-smoking rooms

K Restaurant M Nearest metro station

D Sauna C Swimming pool

6 Animal friendly W Wi-Fi connection

Symbol key

Cream of the crop
Astoria D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 39, MNevsky 
pr., tel.  812 494 57 57, www.roccofortecollection.
com. This bustling hotel lobby has a library, the glamourous 
Kandinsky Bar and the Rotonda Lounge and a chocolate 
fountain! The original marble work such as the Winter 
Garden is magnificent. There’s also a wonderful spa and 
24hour fitness centre. Bedrooms are well-equipped and 
modern in design, made with 100% natural materials 
like wood and linen. The presidential suites feature art, 
furniture and lighting from the Astoria’s original collection 
and incredible views of St. Isaac’s.Q211 rooms (169 
doubles 31450 - 37000Rbl, 42 suites 48100 - 166500Rbl). 
Extra bed 1750Rbl. Breakfast (1250Rbl) and VAT not in-
cluded. Visa support free of charge. Registration 150Rbl. 
PHARFGKDW hhhhh

Corinthia Hotel St. Petersburg E-3, Nevsky pr. 
57, MMayakovskaya, tel.  812 380 20 01, www.
corinthia.com. Following a 90 million euro refurbishment 
the Corinthia has now become the largest 5 star confer-
ence and business hotel in the city. From the very entrance, 
compromising of a huge elegant lobby down to the stylishly 
modern rooms and excellent dining facilites, the impression 
is that this place has had a most thorough polish - the shine 
on those chandeliers is positively blinding! Happily the 
staff are just as welcoming as the rooms and the confer-
ence organisation is top class.Q388 rooms (43 suites 
15510 - 39700Rbl, 250 single/double 6800 - 18800Rbl, 
95 executive 11560 - 23500Rbl). Extra bed 2250Rbl. 
Breakfast (1410Rbl) not included. Visa support free of 
charge, registration 189Rbl. PTHARUIFL�
GKDW hhhhh

Grand Hotel Europe D-3, Ul. Mikhailovskaya 1/7, 
MNevsky pr., tel.  812 329 60 00, www.grandhote-
leurope.com. Occupying the full length of Mikhailovskaya 
Street, this palatial historical hotel has it all, from the 
original ar t-deco detailing, to the exquisite, enormous 
bathrooms in the downstairs bar to the 60cm mattresses 
and plush divine room fittings. There are also five top notch 
restaurants including the popular Caviar Bar, and for fine 
dining, L’Europe with its stained glass art deco interior. The 
Mezzanine Bar, with its atrium above, oozes elegance and 
bustles with livewire atmosphere.Q301 rooms (31 suites 
54100 - 93100Rbl, 210 classic room 22100 - 25600Rbl, 
17 terrace room 28100Rbl, 21 belle chambre 39100 
- 42600Rbl, 22 duplex 29100Rbl). Extra bed (2500Rbl). 
Breakfast (1800Rbl) and VAT not included. Visa support 
free of charge. Registration 195Rbl. PTHAR�
UIFLGKDCW hhhhh

Renaissance St. Petersburg Baltic Hotel D-3, 
Ul. Pochtamtskaya 4, MSadovaya, tel.  812 380 40 
00, www.renaissancesaintpetersburg.ru. Smaller than 
other five-stars, but no less grand. Indeed, the decor is a 
feast for the eyes. Highlights include the stunning views, 
the 24hr business centre, the ballroom and the glorious 
Canvas Restaurant. All rooms are boutique class, the two-
level rooms are especially sumptuous. From the sixth floor 
cafe terrace, you can see the domes of St. Isaac’s at eye 
level. The fitness centre is the largest we have seen. Two 
rooms are available for people with disabilities. No doubt 
the staff will meet your expectations.Q102 rooms (20 
suites 18000 - 22000Rbl, 6 bi-level 35000Rbl, 76 deluxe 
8500Rbl). VAT not included. Breakfast (1050Rbl) not 
included in Deluxe. Visa support free of charge. Registra-
tion 200Rbl. PJHAR6UIFLGBKDW 
hhhhh

Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge - Oyster Festival
When it comes to oysters, you either love them or you 
hate them. There’s rarely a middle ground. Sokos’ Oyster 
festival however is bound to please the fans and hopefully 
convert the uninitiated too. Having oysters delivered from 
France by air twice a week, Portofino’s head chef Kenneth 
Lindberg prepares the most mouth-watering oysters in 
the city. With the autumn’s dreary weather, this is the 
perfect time to spoil yourself with a glass of sherry and 
Andalusian oysters in wine and shallot onion sauce.
 
Novotel - Prima Italia
Italian food is always a hit, and with its Italian-themed 
month at the Cote Jardin restaurant, Novotel will be 
catering to the italophiles this October. Chef Fabrice 
Pantera’s menu concocts a masterpiece of Mediterra-
nean cuisine - from the traditional Caprese tomato and 
mozzarella salad to the mouth-watering Arborio Risotto. 
Desserts are given just as much attention with pastry 
chef Nataly Nikolaeva preparing classic Italian desserts 
like Tiramisu, Sicilian La Cassata, and Tuscan Zucotto. 
Specially delivered Italian wines and spirits round up this 
gastronomic feast. 

Eat with the Stars

Grand Europe Hotel, L’Europe restaurant E-3, 
Ul.Mikhailovskaya 1/7, MGostiny Dvor, tel. 812 
329 66 30. The Grand offers an amazing Jazz brunch 
on Sundays. Tables are laden with crawfish, salmon, 
shrimp, decadent petit fours, roast beef, soups, fruit 
arranged in towering topiaries. Feast on the famous red 
and black caviar of Russia as well as a savoury selec-
tion of Russian, Mediterranean and oriental specialties.
Q12:30 - 16:00 (adults 4500Rbl, children 7 - 12 years 
1600Rbl, 4-6 years 800Rbl).

Corinthia Hotel St. Petersburg, Imperial Res-
taurant E-3, Nevsky pr. 57, MMayakovskaya, tel. 
812 380 20 01.  For the food show with everything, the 
Meditterean Sunday Brunch is a veritable market place of 
food joys. It‘s popularity stems from the unlimited drinks 
and the tables upon tables laden with overflowing food-
stuffs. It’s a well-rounded experience too, lasting for three 
hours, with a live jazz trio to boot. Kids entertainment is 
as plentiful as the adult’s dishes with clowns, games and 
dvds for kids to enjoy.Q12:30 - 16:00. (Adults 3300Rbl, 
children price equal to height in cms, children under 4 
free.) TAES

Sunday Brunch

Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge C/D-3, VO, Birzhevoy per. 
2-4, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.  812 335 22 00, www.so-
koshotels.fi. Gorgeous Palace Bridge hotel is a cross between 
a slick city warehouse conversion and palatial hotel. Exposed 
brickwork surrounds the spacious skylight lobby with two levels 
and marble grey metal walkways reaching from the lobby to the 
Sevilla restaurant in the brick tower. The downstairs lobby holds 
the entrance to the pride of the hotel, their Spa and Wellness 
world. Calming and comfortable with thick mattresses and soft 
furnishings, the rooms are crisp and bright with chaise-lounges, 
flat screen tvs and glass bathrooms doors.Q319 rooms (21 
suites 9990 - 12580Rbl, 21 apartments 13690 - 16280Rbl, 
319 single/double 5500 - 10175Rbl). Extra bed 1850Rbl, child 
925Rbl. Breakfast (1100Rbl) not included. Visa support free 
of charge. Registration 150Rbl. PHA6UIFLG�
KDCW hhhhh

Upmarket
Courtyard by Marriott St. Petersburg Vasilievsky 
C-2, VO, 2nd line 61/30 A, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.  812 
380 40 11, www.courtyardsaintpetersburg.ru. Situated on 
the quiet banks of the Malaya Neva this large hotel has every-
thing for the business traveller. 8 conference rooms, including 
the massive atrium assembly hall and enormous desks in the 
rooms mean even the most workaholic guest is well-catered for. 
The rooms and beds themselves are also generously sized and 
decorated in a simple yet warm muted gold and purple scheme. 
There’s a light and airy Russian/French restaurant with views 
to the river, as well as a slinkier Lobby bar for later on.Q214 
rooms (12 suites 10500 - 15500Rbl, 190 Deluxe 5500Rbl, 12 
Studio 7100Rbl). Breakfast (700Rbl), suites breakfast included. 
VAT not included. Visa support free of charge. Registration 
200Rbl. PHARUFLGKW hhhh

Ermitage Hotel D-3, Ul. Millionnaya 11, MNevsky pr., 
tel.  812 571 54 97, www.ermitage-hotel.com. The hotel 
is like a private home; a peaceful and cosy retreat from the 
bustling city. Situated, as its name suggests, a stone’s throw 
from the great museum, it combines a great tourist location 
with charm and personal attention. The staff are attentive, the 
rooms are understated but cosy and there is a homely lounge 
and reception area.Q4 rooms (2 doubles 4600Rbl, 1 suite 
9200Rbl, 2 deluxe 6400Rbl). Extra bed 900Rbl. Visa support 
600Rbl, registration free of charge. PAGW hhhh

NashOTEL C-3, VO, 11-ya Liniya 50, MVasileostrovs-
kaya, tel.  812 323 22 31, www.nashotel.ru. This eight 
floor hotel is one of the nicest hotels in the historic area. It 
has been designed and built with the modern guest in mind; 
with bright colour schemes, large art prints, a glass lift shaft 
and conference rooms with glass walls and tables. The 
fashionable rooms are fully equipped and have large windows 
or French doors. The trendy ‘La Botanique’ restaurant offers 
international and Russian cuisine.Q58 rooms (9 singles 
3680 - 4600Rbl, 49 doubles 4320 - 10600Rbl). Extra bed 
1496Rbl. Visa support and Wi-fi free of charge. Registration 
105Rbl.PHAR6ULGKW hhhh

Nevsky Forum E-3, Nevsky pr. 69, MMayakovskaya, 
tel.  812 333 0 222, www.nevskyforum.com. With a bold, 
modern attitude, this kind of hotel deserves to thrive. Don’t be 
afraid of the steep staircase you meet on entry, the lift is just 
around the corner in the courtyard. Rooms are generously sized 
and outfitted with individual artistic designs like trendy murals 
screen-printed onto the large bed heads. Although it’s on Nevsky, 
it is nowhere near as loud as you may suppose.Q29 rooms 
(1 single 4080Rbl, 25 doubles 5550 - 6950Rbl, 3 suites 7750 
- 12450Rbl). Extra bed 1000Rbl. Visa support 400Rbl, registra-
tion free of charge. PTHA6ILGKDW hhhh
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Sokos Hotel Olympic Garden D-4, Bataisky per. 3A, 
MTekhnologichesky In., tel.  812 335 22 70, www.so-
koshotels.fi. For the seasoned business traveller looking for 
a hotel that does things right. Thick curtains and matresses, 
flat-screen tvs and sleek Finnish furniture complete the func-
tional rooms. The size difference between standard and superior 
rooms is negligible, so if traveling alone the standard will suffice. 
There are multiple conference rooms and laptops for rent.
Q348 rooms (33 suites 6475 - 9250Rbl, 348 single/double 
4300 - 6845Rbl). Extra bed 1850Rbl, child 925Rbl. Breakfast 
(740Rbl). Visa support free of charge. Registration 150Rbl. 
PTJHAR6UIFLEGKDW hhhh

Sokos Hotel Vasilevsky C-3, 8-ya Liniya 11 -13, MVas-
ileostrovskaya, tel.  812 335 22 90, www.sokoshotels.fi. 
The third Sokos hotel brings yet more Finnish style and sophistica-
tion to the city. The rooms are stylish, comfortable and modern, 
with a romantic 1930s red and gold theme that spreads across 
the whole hotel.Q255 rooms (22 suites 7400 - 10175Rbl, 255 
single/double 4800 - 7770Rbl). Extra bed 1850Rbl, child 925Rbl. 
Breakfast (740Rbl). Visa support free of charge. Registration 
150Rbl.PHA6UFLEGKDW hhhh

Mid-range
Andersen Hotel D-1, PS, Ul. Chapygina 4, liter A, MPetro-
gradskaya, tel.  812 740 51 40, www.andersenhotel.ru. 
Understands the basic necessities, clean, comfort and a good 
breakfast for a reasonable price. Andersen is suitable for big-
ger groups but also for the individual traveller.Q140 rooms (8 
suites 5200Rbl, 72 standard 3200 - 3500Rbl, 28 classic 3500 
- 3700Rbl, 32 superior 3700 - 3900Rbl). Extra bed 700Rbl. Reg-
istration free of charge. PHAR6FLGKW hhh

Ibis St. Petersburg E-3, Ligovsky pr. 54, MPl. Voss-
taniya, tel.  812 622 01 00, www.ibishotel.com. Smart 
and clean with the appearance of an upmarket hotel yet the new 
Ibis is marketed for those business or leisure travllers in search 
of reasonably priced accommodation. With a central location, 
restaurant, brand spanking new decor and international standard 
service, this is a great economy option.Q221 rooms (3 suites 
10000Rbl, 218 single/double 4500Rbl). Extra bed 1800Rbl only 
for suites. Visa support and registration free of charge. Break-
fast not included (480 Rbl). PTHAULGKW hhh

Stony Island Hotel D-1, Kamenoostrovsky pr. 45, 
MPetrogradskaya, tel.  812 337 24 34, www.stonyisland.
com. This friendly sized hotel has a paired down but stylish vibe 
about it. The unfussy rooms have wide beds covered in silky 
sheets, plasma TVs, discreet storage space and two phones 
(one of them is in the bathroom!) Breakfast, drinks and room-
service are all provided by the friendly James Cook pub next door.
Q50 rooms (10 standard 3900Rbl, 21 classic 3900Rbl, 17 
superior 4300Rbl, 2 deluxe 8900Rbl). Extra bed (only in Superior) 
750Rbl. Visa support 1380Rbl, registration free of charge. 10% 
discount on internet bookings through website. Children under 
12 years stay free. PHALGKW hhh

Mini-hotels
B&B Randhouse D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 25, flat 
17/Per. Grivtsova 11, flat 83, MNevsky pr./Sennaya 
pl., tel.  812 314 63 33, www.randhouse.ru. Named 
after the St. Petersburg born American writer Ayn Rand, 
B&B Randhouse has a network of three mini-hotels in the 
centre of the city. Rooms are modern and comfortable, and 
a fully equipped kitchen is available for guests. Hot tasty 
breakfasts are served - always a good thing! Many Rus-
sian and foreign musicians, television stars and journalists 
(including MTV) like to stay here. Q16 rooms (1 single €50, 
15 doubles €40 - 80,  Twins). Extra bed €15. VIsa support 
€25, registration included. TA

B&B Swiss Star D-4, Nab. reky Fontanky 93, app. 26, 
MSennaya pl., tel.  911 929 27 93, www.swiss-star.ru. 
This b&b is the nicest, most welcoming hideaway we have 
seen in a long time. Host Andre offers committed hospitality, 
from the espresso machine to a mini photo exhibition by local 
photographers in your room. Tastefully renovated to a mini-
malist modern style with fresh floorboards throughout, there 
are a range of rooms. All have modern amenities and subtle 
lighting, completing the atmosphere of total relaxation. 
There’s also a shared kitchen where guests can congregate.
Q8 rooms (8 singles 3070Rbl, 8 doubles 3780Rbl). Extra 
bed 670Rbl. Visa support 1550Rbl, registration included in 
visa support. RLGW hhh

Comfort Hotel D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 25, 
MNevsky pr., tel.  812 570 67 00, www.comfort-hotel.
org. Ideal for tourists and business people alike, this hotel 
enjoys a great location not far from Nevsky prospket and 
St. Isaac’s square. The standard rooms are well-decorated 
in neutral, calming tones and the suites are spacious and 
well-equipped. The cheerful breakfast room serves tea and 
coffee throughout the day and the newly installed elevator 
eases the journey to the top floor.Q18 rooms (8 doubles 
3400 - 4400Rbl, 2 suites 6000 - 7000Rbl, 8 twin 4100 
- 5800Rbl). Extra bed 1200Rbl. Visa support 600Rbl, regis-
tration free of charge. PHARILGW hhh

Dynasty E-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 29/28, MDostoevs-
kaya, tel.  812 572 29 29, www.eurasia-hotel.ru. The 
coat of arms above each bed leaves no doubt about what 
kind of image this hotel is striving to create. Exactly what 
kind of Russian dynasties favoured orange silky bedcov-
ers, red carpet and brown chairs we aren’t sure of though. 
Despite the unusual colour scheme, rooms are clean and 
comfortable and the location is central without being too 
close to Nevsky prospekt.Q39 rooms (9 singles 3200Rbl, 
18 doubles 3700Rbl, 6 triples 4300Rbl, 6 suites 3600 - 
4800Rbl). Extra bed 600Rbl. Visa support and registration 
free of charge. Free Wi-Fi. AGW hhh

Golden Triangle Hotel D-3, Nevsky pr. 22 - 24, 
MNevsky pr., tel.  812 490 77 20, www.goldtriangle.
ru. This mini-hotel is good value for money considering 
its central location and superb interiors. Occupying the 
third and fourth floors of a 19th century building, it has 24 
rooms ranging from single to lux. Guests will be pleased 
with the Italian furniture in every room, as well as with the 
courtyard and street views. The double deluxe rooms are 
most impressive, being reasonably priced but having better 
amenities like king size beds and large bathtubs, as well as 
the standard plasma tvs and free wifi.Q24 rooms (6 singles 
1900 - 3800Rbl, 12 doubles 4400 - 4800Rbl, 6 suites 6000 
- 10000Rbl). Extra bed 800Rbl. Visa support 900Rbl, regis-
tration free of charge. PHAUILGW hhh

Looking for another copy of St. Petersburg In Your 
Pocket? It’s simple In Your Pocket is everywhere! You 
can find complimentary copies of St. Petersburg In 
Your Pocket in over 250 hotels, restaurants, bars, 
pubs and tour and travel agencies across the city. It’s 
also available for a small sum at central branches of 
Idealnaya Chashka (Nevsky pr. 32, Vladimirsky pr. 1 
and Kamennoostrovsky pr. 2) and in Anglia bookshop. 
Fur thermore, you can download pdf and i-phone 
compatible versions of the guide via our websi te 
st_petersburg.inyourpocket.com or you can use 
the click and buy system on our website to get the 
guides delivered straight to your door. You see, we 
told you it was easy. 

Need another copy of IYP?

Herzen House D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 25, 
MNevsky pr., tel.  812 315 55 50, www.herzen-hotel.
com. Central and clean, Herzen House is at the top of four 
floors on the lovely Bolshaya Morskaya and has been com-
pletely renovated. Simple and convenient with 20 rooms 
across one floor, the twin superior is spacious with modern 
upholstery and a choice of views onto the courtyard or street. 
There’s tiled terracotta floors and a good buffet area to feast 
on a hot breakfast of porridge, omlettes and sausages. Free 
Wi-fi and 24hr internet access is available in the reception, 
although when you’re five minutes from the Hermitage, 
who needs computers?!.Q20 rooms (6 doubles 3200 
- 4000Rbl, 4 Classic Twin 3600 - 4400Rbl, 10 Superior Twin 
4000 - 4800Rbl). Extra bed 1000Rbl. Visa support 600Rbl, 
registration free of charge. PTHALW hhh
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Nevsky Inn D-3, Kirpichny per.2, apt.19, code 19B, 
MNevsky pr., tel.  812 315 88 36, www.nevskyinn.
com. This is a clean and pretty hotel with an ideal location. 
Considering its standards, it is also great value for money. 
Occupying one floor of a mid 19th century building, there is a 
large, modern café, open 24hrs with satellite tv, a long couch, 
coffee table, free tea and coffee and open kitchen facilities. To 
find it turn left onto Bolshaya Morskaya, then take your first 
right - the door is no.2, next to an arch. Dial code 19B and go 
to the fourth floor.Q(7 singles 3600Rbl, 7 doubles 4270Rbl, 
5 triples 5200Rbl). Extra bed 900Rbl. Visa support €25, 
registration free of charge. PARLGW hhh

Palantin C-4, Rizhskiy pr. 4-6, MBaltiyskaya, tel.  812 607 
77 63, www.palantinhotel.ru. Situated in a quiet courtyard not 
far from the Fontanka canal, this calm mini-hotel is free from the 
hustle and bustle of the city. The modern rooms offer rest and 
relaxation on some very thick mattresses with warm magnolia 
and honey coloured trimmings. The superior suite comes with 
a double bed and kitchenette and the junior suites even have 
Jacuzzis. To enter go through to the backyard, ring the bell and 
enter through the gate.Q20 rooms (20 single/double 2400 
- 3700Rbl). Extra bed 900Rbl. Visa support 300Rbl. Registration 
120Rbl. PHARLGK hhh

Sonata Hotel D-3, Ul. Gorokhovaya 3, app. 20, MSennaya 
pl., tel.  812 315 51 12, www.hotel-sonata.com. Sonata 
has two comfortable hotels, located in the historical center of 
St. Petersburg. The rooms are up to European standard with all 
the required facilities. Breakfast is included and served in the 
kitchen/bar. The staff of the hotel does their utmost to make 
you feel at home.Q23 rooms (12 suites 3500 - 4300Rbl, 11 
single/double 3200 - 3400Rbl). Extra bed 850Rbl. Visa support 
500Rbl, registration 150Rbl. PARGW hhh

Hostels
Atmo Hostel E-3, Liteiny pr. 64, MMayakovskaya, tel.  
812 272 64 44, www.atmohostel.ru. Going up the stairs 
until the third floor can be scary, but fear not, you’ll feel safe as 
soon as you enter Atmo’s steel doors. You’ll be greeted by pop 
art paintings, a bicycle leaning on the wall, and friendly staff. The 
common kitchen, bathrooms and lounge area are all new, clean 
and spacious. The outgoing staff will even let you leave your mark  
- painting the walls, is totally acceptable!Q8 rooms (40 dorm 
beds 500 - 800Rbl). J6GW

Russia is no longer about miserable canteens with dour 
service and grey food. St. Petersburg is brimming with 
colourful, innovative and fun restaurants serving everything 
from traditional Russian to nouvelle cuisine. Prices indicate 
average price of a main course. Menus in English available 
unless otherwise stated. 

Bread khleb
Caviar ikra
Chicken kuritsa
Fish ryba
Meat myaso
Pork svinina
Potatoes  kartofel

Menu Decoder

P Air conditioning A Credit cards accepted
E Live music S Take away
T Child friendly U Facilities for the disabled
G Non-smoking areas L Guarded parking
O Casino M Nearest station
R Internet 6 Animal friendly
B Outside seating W Wi-Fi connection

Symbol key

Cubahostel D-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 5, 4th floor, MNevsky 
pr., tel.  812 921 71 15, www.cubahostel.ru. Cuba Hostel 
is ideal for budget travel. Located a mere minute from Kazan 
Cathedral, visitors will find themselves smack in the middle of 
all the bars, restaurants and shops they could hope for. The 
fourteen dormitories can sleep between four and ten people 
and there is a communal kitchen area and other areas to hang 
out in. Enter to the right of the old fashioned red British phone 
box, press 41 at the downstairs intercom. Sheets and towels 
are included.Q14 rooms (60 dorm beds 500 - 900Rbl). Visa 
support 29Euro, registration 7Euro.JR

Green Light Hostel E-3, per. Krylova 2, MNevsky pr., tel.  
812 441 35 88, greenlight-hostel.ru. We’ll begin by saying 
what this hostel is not: It’s not easy to find (due to lack of signage), 
it’s not big and the staff are not friendly. Now we’ll tell you what it 
is: A small, well maintained 5-room hostel in the city centre. The 
kitchen is equipped with modern appliances and the showers 
and toilets, although very limited (2 each!), are clean and spa-
cious enough. If it weren’t for the snobby receptionist, we’d give 
them a full green light.Q5 rooms (22 dorm beds 600 - 700Rbl). 
Visa support 30Euros, registration 200Rbl. GW

Soul Kitchen Hostel E-3, 1-ya Sovietskaya ul. 12, ap1, 
MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 8 911 237 79 69, www.soulkitch-
enhostel.com. Back when backpacking around Russia meant 
living with babushkas or sleeping in grubby student dorms, 
this was the kind of place we dreamed of. Free breakfast in a 
cosy yet modern kitchen, free internet, free phone calls, free 
laundry, sushi parties at the weekends and freshly decorated 
bright rooms. The staff at this young and friendly place will even 
lend you old-school cameras and take you round the city on 
retro bicycles to shop in flea markets.Q (1 double 2500Rbl, 
2 10 bed mixed dorm 550Rbl, 1 8 bed mixed dorm 600Rbl). 
Extra bed 500Rbl. Breakfast included. GW

Apartments
City Realty D-3, Muchnoi per. 2, 1st floor, MSennaya, 
tel.  812 570 63 42, www.cityrealtyrussia.com. This 
American owned company will be able to assist you with 
whatever range of accommodation you are looking for. City 
Realty not only has a good selection of apartments, but can 
also find you a place to stay in one of the numerous minihotels 
and bed and breakfasts.QOpen 10:00 - 18:30. Closed Sat, 
Sun. Visa support from 15€, registration 25 €. PTA

Russian
Korchma D-3, Nab. kan. Griboedova 69/18, MSa-
dovaya, tel. 812 312 05 18, www.korchma.spb.ru. 
This restaurant-pub is a real find. It is designed like an old 
tavern of the tsarist period and it has a warm atmosphere 
and unique interior. A wonderful Russian menu with superb 
prices. There is a huge amount of meat dishes. They offer 
breakfasts and business lunch deals. There is a music 
room with dance-floor where different live bands play every 
night. On weekends, after the feasting on different dishes, 
comes the opportunity to feast your eyes on striptease 
ar tists - real Russian enter tainment.QOpen 24hrs. 
(400Rbl). PAES

Na Zdorovie! C-2, Bolshoy pr. 13/4, Petrograd Side, 
MSportivnaya, tel. 812 232 40 39, www.concord-
catering.ru. This cheerful, cosy restaurant called Na 
Zdorovie (Russian for ‘to your health!’) serves excellent 
Russian and Soviet cuisine - something you are not sup-
posed to miss when visiting St. Petersburg. It is a good 
restaurant for tourists looking for a taste of typical Russian 
food. Take our word for it, everything we tried here tasted 
really fresh - as i f a Russian babushka (grandmother) 
prepared it herself. Don’t forget to try the typical Russian 
drinks kvas and mors.QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. (400Rbl). 
PTAULES

Ohotnichya Izba (Hunting Hut) D-4, Lermontovsky 
pr. 30, MTekhnologichesky In., tel. 812 714 60 88, 
www.ohizba.ru. This is a fun place filled with all sorts of 
hunting trophies where you are greeted by a big stuffed 
Russian bear. Expect to see lots of meat at the Hunting Hut 
including different kinds of game birds, deer, boar and bear. 
The meat is grilled in the middle of the restaurant, which 
only increases the anticipation. Luckily, the portions are 
large! The restaurant is within walking distance of the Mari-
insky Theatre, St. Nicolas Cathedral and the Hotel Azimut.
QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. (400Rbl). PTALEX

Restoran D-3, Tamozhenny per. 2, MVasileostrovs-
kaya, tel. 812 327 89 79. Restoran is a vast place that 
tries to combine rustic Russian style with a modern feel. 
This means pale, undecorated walls, two huge fireplaces 
and Russian linen on the tables. The menu is wonderful, 
everything is just like at grandmas, simple, filling and 
expertly executed - we’ve never had a bad dish here.The 
cold service and the sound of your own voice echoing off 
the walls however make you wish they’d let babushka have 
a go at cooking up some atmosphere too.QOpen 12:00 
- 24:00. (850Rbl). PTALGS

Teremok E-3, Nevsky pr. 60, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
314 27 01, www.teremok.ru. Head upstairs and wor-
ship at the throne of Teremok - the pancake or blini kings. 
Although it is strictly fast food, the blini are assembled 
as you order them and there is a wide variety including 
the Ilya Murometz, a popular concoction of boiled pork, 
mushrooms and cheese. They also do different porridge 
dishes, an awesome fish soup (ukha) and have beer on 
tap. There are also many takeaway Teremok stands 
dotted arount the city.QOpen 10:00 - 23:00. (100Rbl). 
PTGS

Sometimes restaurants can turn their nose up at parents 
who arrive at restaurants with a horde of hungry kids in tow. 
And other times they welcome them with open arms, hand 
them their own children’s menu and direct them straight to 
their own fun play corner. These restaurants fall into the 
second category.

Makarov (page 27). Fantastic children’s room with 
plenty of toys for young kids, computer games for older 
children and an outdoor play area. They have plenty of 
pens and paper for kids to scribble on and to make the 
little ones feel even more welcome, they have a lower 
toilet and a shelf underneath the basin unit that can be 
pulled out to act as a step for them to reach the taps. 
Greek Taverna Oliva (page 30). Has a great children’s 
menu and special kids play room where you can stow 
them away while you enjoy your wine in peace. 
Teplo (page 30). Tucked away in the back of this pretty 
restaurant is a brightly decorated play room filled with 
soft toys, games and cartoons. 
La Strada (page 31). The kid’s room is far enough 
away from the main dining area to not disturb those 
eating, yet near enough to ensure that little ones aren’t 
getting themselves into trouble. The kind minder also 
makes sure that there are no fights over who gets to 
play with the lego.

Child Friendly
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Shchyot pazhalusta! = Bill please!

Tsar E-3, Ul. Sadovaya 12, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 930 
04 44, www.tsar-project.ru. Tsar, as its name suggests 
sets out to make its guests feel like real Russian royalty. Drinks 
are served in fine crystal glasses, old portraits of noblemen 
cover the walls and even the toilets are encased inside giant 
leather-lined thrones. The Russian cuisine on offer is first rate 
- no doubt Nicholas II himself would have loved the Pozharskaya 
cutlet a la Pushkin. The staff, food and atmosphere here is a real 
lesson in imperial elegance.QOpen 08:00 - 24:00. (1000Rbl). 
PAILEGSW

Yolki-Palki E-3, Nevsky pr. 88, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 
273 15 94, www.elki-palki.ru. Aimed at the tourist maket, 
this slightly cheesy Russian eatery packs in both Russians and 
foreigners alike. They come here for the good value meals, the 
staff mincing around in traditional costume and that aromatic 
smell of shashlik from behind the grill. Sit under the plastic forest 
canopy (somehow this is oddly appealing), while filling up on an 
all-you-can-eat plate from the buffet wagons or order something 
from the menu. Also at Malaya Konyushennaya 9, tel. 571 03 
85.QOpen 07:00 - 05:00. (200Rbl). PTABS

Soviet chic
NEP D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 37, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 312 
37 22, www.neprestoran.ru. Nep is a delightful cabaret den 
which pays glorious homage to the sultry swinging 1920s. The 
atmosphere is cosy and warm, softly lit with candles so you can 
settle back, order your meal and be enthralled by the musicians 
with their charming, personality packed star singer. They offer an 
array of delicious fish and meat dishes, all exquisitely presented 
and served. If you’re sitting close to the performers, it is likely 
you’ll find yourself part of the night’s entertainment.QOpen 
12:00 - 01:00, Mon, Tue 12:00 - 23:00. Cafe open 12:00 - 22:00. 
(600 Rbl). PALEGSW

Pyshki (doughnuts) D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Konyushennaya 
25, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 314 08 68. The ultimate cheap 
and greasy, quick and easy snack joint. Pyshki or doughnuts 
are a legendary snack from the Soviet times and this place 
has been here for decades, you’ll find many other imitators but 
this place is the real deal. It’s all turfed up in a no frills Soviet 
style and the locals are often queing outside the door to get 
their fix. Aside from doughnuts they have tea and coffee and 
thats about it.QOpen 09:00 - 20:00. Each doughnut costs 
10Rbl. TGS

Russian Kitsch C-3, VO, Universitetskaya nab. 25, 
MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 812 325 11 22, www.concord-
catering.ru. Is that Brezhnev and Castro we see kissing on the 
ceiling? Bear rugs, sumptuous cushions, multi-coloured walls, 
leopard print sofas, embellished pillars - could it get more kitsch 
than this? This restaurant is ironic on a grand scale in a grand 
location, overlooking the river Neva, with six dining halls, a con-
servatory and a dance floor. If it’s vodka and caviar you’re after, 
they have both black and red caviar with blini and many types of 
vodka - and the general cuisine is great. We recommend the royal 
prawns and the quail shashlyk. The waiter was so quick we could 
hardly finish our dishes! Menus come in the ideological works of 
Lenin.QOpen 12:00 - 02:00. (500Rbl). PALES

Zov Ilyicha D-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 34 (Enter from Grivtsova 
per. 7), MSadovaya. Lenin would no doubt turn in his mauso-
leum if he heard about this Soviet-kitsch buffet with the name 
‘Ilyich’s (Lenin’s) mating-call.’ Lenin busts hang from the mirrored 
ceiling, the flags of the proletariat hang from the walls while 
the oddly translated menu extols the best of fast food Soviet 
style. Anyone for kotlety (those mixed meat burgers)? Service is 
friendly enough, and prices recall those of last century.QOpen 
12:00 - 24:00. (150Rbl). PS

Russian & European
Cafe Jam E-3, Ul. Ryleeva 12, MChernyshevskaya, 
tel. 812 719 69 33, www.cafejam.spb.ru. A fresh and 
healthy blend of Russian and Scandinavian cuisine is offered 
by Berit. She does her utmost to serve you good food for 
a good price and this place is imbued with her inimitable 
down-to-earth sense of humour. It has a funky, stylish inte-
rior; with seasonal art exhibitions and a popular business 
lunch. An ideal place for intimate talks or to drop by for a 
coffee, a quick filling business lunch or something heartier.
QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. (350Rbl). PTAUEGSX

Krokodil C-3, Ul. Galernaya 18, MSadovaya, tel. 812 
314 94 37. Step down into the cellar and try not to laugh at 
the crocodile lamps and coat hooks in the said restaurant 
theme. We didn’t try their whisky but we must admit we are 
big fans of their diablo salad and have been gobbling up 
their chicken wings with their soy and sesame sauce ever 
since our first visit. Finger licking good, that’s what we have 
to say. Affordable and tasty, what else could you want? Well 
perhaps a tiny bit closer to a metro.QOpen 12:30 - 24:00. 
(300Rbl). PAGS

Makarov Restaurant E-3, Manezhny per. 2, MCher-
nyshevskaya, tel. 812 327 00 53. As soon as you walk 
in, you can’t help feeling at home - the entrance is actually 
just like a family kitchen. Staff are efficient and endear-
ing. The interior is stylish and tasteful, with black table 
and chairs and long bench seating down the back. Quite 
spacious, there are three dining areas, the main floor, and 
two smaller areas beyond the kitchen and in the hall. They 
have drawing pencils and paper for kids, cartoon figures 
from Russian cartoons on the walls, bookshelves, toys and 
plants, flowers on every tableall contributing to a very family 
friendly atmosphere. Russian cuisine is on offer as well as a 
great breakfast selection and a well thought out childrens 
menu - all of which is tastefully prepared and presented.
QOpen 08:00 - 23:00, Sat, Sun 11:00 - 23:00 (400Rbl). 
PTAEW

Moskva D-2, Petrogradskaya nab. 18, MPl. Lenina, 
tel. 812 332 02 00, www.decadencegroup.ru. The 
panorama from this trendy restaurant definitely falls into 
the category of ‘a view to a kill’. From the top floor of a 
sports and business centre, the restaurant offers an (at 
least for tourists) unusual view over the city. A must for 
people who like modern design and a relaxed atmosphere. 
For those who have just visited the old cruiser Avrora (the 
one that started the October Revolution), which is not far 
away, expect a severe case of culture shock. Enjoy!QOpen 
12:00 - 01:00, Sat, Sun 15:00 - 01:00. (1000Rbl). 
PTALGSW

Noble Assembly D-3, Ul. Mikhailovskaya 2, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 329 66 22, www.grandhoteleurope.com. 
Where once a Soviet-style buffet stood, an aristocratic look-
ing restaurant has opened its doors. Amid the aristocratic 
ambience they serve Russian dishes for very democratic 
prices catered for by the Grand Hotel Europe. The solyanka 
meat soup is superb and the lamb dish is not a bad choice 
either. We can’t advise anyone to order the Russian wine un-
less you prefer to completely sour your tastebuds. Just pay 
50Rbl more for the French like the real Russian aristocrats 
did. It will make your day. Entrance via Philharmonic.QOpen 
12:00 - 24:00. (750Rbl). PTALBW

Dickens D-4, Nab. reky Fontanky 108, MSennaya 
pl., tel. 812 380 78 88, A big mug of coffee and a good 
choice of brekkies to start the day heartily. Breakfast is 
served all day until 5pm. For those needing their early 
morning (hangover) fill, there’s a huge English breakfast 
available including bacon, real homemade sausages, 
baked beans and piles of toast.QBreakfast in bar 08:00 
- 17:00. (370Rbl). PAS

Frikadelki D-3, Nab. Kan. Griboedova 8/1, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 571 51 35. Order kasha (porridge), pan-
cakes with assorted fillings, and also pastries and buns. 
They do omlettes made to order with added bacon or 
mushrooms if you prefer and cheap fry-ups.QOpen 
08:30 - 11:00. (100Rbl) Free Wi-Fi. PJGW

Breakfast
Grad Petrov D-3, Universitetskaya nab. 5, MVas-
ileostrovskaya, tel. 812 326 01 37, www.die-kneipe.
ru. This trendy beer restaurant with red brick walls and 
wooden furnishings serves a lighter version of classic 
German food and homebrewed beers. The lager - Hefe-
Weisse, pilsner and dunkel beers are brewed in house 
to classic Bavarian methods and you can even arrange 
to have a tour with their friendly brewmaster. We like the 
sausage dishes; if you’re hungry we recommend the 
metre long Thuringer sausage!QOpen 12:00 - 01:00. 
(530Rbl). PTJAEGBSW

Solod and Khmel E-4, Ul. Marata 56/58, MLigov-
sky pr., tel. 812 764 88 89. St. Petersburg has quite 
a few German beer restaurants but thankfully now it 
has a Russian one too. The Malt and Hops is a reliably 
good place to enjoy pretty good Russian food and wash 
it down with some home brew. Football screenings cre-
ate a rowdy, charged atmosphere but if that sounds too 
loud for you, just head up to the mezzanine. If the robust, 
greasy meat dishes aren’t your thing, opt for a fish special.
QOpen 12:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 05:00. (300Rbl). 
PTALEGSW

Tinkoff D-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 7, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
718 55 66, www.tinkoff.ru. There are 8 types of beer 
brewed at this fashionable restaurant near the Kazan ca-
thedral. Tinkoff is big and it has a big selection. You can get 
anything from Russian borshch to Italian pizza. There is 
even a sushi bar. In the way of entertainment, Tinkoff has 
live music and soccer games on a big-screen TV.QOpen 
12:00 - 02:00. (500Rbl). PTAESW

Get your beer here...

It seems that the restaurant scene in St. Petersburg 
changes more often than the weather.  Recent openings 
that came up some quick we had no time to include them in 
this issue include the opening of a new RBG grill restaurant 
in the Park Inn Pribaltiskaya, yet another Ginza project 
restaurant ‘Bergemot’ on Sadovaya ul. (which replaces 
their mega-glam Tiffany’s cafe) and a new fish house from 
the brains behind Stroganoff Steakhouse. In addition 
Russian/European Le Borsch on nab. reki Fontanki has 
closed its doors, while the Astoria’s Davidov restaurant 
is going Russian with a new all Russian luxury menu. If 
you are planning on opening a new restaurant or bar and 
would like to see it featured here, write to research.spb@
inyourpocket.

Table Talk
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Chinese confusion
By Louise Whitworth

Everyone has a favourite Chinese restaurant, one that is 
dirt cheap and hidden away down some back street and 
full of Chinese people. Ours is on 8-ya Sovietskaya, but 
unfortunately on our last visit it was full. So instead we 
decided to find another. The amusingly named ‘kukhnia 
kitaya’ or Chinese cuisine, is where we ended up. Like all 
little local places, the interior was typically cheesy, a nod-
ding cat, red lantern, poster of an angry eagle and some 
Chinese calligraphy made up the stereotypical decoration. 
Just like in China, communicating with any of the staff was 
more than challenging - English? You must be joking! Rus-
sian, barely. Time to brush up on the Chinese then. Browsing 
through the menu (in Russian or Chinese only), everything 
seemed to be either fried or baked in mysterious ways. In 
the end we opted for a chicken, shrimp, vegetable and duck 
dish, accompanied by a salad recommended by our dizzy 
waitress. As anyone who has visited China will tell you, you 
frequently get served up things that look bizarre and seem 
to be inedible. The shrimps with green onions (no.92) was a 
perfect example of that - a plate of deep fried whole prawns 

(eyes, shells and all) in batter, leav-
ing us very confused as to what, 
how and why were eating. Needless 
to say, we tried and failed to enjoy 
it. The crispy duck (no.57) was not 
much better, it was 90% crispy 
fat, with barely two bites of duck 
in there and the accompanying 

sauce, which closely resembled crude oil, was as bizarre as 
everything else we ate. On the upside the sweet and sour 
pork (no.50) was exactly the kind of dish you would expect 
from a local Chinese and the vegetable curry (no.62) would 
have been great if they hadn’t decided to throw a load of 
crunchy celery sticks and too sweet lotus roots in there. In 
fact the only dish that we thoroughly enjoyed was the rice 
noodle salad with Chinese cabbage (no.3), recommended 
by our waitress - although if we’d known how to we would 
have asked for the real chilli sauce to go with it, not the mild 
oil that they make especially for the Russians. In the end we 
ate most of what we had and ruminated on how exactly the 
same thing often happens to foreigners eating in China - the 
Chinese guests always seem to be eating something better 
and spicier than you and there’s always something on their 
menu that isn’t on yours. So remember to ask ‘what do you 
recommend? Or in Chinese ‘na ge hao chi?’And you may be 
in luck. Which brings us back to our original favourite Chinese 
restaurant, you can skip the confusion and get straight to 
the tasty stuff. They know some English! 

Kukhnia Kitaya, D-3 nab. Kanal Griboedeva 97, 
Sadovaya  tel. 812 312 18 57. 

Editor’s pick: Kukhnia Kitaya

Marks:
Interior - 6
Food – 6.5
Service - 5.5
Atmosphere - 6.5
Cost - 1100Rbl

Pierrot C-2, Courtyard by Mariott, VO, 2-ya Liniya, 
61/30a, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 812 380 40 11, 
www.CourtyardSaintPetersburg.ru. Al though i t’s 
quite a walk from the metro, this quiet, stylish restaurant 
is well worth the stroll. The interior is an understated 
blend of cream, gold and black and the menu is equally 
simple yet sophisticated - amounting to no more than 
two pages. The mix of Russian and French food on offer 
is well executed - go for the chef’s recomendations and 
you won’t be disapointed - their fish dishes are particularly 
good. Vegetarians and calorie-counters are well-catered 
for too and if you’ve got a sweet tooth opt for the sumptu-
ous chocolate cake - it’s divine! QOpen 06:30 - 23:00. 
(700Rbl). PTAULEW

Trans-Force E-3, Nevsky pr. 88, MMayakovskaya, tel. 
812 702 45 45, www.trans-force.ru. St. Petersburg is 
boldly going where no other Russian city has gone before with 
the opening of this high-tech ‘virtual entertainment’ centre. 
Sitting in what feels like a spaceship you are surrounded 
by 3-D walls which present your journey into outer-space. 
Continuing with the futuristic theme you can order food and 
drinks from the computers positioned on every table and 
then funny robots come and bring them to you. Ok, the bit 
about the robots wasn’t true, but this is possibly one of the 
most unusual dining experiences currently going in the city. 
QOpen 11:00 - 02:00. (250Rbl). PTA

Caucasian and Central Asian
Aragvi E-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 9, MGostiny Dvor, tel. 
812 570 56 43. Argavi restaurant’s light, minimal interior 
lets you wind down after a long day, with large windows 
offering enchanting views onto the Fontanky River and em-
bankment. We recommend getting a selection of starters 
to share as the portions are generous. The lobio, a light 
bean salad, is fantastic, and the satsivi divine - chicken 
breast poached in a creamy walnut sauce. For something 
a bit heavier, the warm, doughy khachapuri oozes cheese 
and the pork shashlyk tickles the tastebuds.QOpen 11:00 
- 24:00. (350Rbl). PAES

Avlabar D-3, Ul. Lomonosova 2, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
314 20 10. Basic Caucasian fare and by no means the best 
you will ever eat. However, it’s not the worst either and it’s 
open till 6am, meaning than when you’re reeling from a hard 
night out at one of the many popular bars round the corner 
you can come here and load up on some meat. They love 
garlic here though so just be sure to bring some mints with 
you …The staff who work at the weekends are particularly 
friendly, although watch out for the Yamaha keyboard and 
karaoke singers that occasionally crawl out to deafen the 
guests - a very Russian experience. QOpen 10:00 - 06:00. 
(250Rbl). PEGBS

Khachapurnaya E-4, Ligovsky pr. 154, MLigovsky 
pr., tel. 812 766 58 29. The delights of this Georgian style 
eatery are numerous. Fresh food, inexpensive and without 
pretension accompanied by genuinely friendly service makes 
this place a great dining option. Enjoy the traditional cheese 
bread khachipuri (where this type of restaurant takes its 
name), feast on the delicious marinated chicken shaslik or en-
joy a tasty spiced soup. This chain has five citywide locations 
including Ul. Gorokhovaya 17, Ligovsky pr. 111, Rubinsteyna 
29 and at Bolshoy pr. 39 on Vasilevsky Island. No English 
menu.QOpen 10:00 - 23:00. (200Rbl). PLS

Kilikia D-3, Ul. Gorokhavaya 26/40, MSennaya pl., 
tel. 812 327 22 08. Named after the Armenian region 
within Turkey, this Caucasian restaurant is popular among 
the Armenian diaspora in St. Petersburg. Comprising of six 
halls, Kilikia serves up all the Armenian favorites, including 
khourma, shashlik, and tava plates (a kind of stew). All are 
excellent, as is the service. They are quick to point you in 
the right culinary direction.QOpen 10:00 - 06:00. (300Rbl). 
PTAEGSW

Tarkhun E-3, Ul. Karavannaya 14, MGostiny Dvor, tel. 
812 571 11 15. From the moment we stepped in we im-
mediately thought - what a heavenly place - the smell of fresh 
herbs and spices wafting about is just divine! You’ll find no 
kitschy murals of Tblisi or waiters dressed like Aladdin, here 
it’s all about understatement, ivory coloured walls and an 
almost Scandinavian sense of paired down elegance. And 
that delicious smell? Yes, it was coming from some very tasty 
food - piping hot stuffed breads, flavoursome meaty dishes 
and fresh as they come traditional Georgian starters are 
what you can expect.QOpen 12:00 till last guest. (380Rbl). 
PJAEGW

Asian
Sukawati D-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 8, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
312 05 40, www.sukawati.ru. A while back this place had 
‘a unique fusion of Indonesian and Japanese cuisine which 
makes for an exciting and extensive menu.’ Upon a recent 
visit it seems things have changed - since when is pasta 
Indonesian? Admittedly they still had gedze and satay on 
the menu, but the spice has definitely left the dining room 
as well as the kitchen. Unfortunately this place is now even 
more dull than average and is accordingly empty.QOpen 
12:00 - 05:00. (400Rbl). PAGSW

Chinese
Chopsticks D-3, Ul. Mikhailovskaya 1/7, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 329 66 38, www.grandhoteleurope.com. The 
atmosphere is chic, the service is exemplary and the interior 
divine. The food is exquisitely prepared authentic Chinese but 
it is the atmosphere and service which is the real drawcard. 
You will be so well looked after, you may feel a wave of relax-
ation wash over you like a breeze from the South China Sea.
QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. (800Rbl). PTALSW

Fine dining
Dickens Restaurant D-4, Nab. reky Fontanky 108, 
MSennaya pl., tel. 812 702 62 63. The popular Dickens 
pub has a sophisticated restaurant upstairs. An open fire 
place greets you, along with giant imperial oil paintings, tall 
windows and candle lit tables - it looks like a posh pub inside 
a stately home. There’s a warm atmosphere and diverse 
menu, all food is of a high standard and luckily they serve 
large portions.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 13:00 - 01:00. 
(1000Rbl). PAX

Dvorianskoye Gnezdo (Noble Nest) D-3, Ul. Deka-
bristov 21, MSennaya pl., tel. 812 312 09 11, www.
dvgnezdo.ru. A little like dining in the Hermitage, this is the 
place to live out all your aristocratic dreams and then some. 
The nest has a prime location near to the Mariinsky, making 
it perfect for a memorable post-theatre dining experience. 
The waitstaff in navy livery pay the utmost attention to 
everything. The palatial decor fades into the background as 
soon as the food arrives; it is really exquisite. The chocolate 
pudding is worth the trip and expense alone.QOpen 12:00 
- 24:00. (2500Rbl). PAIES

French
Chez Jules E-2, Ul. Gangutskaya 16, MCherny-
shevskaya, tel. 812 275 49 53. Relaxing and informal 
Chez Jules is a reprieve from overly sophisticated dining 
options littered around Nevsky. It has a revolving door 
menu which changes according to what ingredients are 
fresh and available and ample portions to keep custom-
ers satsified. Huge plates of pasta, hearty salads and 
vegetables are just some of the options.QOpen 09:30 
- 23:00. (325Rbl). PTLS 

Garcon E-3, Nevsky pr. 103, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel.  812 
717 07 28, www.garcon.ru. Bakery Heaven. A refuge for 
all who love the smell of freshly baked loaves, scrumptious 
biscuits and a good coffee to go with it. You won’t find the 
cream drenched creations so common in other bakeries 
here; this is a real French style bakery with all the usual 
treats. We heard that the five star hotels in the city order 
from Garcon, and it’s not hard to understand why. Go on, 
have another almond croissant… Also at Ul. Razezzhaya 41 
and kanal Griboedeva 23 (where they also have a very good 
restaurant with posh breakfasts and seasonally changing 
lunch and dinner menus.QOpen 09:00 - 21:00. (100Rbl).

Kukhnia D-3, Nab reki Fontanki 77, MSadovaya, tel. 812 
310 06 89. The unpretentious atmosphere, fresh modern 
French style and downright friendly service of Kukhnia draws 
a regular crowd and it’s not hard to see why this place is so 
popular. Decorated in a subtle pale green and off-white shaker 
style and with views to the canal, it’s easy to feel at home here. 
The light touch of the provencal cooking shouldn’t disappoint 
and the desserts and coffees are as French as they come and 
the friendly English speaking staff only add to the relaxed air.
QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. (750Rbl). PALGSW

Priyatnova apetita! = Bon apetit!
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Palermo E-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 50, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 812 764 37 64. Palermo, named after the Sicilian 
town, is a rich and rewarding dining spot with attentive 
personal service. Superbly located on the Fontanka Ca-
nal, this place is intimate. The rich menu is replete with 
traditional favourites and has a lot of seafood options, 
lovely meat dishes such as the beef, rocket and parme-
san salad. That everything tastes so fresh and real will 
keep you coming back for more.QOpen 12:00 - 01:00. 
(700Rbl). PTAX

Probka (Cork) E-3, Ul. Belinskogo 5, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 812 273 49 94, www.probka.org. This absorbing 
wine restaurant with a modern interior is worth making 
the effort. The stylish interior is striking and they have 
wine from 10 countries to choose from, in quarter, half or 
whole bottles. While you relax enjoy the view on the yellow 
St. Simeon and St. Anna’s Church from the huge windows. 
Excellent Italian and European food is served here in gener-
ous portions, we particularly like the pizzas with ruccola 
thrown on top. Also has a shop.QOpen 13:00 - 01:00. 
(450Rbl). PALGS

Greek
Greek Taverne Oliva D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 31, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 314 65 63, www.tavernaoliva.ru. 
Aiming to bring a small piece of sunny Greece to the heart 
of St. Petersburg, this laid-back eatery certainly feels like 
a mini getaway. The bright blues in the elaborate interior 
immediately sweep you away, and the sociable staff and 
flavorsome food make for an overall great experience. It 
is ideal for groups, especially families, and the addition 
of a children’s room will surely be appreciated by many 
(except perhaps those whose table is right next to it). An 
extensive menu, complete with pictures, caters to all as 
there are various options for vegetarians, large groups 
and even (gasp) children.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. (450Rbl). 
PTALEGS

Indian
Tandoor D-3, Voznesensky pr. 2/10, MSadovaya, 
tel.  812 312 38 86. Situated mere steps from St. Isaac’s 
cathedral, Tandoor is about as far away from bland Russian 
food as you can get. For 15 years now they’ve been serving 
up real, authentic Indian fare and have won numerous ‘best 
restaurant’ prizes for their efforts too. They have all the usual 
favourites so you can try a couple and share amongst your 
buddies, whilst mopping up every last dollop of sauce with 
the thick naan bread. With two rooms, this place is ideal 
for a large group, much like when you see the city’s indian 
community trooping in for their banquets.QOpen 12:00 
- 24:00. (700Rbl). PTASW

Tandoori Nights D-3, Voznesensky pr. 4, MSado-
vaya, tel. 812 312 87 72. There are only a few Indian 
restaurants in the whole city and this one offers more than 
just curry. For Indian style fine-dining, this is the place to 
go. The menu is original and mouth-watering, especially 
the clay-oven Tandoori-specialities. When cooked here, 
the meat acquires a delicious flavour and specific tender-
ness. As a side dish we enjoyed the ‘peshwari naan’; soft, 
flat bread stuffed with sweet fruit and nuts, warm from 
the oven. The decor is deep red and in the entrance you 
can see some beautiful authentic Indian marriage chairs.
QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. (430Rbl). PALEGS

International
Charlotte Cafe D-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 2, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 571 82 87, www.sharlotcafe.ru. A cross 
between cafe, restaurant and delicatessen, this pretty 
and relaxed place sells takeaway cakes, salads and all 
kind of jars of posh condiments as well as light bites and 
main dishes. The interior is beautiful and relaxed, wicker 
chairs, cut glass and crystal fittings, exposed brick and 
peachy stuccoed walls abound. The steak sandwich is 
highly recommended. In fact we recommend any of the 
sandwiches - they are revolutionary! With its modern take 
on the traditional and homely at an affordable price, this 
is a place for lingering.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. (600Rbl). 
PABSW 

Soup Wine D-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 24, MSennaya pl., 
tel. 812 312 76 90, www.supvino.ru. Five tables with 
bar stools are all you will find in this sleek and agreeable 
diner. The menu is as small as the place itself, boasting 
a simple yet tasty choice of on soups and salads but 
also a selection of fresh juices, pasta and wine. The hot 
chocolate is the kind you eat with a spoon and the salads 
come in bowls heaving with green leaves. Given the size 
and how easy it is to sit and linger listening to the operatic 
soundtrack, it is definitely advised to book ahead.QOpen 
12:00 - 23:00. (200Rbl). PALGS

Teplo D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Morskaya 45, MSennaya pl., 
tel. 812 570 19 74, www.v-teple.ru. In essence, this is a 
place that lives up to its name. Meaning warmth in Russian, 
Teplo is a winner. Things are done here subtly and well. 
The understated homely decor, the thoroughly intelligent 
menu, the delightful service (yes the waitresses smile!) all 
make coming here similar to dropping by your best friend’s 
house and having a bite to eat in their lounge room or on 
their patio or in their kitchen full of freshly baked pies and 
breads. Indeed wherever you end up eating in, you’ll linger, 
eat, drink and put off leaving.QOpen 09:00 - 24:00, Fri 
09:00 - 01:00, Sat, Sun 13:00 - 01:00. (350Rbl) Free Wi-Fi. 
PTAIGBSW

I talian
Francesco F-3, Suvorovsky pr. 47, MPl. Vosstaniya, 
tel. 812 275 05 52, www.restoran-francesco.ru. Taste-
ful design, courteous staff and great looking dishes made 
with the freshest ingredients - this Italian restaurant is 
a great addition to the Ginza project’s successful chain 
of restaurants. We were particularly impressed with the 
wine menu, which is about as thick as a phone book and 
the huge leafy salads. The whole place looks and feels 
like a middle-class Tuscan home, complete with plants, 
bird cages, wine bottles, cupboards filled with crockery 
and tables bursting with happy families enjoying classic 
Italian trattoria food. QOpen 12:00 - 01:00. (900Rbl). 
PTALBSW

La Strada D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Konyushennaya 27, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 312 47 00, www.lastrada.
com.ru. La Strada is a well-established restaurant with 
quick and friendly staff - a rare combination in this city. 
La Strada’s pizzas are a favourite with the In Your Pocket 
team, as is the vegetarian lasagne and the carpaccio. If 
you like fish try the Pizza La Strada, which is thick with 
fresh seafood. There is also a children’s nursery and a 
20% discount on take-away orders. QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. 
(700Rbl). TASW

Macaroni E-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 23, MMayakovska-
ya, tel. 812 572 28 49, www.probka.org. At Macaroni, 
they are unafraid to serve the pasta al dente and they do 
have quite delicious food. Their tagliatelle with prawns and 
ham sauce is highly recommended as is the Salmon steak 
on its bed of spinach. The interior is a mix of casual chic 
with a glasshouse frontage onto the street. The pleasant 
staff only add to the happy atmosphere.QOpen 12:00 
- 24:00. (350Rbl). PAGBS

Mozzarellabar D-3/4, Nab. kan. Griboedova 64, 
MSadovaya, tel. 812 310 64 54, www.probka.org. 
This sprawling, fresh and airy restaurant with views to the 
canal makes a nice venue for a speedy and unpretentious 
Italian lunch or dinner. As you arrive you’ll find that every 
table already has a menu on it, so no need to wait around 
for one of the hip waitresses to come and bring you one. 
And what’s on the menu here? Well, mozzarella of course! 
The pizzas and salad caprese naturally are good choices 
and we also enjoyed the grilled shrimps. As is becoming 
the norm here they also do sushi - seemingly Russians 
can’t live without it...QOpen 10:00 - 24:00. (350Rbl). 
PTAS

Ya vegetarianets = I’m a vegetarian
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of VEGETARIAN,
FISH & SEAFOOD

Schaste (Happiness) E-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 15/17, 
MDostoevskaya, tel. 812 572 26 75, www.schaste-est.
com. That happiness can be found in a restaurant is wonder-
ful news indeed for food lovers. Happiness is adorned with 
dozens of garden style cupids amid fresh white boards and 
a trendy white interior. Comfortable benches are situated in 
two dining halls and the menu offers excellent salads, pasta 
dishes and various tradtional Italian meats.QOpen 08:00 
- 06:00, Fri 08:00 - 07:00, Sat 10:00 - 07:00, Sun 10:00 
- 06:00. (350Rbl). PTAUBSW

Japanese
Dve Palochki D/E-3, Ul. Italyanskaya 6, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 570 62 62, www.dvepalochki.ru. This is a chain of 
superior Japanese restaurants in five locations around the city. 
All their restaurants are more than comfortable, with traditional 
sushi rolls, soups and teas. We love the atlantic rolls (salmon, 
philadelphia and eel) and they also do a good noodle soup, but 
unfortunately on our last visit the service was deathly slow.
QOpen 11:00 - 06:00. (300Rbl). PTALSW

Seafood
Porto Maltese F-3, Nevsky pr. 174, MPl. Aleksandra 
Nevskogo, tel. 812 271 76 77, portomaltese.net. The 
homemade wine costs kopeks and there’s a whole lot of 
different fish stuck in a big ice bed. Some mixed salads are 
stranded in a wooden boat. The pleasures of selecting your 
seafood and having it served up to you come a bit later. It’s 
worth waiting for as are the conversations with the happy 
go lucky Serbian waiters. Fish and seafood, it should be re-
membered, is sold by the 100gm weight before they prepare 
it.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. (750 Rbl). PTALS

Spanish
Barslona E-2, Chernyshevskogo pr. 9, MCherny-
shevskaya, tel. 812 363 04 94.Painted a sunny shade 
of yellow and plastered with photos of Barcelona and 
Andalusian tiling, this place almost looks like a souvenir 
shop in the Costas. Run like a real little Spanish pub, they 
serve cheap and tasty tapas, as well as larger main dishes, 
screen European football matches and like to sit around 
the bar and tease the staff. Nice, friendly and warm, you 
could almost be in another country if it weren’t for the lack 
of an English menu.QOpen 12:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 
- 02:00. (330Rbl). PTALSW

Don Pepe C-2, PS Bolshoy pr.19/21 (Enter from Ul. 
Lizy Chaikinoy), MSportivnaya, tel. 812 498 03 49, 
www.donpepe.ru. Scrumptious Spanish tapas in a sunny 
space right off Bolshoy prospekt. This is authentic fare 
cooked with flair by chef Don Pepe. A mix of different dishes, 
all supremely affordable and delicious, supplemented by 
Sangria makes this place perfect for a quick bite or a 
more substantial meal. They also do restaurant dining and 
have an excellent value business lunch for under 200Rbl.
QOpen 10:00 - 23:00. (650Rbl). TAS

Sevilla (Sokos Hotel Palace Bridge) D-3, VO 
Birzhevoy per. 2-4, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 812 335 
22 00, www.sokosrestaurants.ru. Refined Sevilla offers 
modern, flamboyant Spanish cuisine in a venue akin to a 
medieval castle. Amid the plush surroundings, a gregarious 
atmosphere grows up as diners feast on the tantalising 
array of steaks, paellas, the delicious House Tapas and 
tortillas, as well as meatballs. The specialities from the 
Basque region such as the pinchitos are scrumptious. On 
the drinks side, apart from sangria, there is a sommelier on 
hand to advise on the most suitable wines. Situated in a 
cavernous brick cellar which used to be the wine and import 
warehouse of the Yelisev brothers, this is a place that is 
guaranteed to satisfy.QOpen 11:30 - 23:00. (1500Rbl). 
PTALESW

Steak
Korova Bar E-3, Ul. Karavannaya 8, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 812 314 73 48, www.decadencegroup.ru/korova/. 
With cattle skins covering the walls, the Korova (cow) Bar is 
a classy and comfortable restaurant where carnivores can 
enjoy their thing: meat! The menu offers loads of options and 
different choices of how your flesh will be served. Vegetarians 
don’t have to worry, Korova has many salads, some fish 
dishes and great desserts too, like pineapple carpacchio 
with sorbet. That’s if you don’t mind being surrounded by 
cow skins.QOpen 12:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 13:00 - 03:00, 
Sun 13:00 - 01:00. (600Rbl). PTALSW

Stroganoff Steakhouse D-3, Konnogvardeisky bul. 
4, MSennaya pl., tel. 812 314 55 14, www.stroga-
noffsteakhouse.ru. If steak is your thing, a visit to this 
deluxe ranchhouse, perfect for the modern sophisticated 
cattleman, is sure to satisfy. The rich leather upholstery, 
the green bankers lamps, the sepia pictures from the 
bygone era are nothing compared to the delicious food. 
The steaks are the main attraction, but the buffalo wings 
and everything else on the menu are also worthy support 
acts to the main steak event.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. 
(1000Rbl).

Thai
Mops E-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 12, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 
572 38 34, www.mopscafe.ru. The first Thai restaurant in 
St Petersburg and it is truly exquisite. The Thai décor offers a 
combination of hectic and clean lines; tigers hold light fittings in 
their mouths; giant roses adorn the ceiling and colorful miniature 
elephants stand in neat rows. The menu focuses on dumplings, 
salads, spring rolls and soups to start and noodles and rice, wok 
and curry for mains. The lavatories are akin to a spa retreat.
QOpen 13:00 - 01:00. (700Rbl). PJALBS

Ukrainian
Korchma Salo E-3, Liteyny pr. 36, MChernyshevskaya, 
tel. 812 579 24 02. This quaint cave-like dwelling, impressively 
reminiscent of a Ukrainian house, certainly has an authentic 
feel to it. The food tastes homemade, in a good way, and the 
prices are very affordable. Fans of lard won’t be disappointed 
as there is more than a page of salo to tickle your fancy. The 
extensive menu includes Kiev chicken, various pies and simple 
and succulent vareniki (fruit dumplings).QOpen 11:00 - 24:00. 
(500Rbl). PAEGS

Vegetarian
Botanika E-3, Ul. Pestelya 7, MChernishevskaya, tel. 812 
272 70 91, www.cafebotanika.ru. Excellent vegetarian food 
including outstanding salads (try the tabouleh), great pasta and 
filling soups. Reminiscent of a Victorian dining parlour with green-
ery scattered and a touch of a 70s wholefood cafe. The sofas 
are soft, the walls are adorned with hip large-scale photographic 
prints and there’s a nice area for kids.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00, Fri, 
Sat 12:00 - 01:00. (300Rbl). PTAUGSW

Idiot D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 82, MSadovaya, tel. 812 
315 16 75. With numerous rooms filled with comfortable and 
cosy antique furniture, eclectic titbits and reading material in 
English and Russian, Idiot is worth visiting just for a look. The 
Russian cuisine is OK, the vegetarian dishes are neither the 
main nor the most nutritionally varied ones, but most people 
come to Idiot to absorb the atmosphere, and to drink. You 
get a complimentary mini-shot of vodka, then, during happy 
hour (18:30 - 19:30), you get two beers for the price of one, 
plus the complimentary vodka. We think this is a very good 
deal, and so, it seems, do many other expats.QOpen 11:00 
- 01:00. (500Rbl). PTAGSW 

Kashmir E-3, Ul. Bolshaya Moskovskaya 7, MVladimir-
skaya, tel. 812 575 63 69. Don’t come here expecting your 
classical Indian cuisine. It’s far too hippy for that. They’ve do 
samosas and dahl, raita, soy steaks and a lot of dishes we can’t 
pronounce (even though there is an English menu). Everything 
comes served with a fruit garnish and unfortnately, the kitchen 
is not the finest. We’ve come away from here with a sore stom-
ach before, probably due to the litres of all they cook their stuff 
in.Q 11:00 until last guest (200Rbl). PAULEGS

byez ukropa pazhalusta! = no dill please!
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St. Petersburg’s brilliant nightlife has dimly lit jazz halls, 
groovy strip-clubs and a vibrant underground music scene. 
Where prices appear in brackets, they indicate the 
average price of a main course. 

Bars & pubs
Art Kvartira E-3, Sadovaya ul. 8, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
571 50 07. An intimate little basement with a friendly crowd 
and good taste in live music. The mature crowd sip coffee and 
tap their feet, but are not too snobby to smile or take a cocktail. 
Live music sessions usually start everyday around 21:00, but be 
sure to arrive early to guarantee yourself a seat. We particularly 
like the acoustic latino jam sessions on Thursdays, although 
any night of the week you come you can be guaranteed to hear 
something interesting.QOpen 12:00 - 01:00. EW

8th Line Pub C-3, V.O 8-ya liniya 11-13, MVasileostro-
vskaya, tel. 812 335 22 90, www.sokoshotels.fi.This is a 
very quiet take on the popular English/Irish pub genre. They’ve 
got the obligatory green paper and dark wood interior, but to 
add a modern twist they’ve put abstract paintings on the walls 
instead of the usual photos of ye olde England. It’s hardly bus-
tling in here when there’s no live music playing, but on the  plus 
side the super friendly bar staff will chat to you to your heart’s 
content in Russian, English or even in Finnish.QOpen 17:00 
- 02:00. (400Rbl). PALESW

Daiquiri Bar D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Konyushennaya 1, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 315 53 73, www.dbar.ru. Sexy girls 
in racy outfits and handsome men in suits cover the walls in this 
red, white and chrome homage to Sex and the City. The staff are 
extremely friendly and the cocktails professionally made - the 
house daiquiris are particularly good. With more than 200 exotic 
yet reasonably priced cocktails on the list it’s  a good place to 
start the weekend. QOpen 16:00 - 04:00. (350Rbl). JA

Derzhis E-3, Ul. Mayakovskogo 56, MChernyshevskaya, 
tel. 812 272 09 70, www.derzhis.ru. This place has more 
cocktails than we could ever hope to try. It’s busy so you should 
book ahead to reserve a table. With over 400 to choose from, 
the bar tenders can make any thing you fancy and plenty you’ve 
probably never heard of. Part of the appeal of this place is the 
special attention given by the bar staff; you say what your pref-
erences are and they come up with your own personal crafted 
cocktail. It’s also possible to become involved in special drinking 
displays of fire and bar dancing and aerial acrobats.QOpen 
16:00 - 02:00, Sat, Sun 16:00 - 06:00. PALESW

Dickens D-4, Nab. reky Fontanky 108, MSennaya pl., 
tel. 812 380 78 88. This British island near the Fontanka 
canal has beer from all around the world, including more than 
ten on tap. The snacks and food are good too (the chicken 
wings are our favourites!) Don’t forget to try the breakfast 
here, it’s big enough to feed an army. Dickens has an authentic 
pub atmosphere, which draws a regular crowd (including our 
good selves). There’s also a restaurant on the second floor, 
if you are looking to dine in grand surrounds before heading 
down for a good ale.QOpen 08:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 08:00 
- 03:00. (700Rbl). PALS

James Cook D-3, Shvedsky per. 2, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 312 32 00, www.jcpub.ru. This popular tavern in a 
vintage basement features one of the longest bars in town. 
The cellar is divided into two halves, one for the consump-
tion of coffee and cakes, the other reserved for the harder 
stuff. Not only are the draft beers good, there is a wide ange 
of tempting steaks too.QOpen  09:00 - 02:00, Fri 09:00 
- 04:00, Sat 10:00 - 04:00, Sun 10:00 - 02:00. (300Rbl). 
PALEW

Cafes
Cafe Zinger D-3, Nevsky pr. 28 (Dom Knigi 1st floor), 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 571 82 23. Until recently there was a 
terrible coffee shop here run by some of the most incompetent 
and unfriendly waiters in the city. Thankfully all traces of that es-
tablishment have completely disappeared. In its place you will find 
a large café serving decent coffee and cakes as well as classic 
Russian dishes like borsch and pelemeni. The staff here will actu-
ally look you in the eye and bring you your menu/cappuccino/bill 
when you ask them for it and they can even be caught smiling 
sometimes too! Combine that with a great view and stunning art 
nouveau fittings and you can understand why it always seems to 
be so full. QOpen 09:00 - 23:00. (250Rbl). PG

Cherdak D/E-2, Ulitsa Kuybysheva 38/40, MPl. Lenina, 
tel. 812 232 11 82, www.cherdakcafe.ru. Ever wondered 
what’s hidden inside a Russian attic? According to Cherdak (At-
tic) it’s all old sports equipment, hats, ties and a suit of armour. 
This a cosy little cafe with good homemade food - the blinis and 
salads are particulary pleasing. Young staff and reggae on the 
radio keep things the cool side of kitsch. It’s also a great place 
to come for a beer with delicious tongue and horseradish on offer 
as a beer snack. Also at Ligovsky pr. 17.QOpen 11:00 - 23:30, 
Fri, Sat 12:00 - 02:00. (350Rbl). AGSW

Coffee House D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Konyushennaya,12, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 571 26 30, www.coffeehouse.ru. 
One of the biggest chain coffeshops to hit St. Petersburg. They 
have enormous cappucinos with odd flavours such as Rocky 
Road, Pina Colada or weird hot coffee with globlets of banana 
floating in it. You will wait at least half an hour to get a menu and 
longer to get your luke warm coffee. And you’ll be very lucky to 
get a bill this decade. The staff are slow beyond belief and not 
ashamed of it.QOpen 24hrs. (300Rbl). PTAGBS

Idealnaya Chashka D-3,Nevsky pr. 32/34, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 312 57 06, www.idealcup.ru. The Ideal 
Cup is St. Petersburg’s most successful coffee-house 
chain; it has a couple of pleasant cafes on Nevsky pros-
pekt alone. It serves good coffee in all forms imaginable 
including alcoholic and non-alcoholic coffee cocktails, at 
decent prices. The cakes, while very sweet - in true Rus-
sian tradition - are great, particularly the Black Forest. It 
can get rather busy here. Also at Vladimirskiy pr. 1 (E-3), 
Kamennoostrovskiy pr. 2 (D-2).QOpen 07:00 - 23:00. 
Coffee and cake 200Rbl. PTSW

Le Bar Fresh Cafe D-3, Lomonosova ul. 4 (corner 
of Dumskaya ul.), MNevsky pr. Ah oui, le bar, a fresh 
fashionable concept straight out of France - a laidback 
conservatory style café with excellent French coffee and 
a menu full of simple and healthy French snacks. The 
francophone staff here love what they’re doing and try 
their best to make every guest feel welcome thus lending 
the place a really friendly and relaxed atmosphere. Live 
music is on the schedule too while French owner Yann 
also promises to prepare some pastries according to his 
own secret recipes. Grab a seat on one of the greenery 
surrounded leather sofas and settle in…QOpen 11:00 
- 24:00. PAEW

Rubai E-3, Nab reki Fontanka 40, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 719 61 44, www.rubai.ru. A friendly warm tea house 
with a middle-eastern theme. If you like tea, you’ll love this 
place - the menu has more than 30 types, inluding beauti-
ful jasmin flower teas and luxurious chinese blue tea. It’s 
especially great at the weekends when they have live music 
and you can kick back on the cushions on the floor with a 
water pipe and forget about the daily grind of city life. They 
also have a nice selection of Asian dishes.QOpen: 11:00 
until last guest. (600Rbl). PALEGX

Ryumochnaya na Pushkinskoy E-3, Ul. Pushkins-
kaya 1, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 764 75 14. A warm 
relaxing cafe den with even more relaxed staff serving 
good coffee and spirits. Dark brick walls with some shots 
of Bruce Springsteen and high benches to perch on while 
you chat or play some backgammon.The ryumochnaya 
was a place in Soviet times, where people would stop by 
for a shot or two. The only similarity at this place to those 
establishments is in the name. No english menu.QOpen 
11:00 - 23:00. Coffe and cake 150Rbl. P

Sladkoezhka (Sweet Tooth) E-3, Marata 2, MMay-
akovskaya, tel. 812 571 14 20, www.sladkoezka.com.
ru. There are several Sweet Tooth outlets around the city, 
easy to identify by their bright pink signs. We were seduced 
into buying a slice of apple cake and were disappointed. 
It was bland and didn’t look too fresh. There is quite a 
range though so choose carefully and don’t let yourself be 
hurried by the staff behind the counter. The cheesecake 
was better though, and the coffee with vanilla ice-cream 
was great. Also at ul. Malaya Sadovaya 6 (09:00 - 23:00).
QOpen 08:30 - 23:30. (150Rbl). PLGS

Zoom Cafe Club D-3, Ul. Gorokhovaya 22, MSado-
vaya, tel. 812 448 50 01, www.cafezoom.ru. It can 
be hard to get a table sometimes, what with the studenty 
crowd filling up the sofas at all hours but the food is reliable 
and inexpensive and the atmosphere is conducive to linger-
ing - they even have boardgames to keep you entertained 
for hours, while there’s a kind of bookish appeal in their 
leather bound atlas-inspired menu. If it wasn’t so difficult 
to get a seat, we’d seriously go more often. QOpen 09:00 
- 24:00. (200Rbl). PAGSW
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KwakInn C-3, V.O Bolshoi pr. 37, MVasileostrovskaya, 
tel. 812 952 90 59. What a great idea - a Belgian beer pub, 
with a friendly atmosphere and piles of Belgian moules! The 
brains behind the long-gone Tsinik bar run this friendly little 
pub with an attitude that says - settle in, we’re all friends 
here! This tiny, bright basement pub (the yellow walls bringing 
a lot of light to what should be a dark space) has one central 
bar surrounded by booths and when there’s football showing 
or an impromptu concert kicks off you instantly feel part of 
the crowd. The food is excellent - the chunky Belgian frittes 
alone are worth the journey.QOpen 12:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 
12:00 - 03:00. (350Rbl). PAES

Liverpool E-3, Ul. Mayakovskogo 16, MPl. Vosstaniya, 
tel. 812 579 20 54, www.liverpool.ru. Foreign owned and 
managed, Liverpool is a large yet homely Beatle’s tribute bar 
with live music every night. This well-established pub has 
been around a while and pulls a regular crowd. There’s also 
a pool table, international sports shown on big screen tvs 
and happy hour deals. On the food side, there’s your regular 
pub fare including big burgers, steaks and sandwiches.
QOpen 12:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 03:00. (450Rbl). 
PAEW

Mollie’s Irish Pub E-3, Ul. Rubinshteina 36, MV-
ladimirskaya, tel. 812 570 37 68, www.mollies.ru. St. 
Petersburg’s first Irish pub, located just off Nevsky, offers just 
what you would expect from a bar like this. Mollie’s serves 
up a wide range of beers, good food and music (although it 
might be a bit loud for an intimate conversation). Russians 
hang out here, mixed with expats and the occasional tourist.
QOpen 12:00 - 02:00, Fri-Sat 12:00 - 03:00, Sun 12:00 
- 01:00. (250Rbl). PALSW

Oliver Twist E-3, Ul. Belinskogo 3, MMayakovskaya, 
tel. 812 272 33 61. Comfortable and ideal for that after-
noon pint, this place is replete with leather booths, mahogany 
furniture, red flocked wallpaper, and those old knick-knacks 
that people associate with the establishment of an English 
pub abroad. Along with the standard English tipples and a 
big screen tv for watching the premiership, if you’ve been 
pining for fish and chips, you might want to try their version; 
lightly battered cod, with thinly sliced, spiced potato slivers.
QOpen 12:00 - 01:00, Sat, Sun 12:00 - 02:00. (350Rbl). 
PAESW

Pickwick Pub E-3, Ul. Ryleeva 6, MChernyshevs-
kaya, tel. 812 275 61 41. Pickwicks is a real English pub 
through and through. The staff exchange friendly banter 
with the punters, there’s premiership football on the tv, 
real ales on tap and pickled eggs on the bar. The cosy 
interior is a beautiful recreation of a London victorian pub 
complete with hand-carved wood fittings, a real fireplace 
and antique stained glass fittings. Order a pint of  Bom-
badier, grab a stool and settle in for some jolly good fun 
with the chaps. Tallyho old chum!QOpen 12:00 - 02:00. 
(500Rbl). PAIGS

SevenSkyBar E-3, Ul. Italyanskaya 15, MGostiny 
Dvor, tel. 812 449 94 32, www.sevenskybar.ru. As the 
name suggests, this trendy 5th floor cafe is on top of the 
Grand Palace shopping centre. There is a smashing view 
out onto the city which makes dining here, hanging out or 
just having a chat sublimely enjoyable. Despite the casual 
elegance and the attic experience, prices are reasonable 
and the food tastes rather good. Enter Grand Palace from 
Italianskaya ul. and take the elevator on your left to the 5th 
floor. You can also get food to go at a 20% discount.QOpen 
Sun-Thu 12:00 - 01:00, Fri-Sat 12:00 - 03:00. (650Rbl). 
PALESW

Oct Band Time Venue
02 Black & White (blues) 22:00 TOS
03 Yoel Gonzalez & Stas Pro 22:00 TOS
04 Jam session 21:00 SH
07 MAKO (rock and pop) 19:00 LIV
08 Jam session 21:00 SH
09 The Barbulators (rockabilly-ska) 22:00 TOS
10 The Jets (blues) 22:00 TOS
11 Jam session 21:00 SH
14 MAKO (rock and pop) 19:00 LIV
15 Jam session 21:00 SH
16 Braziliando 22:00 TOS
17 Los Machetes (folk) 22:00 TOS
18 Jam session 21:00 SH
21 MAKO (rock and pop) 19:00 LIV
22 Jarlath 20:00 TOS
23 Old Fashioned (blues) 23:00 TOS
24 Forrest Gump (blues) 22:00 TOS
25 Jam session 21:00 SH
28 MAKO (rock and pop) 19:00 LIV
29 Jam session 21:00 SH
30 The Yellow Pillow 23:00 TOS
31 La Via & Yoel Gonzalez 22:00 TOS
Liverpool (LIV) E-3, Ul. Mayakovskogo 16, MPl. 
Vosstaniya, tel. 579 20 54, www.liverpool.ru.

Shamrock (SH) C-4, Ul. Dekabristov 27, MSadovaya, 
tel. 570 46 25, www.shamrock.spb.ru.

The Other Side (TOS)  D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Konyushennaya 
1, MNevsky pr., tel. 312 95 54, www.theotherside.ru.

Live Music

Shamrock C-4, Ul. Dekabristov 27 (Teatralnaya pl.), 
MSadovaya, tel. 812 570 46 25, www.shamrock.spb.ru. 
This cosy Irish pub opposite the Mariinsky Theatre has a buzzing 
atmosphere, 13 types of beer and very good food. Sometimes 
dancers of the Mariinsky come here incognito for a drink after 
their performance. Otherwise the pleasant companionship of 
Russians and expats creates an enjoyable and unpredictable 
evening. Hear original live music every day and on Sunday night 
various folk musicians meet up for a jam session. The Sham-
rock also screens football matches and other sporting events, 
so you can enjoy watching the local football team, Zenit with a 
local crowd. Sometimes you’ll even see an Irish jig! We visited 
this pub for the first time in 1995 and still do - doesn’t that say 
enough?QOpen 11:00 - 02:00. (500Rbl). PAE

Shilling Pub F-3, Nevsky pr. 119, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
812 717 19 00. Back in the day you could easily get a decent 
pint of bitter for a shilling (about a Rouble in those days) and still 
have some change left for a pork pie. Down at the shilling pub 
you are lucky to get a full pint out of your 200Rbl. We should point 
out that they do have beer deals (150Rbl Thur-Sun on certain 
brands), but no domestic beers? It just ain’t cricket. Regardless 
of the un-English prices, the atmosphere fits the bill. A stained 
glass ceiling, good tunes on the stereo and well-laid out comfy 
booths create a gently bubbling vibe, while the menu offers some 
large good value grill meals.QOpen 12:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 
- 06:00. (350Rbl). PL

Spb Bar E-3, Ul. Marata 1, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 
635 90 78, www.barspb.ru. Run by students and overrun by 
student customers, the most interesting thing about this chain 
of mediocre beer bars is how they managed to open nine bars 
all over the city practically simultaneously. More beer cafe than 
beer bar, there is an overwhelming sense of brown in terms of 
decoration, atmosphere and character. Their food is awful and 
their ten beers on tap,  their own branded Spb beer is the cheap-
est. It’s drinkable.QOpen 12:00 - 06:00. (200Rbl).

Tara Brooch F-3, Ul. 2-ya Sovietskaya 18, MPl. Voss-
taniya, tel. 812 336 66 66, tarabrooch.net.ru. This sprawling 
dive bar Irish pub is not actually really an Irish pub in a lot of ways. 
Yes they have guiness, dark wood panelling and the usual tell-tale 
Irish pub clutter. But, the beer isn’t very cheap, the menu is only in 
Russian and they don’t show popular Irish sports such as rugby. 
What does make it Irish however is the drinking attitude. As the 
owner told us - ‘Irish? pah, this is just a place for getting p***ed!’. 
Grab one of the booths that face on to the bar, hide away from 
the daylight outside and be prepared for a hangover. QOpen 
11:00 - 02:00, Fri, Sat 11:00 - 05:00. (350Rbl).

Terra Cotta E-2, Ul. Gagarinskaya 6/1, MChernyshevs-
kaya, tel. 812 336 30 14, www.terracotta.ru. The latest 
‘in’ place around town is inspired by the Dine, Drink and Dance 
concept. Hence you’ll find here a winning combination of these 
three things. Terra Cotta has an extensive, expansive bar, and 
has a marvellous menu. Original and delicious, you won’t want 
to leave. The New Zealand lamb with fresh rosemary is a must, 
as is the Indonesian style chicken satay.QOpen 12:00 - 23:00, 
Fri, Sat 12:00 - 03:00. (700Rbl). PALSW

Tolsty Friar E-3, Dumskaya ul. 7, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
570 01 02. Tolsty Friar is a chain of simple beer hall style pubs, 
which provide a good venue for a quiet drink. Take a look around 
the walls and you’ll notice lots of strange old fashioned Russian 
posters telling you to drink! The beer is reasonably priced and 
with your first one you get a complimentary snack - basically some 
disgustingly salty sticks and a sliver of pickled fish designed to 
make you buy more thirst-quenching beer. The main dishes are 
cheap and meaty. Although not exactly gourmet, they aren’t as 
salty as the snacks.QOpen 10:00 - 01:00. (200Rbl).
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The Golden Lion  D-3, Stolyarny per. 18/68, A, MSen-
naya pl., tel. 812 319 37 93. Lord knows there’s a million 
British pubs in this city but we think this new incanation which 
has been put together with the help from people who made the 
now closed Red Lion such a popular joint, deserves to be a hit. 
With huge English breakfasts, good Russian food and plenty of 
happy hours, this is a place for those looking for some rum for 
their Rouble. Quiet during the week on Fridays and Saturdays 
things get wilder with live music followed up by a disco party 
which keeps on going to 05:00.QSun - Thur 11:00 - 01:00, Fri, 
Sat 11:00 till last guest. (350Rbl). PTAEGSW

The Other Side D-3, Ul. Bolshaya Konyushennaya 1, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 312 95 54, www.theotherside.
ru. Combines those foods we’ve been missing (ah the divine 
smell of Thai spices) with a great atmosphere we can’t stay 
away from. It’s cosy and relaxing with a more than healthy dose 
of good old fashioned hospitality. The decor of this self styled 
‘refuge’, has been done out in the personal styles of the two 
American partners, and the menu blends together a mix of Thai, 
Chinese and Mexican which works marvellously.QOpen 12:00 
- 01:00, Fri, Sat 12:00 - 02:00. (450Rbl). PAESW

Artsy / underground
Cafe Stirka C-3, Ul. Kazanskaya 26, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 314 53 71, www.40gradusov.ru. A small, alternative 
and unique hang-out; Stirka has a good sound system, old 
sofa’s and small bar serving cold and hot drinks and snacks. 
Water-smoking pipes available. You can wash your clothes in 
the back room laundry machines and sup a beer while you 
watch them spin...QOpen 11:00 - 23:00, Fri, Sat 11:00 
- 01:00. Laundry services available (5kg clothes for 140Rbl). 
PEGW

Dacha D-3, Ul. Dumskaya 9, MGostiny Dvor. This 
place gets really crowded during the weekend but then it 
also tends to be more fun. The later the hour the crazier 
the atmosphere with people dancing to music that you’re 
unlikely to hear anywhere else. Don’t dress too fancy if 
you’re coming here, you’re likely to get beer spilt on you and 
the place is smokier than a cuban warehouse. Despite the 
mess the friendly and energetic atmosphere of Dacha is 
addictive.QOpen 18:00 - 06:00. Admission Fri-Sat 100Rbl 
(you will receive a 100Rbl voucher for the bar).

Druzhba E-3, Ligovsky pr. 39, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
812 275 93 63. This little cellar bar has a homing signal 
for lost space cadets. Quaint and dark, with walls covered 
by graffitti style alien figures, it’s a comfortable place that 
has a been around a long time feel, yet hasn’t. Beer comes 
in cherry kriek or kronenburg and there’s also a range of 
burgers and belgian waffles for those looking to snack. 
Admission is by pressing the button on the right hand side 
of the archway. Above the ground is the gallery 100 svoikh. 
Unfortunatly they are known to face control people so 
dress as ‘kool’ as you can.QOpen 16:00 - 01:00, Fri, Sat 
16:00 - 03:00. (150Rbl) Free Wi-Fi. PEGW

Fidel D-3, Ul. Dumskaya 9, MGostiny Dvor. Fidel - can 
get packed so if you want a seat you need to work faster 
than a babushka on the metro. Either that or get there 
early. But who comes to a bar to sit down? The music is 
too loud to have conversations anyway. They do have a 
dancefloor where you can come away with a head injury 
if you are not careful. If you’re in anyway squeemish avoid 
the toilets - lets just say they’re not the cleanest we’ve 
ever seen.QOpen 20:00 - 06:00. Admission free, face 
control. PJX РЕКЛАМА

Golden Dolls E-3, Nevsky pr. 60, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 812 571 33 43, www.golden-dolls.ru. If you like 
glitter, glamour and girls, Golden Dolls is your thing. In a 
classy location on Nevsky prospekt, beautiful Russian 
women show their best sides on an erotic cat walk. The 
club also has a special menu featuring all the ‘dishes’ 
the girls can do for you: table dances, girl on girl dances, 
soapy peep shows, showers and much more... cream or 
fruit for the hungry ones!QOpen 20:00 - 06:00. Admis-
sion 1000 Rbl. PAK

Maximus D-3, Kirpichny per. 8, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
571 47 56. If the Roman interior doesn’t impress you, then 
the catwalk down the middle, with dancers flying around the 
iron bars, certainly will. Aside from great shows, Maximus 
has a wide range of cuisine and an extensive wine list. You 
can get a private dance, and for an additional fee, you can 
shower with your dancer.QOpen 19:00 - 06:00. Shows 
start at 22:00, Admission 700Rbl. PALX

Playgirls E-3, Ul. Karavannaya 9, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 740 10 32. Located in a basement bar on Kara-
vannaya, you may even miss it walking past as there is 
no sign, just the word ‘Otkrito‘ (Open). They have strip 
shows throughout the night, and also a restaurant offer-
ing a selection of different erotically themed dishes and 
of course the ubiquitous crazy menu, including dancing 
with the waitresses, table and private dancing.QOpen 
18:00 - 06:00. Admission 400Rbl (21:00 - 02:00), 300Rbl 
(02:00-06:00). PA

Adult entertainment

Fish Fabrique E-3, Ligovsky pr. 53 (Pushkinskaya 
10 Arts Centre), MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 812 764 48 
57, www.fishfabrique.spb.ru. A diverse and interesting 
crowd congregates at this dark and grungy single-room club 
- perhaps because it’s at the entrance of the city’s largest 
‘ working and living ‘centre for artists. Fishka is one of the 
more intimate live-music venues in the city and on a busy 
night, it has a positively bubbling atmosphere, although 
you’ll be pressed for a place to sit. On quieter nights, it’s 
a relaxed place to listen to music, or try your hand at table 
soccer.QOpen: 17:00 - 06:00. Fri-Sat closed 20:30 - 
21:00. Admission for concerts 150 - 250Rbl. PEX

Griboedov E-4, Ul. Voronezhskaya 2a, MLigovsky pr., 
tel. 812 764 43 55, www.griboedovclub.ru. This liter-
ally ‘underground’ club is located in a bomb shelter and is 
definitely worth a look. The vodka is cheap, the crowd cool 
and the atmosphere intimate but laid-back. Griboedov has 
a good habit of booking alternative bands and a diverse 
range of DJs. The cafe Griboedov Hill is upstairs.QClub 
21:00 - 06:00, Griboedov Hill Cafe 12:00 - 06:00. (230Rbl). 
Admission 0-400Rbl. PAILEBSW

Mod Club C/D-2, Konyushennaya pl. 2, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 570 43 84, modclub.spb.ru. While most of this 
area’s bars favour house music and a glam crowd, Mod 
still holds out as the home of Petersburg’s rockers. The 
clientele take their music seriously and you’ll find all man-
ner of mods, punks and emos banging their heads away to 
local live acts, as well as the occasional visiting European 
act. There’s also a pizza diner upstairs for when all that 
moshing starts to give you an appetite.QOpen 18:00 
- 06:00. Admission Fri-Sat 200Rbl. PLEX

Stereobar D-3, Ul. Gorokhovaya 49, MSennaya pl.. 
It’s not clear what they’re aiming for here - dance venue, 
avant garde hangout or trendy cafe. There’s a fair sized 
dance floor area and a smaller drafty room for lounging and 
some very cool lighting around the tiny bar. When we visited 
they started the night with poetry and followed it up with 
retro 90s house music - talk about eclectic! The clientele 
are the classier side of underground, hence drinks prices 
are higher than usual.QOpen 18:00 til last guest.

Clubs

Achtung Baby D-3, Konyushennaya pl. 2, MNevsky 
pr., www.achtungbabybar.com. Wi th high ceilings 
and live djs playing an eclectic mix of music, this joint is 
almost like a giant church hall (but there are no podiums 
in church!) The first of the two rooms hosts an energetic 
young crowd and the second space provides rest for the 
dance-weary and a place to chat for the thoughtful. 
QOpen 18:00 - 06:00, Fri, Sat 18:00 - 07:00. Admission 
Fri-Sat 0-500Rbl.
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Decadance E-3, Sherbakov Pereulok 17(behind Vladi-
mirskaya Passage Shopping Centre), MVladmiriskaya, 
tel. 812 947 70 70, www.decadencegroup.ru. Difficult 
to find Decadence is a fabulous address if you are into really 
good electronic music. It’s a small place visited by the rich and 
beautiful, so that means stylish, a bit posh but with an excellent 
sound system, operating at maximum volume. The interesting 
interior and visuals on the walls almost make you forget the an-
noying ventilators on the ceiling. They have strict face control 
and bizarrely midgets collecting the glasses.QOpen Fri, Sat, 
Sun 20:00 - 06:00. Admission free, face-control.

Marstall (Konyushenny Dvor) D-3, Nab. kan. Griboedova 
5, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 315 76 07, www.kondvor.ru. This 
well-known club is popular among international students and 
expatriates. A big bronze horse at the entrance reminds you that 
in tsarist times this building was a stable. Entertaining erotic acts 
and competitions run continuously after 23:00, when attractive, 
topless women perform on stage to neverending house beats. 
Beware of women’s attention as your night could turn expen-
sive real quick. Foreigners showing their passports get in free.
QOpen 13:00 - 06:00.  Admission 0-200Rbl. PA

Nebar E-3, Liteiny pr. 57, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 
995 05 05, nebar.ru. Do you like to be stared at by beautiful 
people in extraordinarily expensive clothes whilst being fleeced 
for money at the bar? No, we don’t either. This place wants to 
be glam, wild and exclusive, but completely fails. We blame the 
fascist face control on the door who only let in supermodels or 
super rich businessmen. If you are one of those people and man-
age to get in you’ll find you’re practically the only person there. If 
you love mirrors as much as the rest of the clientele though you 
probably won’t notice.Q Open Fri - Sat: 22:00 - 06:00 (800Rbl) 
Free admission if you pass face control. PA

Object D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 82, MSadovaya, tel. 812 
312 11 34, www.objectclub.ru. Promoting itself as a drum 
n bass café, Object is able to walk that often difficult tightrope 
between a relaxed daytime café and happening evening 
venue. With a smoky bar drinking area, a lounge area with 
low sofas, a small dance floor and a quiet back room more 
suited for dining, the tiny bar somehow manages to cater for 
all moods. The music depends of course on taste but should 
you love your ‘dnb’, it ranges here from retro to jungle; and 
come eleven in the evening, the bass shakes the cave-like 
walls. Attracts a young and very friendly Russian crowd.
QOpen 12:00 - 06:00, Sat, Sun 17:00 - 06:00. Admission 
200Rbl. PAEW

Papanin Moskovsky pr. 111, MMoskovskie Vorota, tel. 
812 369 35 75, www.papaninclub.ru. Papanin, named 
after the Arctic explorer Ivan Papanin, whose towering model 
stands in the middle of the restaurant, has a bit of something 
for everyone. By day you can get a well-crafted meal such as 
caviar and pancakes or sorbets made from wild berries. Most 
people head here at night though for parties that pump every 
night of the week to the tunes of everything from Russian 
retro to r’n’b. At the weekend various dance DJs spin there 
thing, while Russian strippers do what they do best.QOpen 
Sun-Wed 22:00 - 06:00, Thu 19:00, Fri-Sat 20:00 - 06:00. 
(400Rbl). Admission 200-2000Rbl. POTALEGS

Purga E-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 11, MMayakovskaya, 
tel. 812 570 51 23, www.purga-club.ru. There are two 
Purgas right next to each other on the Fontanka Canal. Purga I 
celebrates New Year’s Eve every night complete with midnight 
countdown and mock TV address by Russia/Soviet leaders! 
In Purga II, couples celebrate mock weddings and dress up in 
white plastic creations to look like brides and bridegrooms. 
The food is good and reasonably priced and the waitresses 
are fun. Book ahead if you want to get a table and make 
sure you arrive before midnight, when the festivities begin.
QOpen 16:00 - 06:00. Admission 100Rbl. Fri, Sat - 300Rbl. 
Free Wi-Fi. PEW

XXXX Bar F-3, 3-ya Sovietskaya 34, MPl. Vostanniya, 
tel. 812 715 24 07. XXXX bar is fast becoming legendary 
in the St. Petersburg bar scene, with new branches popping 
up all over the place. The interior looks like a bit of a mess 
full of flags, banners and random nick nacks scattered around 
the place and tables that are alarming close to each other. 
Although calm during the week, come the weekend it goes 
bezerk with impromptu dancing on the bar, strip competitions 
and the alcohol flowing like a river.QMon-Wed 20:00-03:00, 
Thur-Sun 20:00-06:00. Admission Fri, Sat after 23:00 - 500 
- 1000Rbl. 

Live music Clubs
A2 E-3, Ul. Razyezhaya 12, MVladimirskaya, tel. 812 
922 45 10, www.a2club.su. This slick venue is composed 
of two parts, the below being a modern style restaurant and 
the upper a great atmospheric and expansive club space. 
The music found both upstairs and downstairs sometimes 
compete with each other which is a slight drawback if you’re 
eating in the restaurant. If you’re upstairs, come early as 
it fills up fast. Some of Russia and St. Petersburg’s more 
interesting music acts are on the schedule here. The only 
drawbacks are the seriously warm and flat beer and the 
clowns who masquerade as ‘waiters’ downstairs. Not only 
are they rude, they seem to also be blind, deaf and wholly 
incompetent.Q Open: 18:00 until last guest. Admission 200 
- 3000Rbl. PEW

JFC Jazz Club E-2, Ul. Shpalernaya 33, MChernyshevs-
kaya, tel. 812 272 98 50, www.jfc-club.spb.ru. It’s hard 
to believe that this intimate, little club can hold more than 
100 people. It has a stage, a handful of tables and standing 
space around the bar, for the people who forget to book a 
table. It’s popular with the city’s artsy scene and with people 
who know their jazz. It has original performances by top-notch 
musicians playing just about anything from experimental 
jazz, to acid jazz to blues.QOpen 19:00 - 23:00. Admission 
200-700Rbl. PLE

The Place Ul. Marshala Govorova 47, MNarvskaya, tel. 
812 252 46 83, www.placeclub.ru. It is worth making the 
trek here to this lovely live music venue. Clean, modern and 
bright, they do great hot snacks and plenty of plush sofas on 
a mezzanine from which you can sit and watch the bands. It’s 
grown up. Even if they do have a swing.QOpen 11:00 - 00:00. 
Admission for concerts 0-700Rbl. PALEGW

Tsokol F-3, Ul. 3-ya Sovetskaya 2/3, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
812 274 94 67. If you want to hear some local live music, Tsokol 
is a good place to head for as they hold concerts seven days a 
week. The music can be anything from punk to jazz, although 
the main focus is on rock groups. The audience is accordingly 
motley and scruffy looking and yes it’s smoky and shabby, but 
that’s what underground is about, right? On weekends they tend 
towards techno and trance DJ-sets after the gigs to keep the 
crowd moving until early morning.QOpen 19:00 - 24:00, Fri, Sat 
19:00 - 06:00. Admission from 150 - 500Rbl. EX

Gay and Lesbian
Cabaret Nab. Obvodnogo Kanala 181, MBaltiiskaya, 
tel. 812 575 45 12, www.Xs.gay.ru. Famous and fun, this 
gay club is housed in a suitably eccentric old Soviet Culture 
Palace, not far from Baltiisky station or Azimut Hotel. Colourful 
transvestite shows always start at 02:30, so dance with the 
drag queens! Girl friendly, lesbian or not (we saw many). It’ll make 
your weekend one to remember.QOpen 23:00 - 06:00. Closed 
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu. Admission Fri, Sat (100 - 400Rbl), Sun free 
after 23:00. PLEGX

Central Station D-3, Ul. Lomonosova 1/28, MGostiny 
Dvor, tel. 812 312 36 00, www.centralstation.ru. With deep 
red walls, flickering candles, mellow jazz music and male nude 
pictures, the downstairs Japanese-European bar-restaurant of 
Central Station is reminiscent of a French boudoir. A grand, dark 
staircase connects to the seven upstairs bars and dance floors, 
where video monitors and drag queens are seen at every turn. 
With Euro dance music and live electronic events played and 
comfy sofas and dark rooms scattered throughout, the club 
offers a diverse experience - especially now that it welcomes  
heterosexual guests too.QOpen 18:00 - 06:00. Admission 150 
- 1000Rbl for women, 0 - 300Rbl for men. PAEK

Pivo pazhalusta! - Beer please!
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Churches (Orthodox) 
Church of the Saviour on the Spilt Blood D-3, Nab. 
kan. Griboedova 2b, MNevsky Pr., tel.  315 16 36, www.
cathedral.ru. This Moscow-style church with richly coloured 
onion domes looks a bit out of place in the European centre 
of St. Petersburg, but it’s one of the city’s most beautiful and 
memorable landmarks. It got its awkward name because it 
was built on the spot where Tsar Alexander II was murdered in 
1881. Locals call it ‘the mosaic church’ because the interior is 
covered with magnificent mosaics, each wall with a particular 
Biblical theme. Used to store potatoes during Soviet times, it 
was renovated in the early 1990s and reopened as a museum 
in 1997.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Wed. Admission for-
eigners 170-320Rbl, Russians 50-130Rbl. Excursion (group 
2-5 persons) foreigners - 600Rbl, Russians - 300Rbl.

Kazan cathedral (KC) D-3, Kazanskaya pl. 2, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 570 45 28. This cathedral, which was modelled on 

St. Peter’s in Rome, is 
one of the ci ty’s most 
majestic. It was built from 
1801 to 1811 to house 
the miracle-working Icon 
Our Lady of Kazan. The 
dome is 80-metres high 
and the colonnade facing 
Nevsky has 96 columns. 

Be warned, it’s a quiet place and they don’t like you to talk a 
lot in here, it’s place of prayer and contemplation.QOpen 
09:00 - 20:00. Daily services 10:00 and 18:00. Admission 
to the church is free. There are excursions daily for 150Rbl 
for foreigners and 50- 100Rbl for Russians. Group excursions 
should be booked in advance.

Smolny Cathedral (SMO) F-2, Pl. Rastrelli 3, MCher-
nyshevskaya, tel. 271 76 32, eng.cathedral.ru/smolny. 
The view over the city from 
this blue baroque cathedral 
is worth the climb to the top 
of one of the bell-towers. 
Smolny, once the centre-
piece of a convent founded 
to educate young noblemen 
and women, is nowadays 
a concert and exhibition hall with an exhibition of Smolny’s 
history on display.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Wed. 
Admission concerts 100-600 Rbl; exhibitions for foreigner 
70-200Rbl, for Russians 20-50 Rbl.

St. Isaac’s Cathedral D-3, Isaakievskaya pl. 4, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 315 97 32, www.cathedral.ru. Fully 
restored inside and out, St. Isaac’s is one of the world’s 
largest and most ornate cathedrals. The interior is adorned 
with gold trim, mosaics and paintings. Designed by Auguste 
de Montferrand in 1818 the church was named in tribute 
to Peter the Great who was born on the day of St. Isaac of 
Dalmatia. If it is a clear day we recommend climbing to the 
dome’s top; the panoramic view is absolutely worth the effort.
QOpen 11:00 - 18:00, colonnade 10:00 - 22:00. Closed 
Wed. Tickets for the cathedral and the colonnade are sold 
separately, and taking photos requires paying an additional 
fee. Admission Cathedral: foreigners 170- 320Rbl, evening 
450Rbl, Russians 50-130Rbl, evening 250Rbl; Colonnade: 
foreigners 100-160Rbl, evening 350Rbl, Russians 30-80Rbl, 
evening 200Rbl. 

St. Petersburg's World-Heritage-Listed city centre is one 
of the most awe-inspiring in Europe. Designed by Europe's 
greatest architects, it was virtually untouched during 
Soviet times.

Mosque
St. Petersburg Mosque D-2, Kronversky pr. 7, 
MPetrogradskaya, tel. 233 98 19. Northern-Europe’s 

biggest mosque, near 
the Peter and Paul For-
tress, is a place of wor-
ship for up to 5,000 
Muslims. Although offi-
cially 300,000 followers 
of the prophet Moham-
med live in St. Peters-
burg, the mosque is 
almost never full. It was 
built in 1913 and is the 
northernmost mosque 
in the world. Last year 
the mosaics and the 
two 49m high minarets 
were renovated to great 

beauty. During Soviet times medicines were stored here.
QOpen only for services (5 times a day).

Synagogue
Great Choir Synagogue C-4, Lermontovsky pr. 2, 
MSennaya pl., tel. 713 81 86, www.jewishpetersburg.ru. 
The Great Choir Synagogue in St. Petersburg is the second 
largest in Europe. 
I t ’s  ab ou t  3,200 
square metres in 
area, and its domed 
tower 47m high. The 
majestic Grand Hall 
can accommodate 
1,200 worshippers. 
Th e syna gogue’s 
complex also con-
sists of the Small 
Synagogue (Mikvah), 
Lechaim, a kosher 
restaurant, and a 
gift shop called Ko-
sher, where you can buy rabbi matryoshka’s!QOpen for 
visitors 09:00 - 17:00. Closed for tourists on Sat. Daily 
services 09:00, 21:00. Sat and holiday services 10:00, 
21:00. Group excursions (max. 50 people): foreigners 
150Rbl, Russians 300-600Rbl. Photography and video 
included.

Don’t miss these must-see St. Petersburg sights. The 
unsurpassed Hermitage Museum should be a priority. 
From the Winter Palace, cross the Neva River to the Peter 
and Paul Fortress with its assorted museums, parks and 
the cathedral where most Tsars are buried. Experience 
the vibrant (and violent) colours of Russian history and 
culture in the Russian Museum. Climb to the top of St. 
Isaac’s colonnade for the city’s best view. Spoiled for 
choice, museum-lovers can choose from the quirky and 
downright weird Kunstkamera to the warheads of the 
Artillery Museum. With St. Petersburg’s preeminence in 
the annals of world literature, a visit to one of the me-
morial museums of Dostoevsky, Akhmatova or Pushkin 
completes any whirlwind visit. Whether enjoying the long 
days of summer sun or the blissful winter snow, unwind in 
the Summer Gardens or stroll around the city’s beautiful 
parks and canals.

If time is of the essence….

Museums
Anna Akhmatova Museum E-3, Liteiny pr. 53, 
MMayakovskaya, tel.  812 272 22 11, w w w.
akhmatova.spb.ru. In this former palace you can visit 
the flat where Russia’s greatest poetess lived for almost 
30 years. Ten rooms chronologically represent ten eras. 
Photographs and artefacts from Akhmatova’s hard and 
fascinating life are on display; books of her poetry that 
never left the printing house and letters from her impris-
oned lover. The museum also hosts temporary exhibitions 
of other artists. Audio-guides in English, German and French 
(100Rbl); free texts in English in the rooms.QOpen: Tue, 
Thu-Sun 11:30 - 18:30, Wed 13:00 - 21:00. Closed Mon. 
Admission: foreigners 200Rbl, Russians 0-50Rbl. Audiogu-
ide (Eng, Fr, Ger) 150Rbl. Admission to the garden of the 
Fountain House free.

“But the Muses were not silent” C-3, Nab. reki 
Pryazhki 4-6, MSadovaya, tel. 572 58 87. Three floors 
of this school building hold an outstanding collection, lovingly 
compiled by enthusiastic locals, of artefacts relating to art 
and culture during the siege of Leningrad. As the title of the 
museum implies, despite the death and destruction in the 
city at that time, art, music, theatre and poetry continued 
to flourish. One room is devoted to Shostakovich’s famous 
Leningrad symphony with original manuscripts, photos and 
instruments on display. The other rooms are devoted to 
ballet and theatre, poetry and fine arts and feature original 
paintings, posters, photos and theatre costumes. The last 
room is dedicated to children who lived through the siege 
and has a touching collection of toys, sketches and clothing.
QAdmission free. Donations are welcome. Excursions only 
by prior arrangement - call 8 911 215 14 90.

Cruiser Avrora E-2, PS, Petrogradskaya nab., MPl. 
Lenina, tel.  812 230 84 40, www.aurora.org.ru. The 
battle ship, anchored off the banks of Petrograd Side, has 
become somewhat a Soviet shrine. This is because blank 
shots fired from the Aurora are said to have been the trigger 
for the revolution of 1917. The ship was sunk during WWII, to 
protect it from German bombing, and, in 1958, it was made 
into a museum. It is operated by the Central Naval Museum. 
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, mysterious rumours 
have been spreading that it is, in fact, a replica. But who 
knows? Why not find out for yourself!QOpen 10:30 - 16:00. 
Closed Mon, Fri. Admission free. Excursions: foreigners 50-
200Rbl, Russians 30-80Rbl.

Dostoevsky House E-3, Kuzhnechny per.5/2, MV-
ladimirskaya, tel.  812 571 40 31, www.md.spb.ru. 
Dostoevsky’s weathered corner-apartment is a two minute 
walk from the metro. The museum is divided into two sec-
tions: literary and memorial (his apartment and belongings). 
The audio-guide will enrich the experience and lessen con-
fusion. Displays include newspaper articles that inspired 
him and photographs of the house where The Brothers 
Karamazov story is set. 
Also gives fascinating bio-
graphical details about his 
arrest and exile. Whether 
you are interested in Dos-
toevsky’s brave character, 
turbulent life, or amazing 
work, this museum is cer-
tainly the premium place to 
go.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. 
Closed Mon. Admission 
foreigners 70-150Rbl, Rus-
sians 0-60Rbl. Excursion 
should be booked in ad-
vance, 1100Rbl (group of 
20 people).

City Tour Bus E-3, Pl. Ostrovskogo, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 718 66 10, www.citytourspb.ru. Tracing a route 
around the city’s most popular spots such as St. Isaac’s 
Square and the Avrora, these hop-on, hop-off buses are a 
great way to see a lot in just a short time. The route takes 
just over one and half hours and there are audio-guides 
available in eight languages.QBus leaves every 30 min-
utes starting at 09:30 with the last departure at 21:30. 
Adults 350Rbl, children under 12 years old 200Rbl. Ticket 
remains valid for 1 day and can be bought on the bus. U

Peter’s Walking Tours F-3, The Original Walk (4 
hrs) leaves daily at 10:30 from International Hostel, 
3-ya Sovetskaya 28, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 943 12 
29, www.peterswalk.com. A diverse choice of tours and 
personalised routes, add in some extremely informative 
and downright friendly guides makes going on a Peter’s 
Walking Tour one of the best choices you can make while 
visiting St. Petersburg. No booking required for tours listed 
here - just turn up. For full timetable check out the website.
QWWII and The Siege Of Leningrad Tour (4 hrs), every 
Sunday, at 11:00. Meeting point - restaurant Teplo, ul. 
Bolshaya Morskaya 45. Cost 600Rbl. 

Siege of Leningrad battlefield bus tour F-3, Bus 
tour (6 hrs) leaves at 11.00 from the car park of hotel 
Moscow, Pl. Alexandra Nevskogo, 2 MAlexandra 
Nevskogo, tel. 8 904 630 44 03, www.histours.ru. 
This tour offers you a unique opportunity to go beyond the 
city’s tourist facades and visit the battlefields and memo-
rial sites which surround St. Petersburg.QCost 2200 Rbl 
(including museum admission tickets and lunch in a cafe), 
discount for students, children of pre-school age are for 
free. Tours only by prior arrangement.

Tours around St. Petersburg
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Don’t forget - Museum Ticket Offices
(Kassi) close one hour before 

official closing times. 
Eg: Closing at 18:00 means buy your

ticket by 17:00!

House of Peter the Great D-2, Petrovskaya nab. 6, 
MPl. Lenina, tel.  812 232 45 76. When Peter the Great 
arrived to supervise the construction of the Peter and Paul 
Fortress and his new city, he needed a place to stay. So, 
in three days (reputedly) they built him this modest little 
cabin where he lived for the next six years. There are some 
exhibits of Peter’s things inside, and the stone house around 
it was build by Catherine II.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Tue and last Mon of the month. Every Mon and at national 
holidays closes at 17:00. Admission foreigners 70-200Rbl, 
Russians 20-70Rbl. 

Kunstkamera D-3, Universitetskaya nab. 3, MVasileo-
strovskaya, tel.  812 328 08 12, www.kunstkamera.
ru. St. Petersburg’s oldest museum is also its strangest. 
Kunstkamera (which translates as art house) was founded 
by Peter the Great in 1714. It is also known as the Peter 
the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. It has 
anthropological and archaelogical collections on the cultures 
of people around the world as well as an eclectic mix of 
random items that Peter and Russian explorers collected on 
their worldly travels. Peter’s Anatomical Collection with its 
severed hands and malformed babies in jars still draws the 
crowds.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon and last Tue of 
every month. Admission foreigners 150-250Rbl, Russians 
50-150Rbl. Photography 100Rbl.

Museum of the St. Petersburg Avant-garde D-1, Ul. 
Professora Popova 10, MPetrogradskaya, tel.  812 234 
42 89. Avant-garde is a 
bit of an umbrella term 
for a host of various ar-
tistic movements active 
in the early twentieth 
century. This museum 
is primarily dedicated 
to the activi ties and 
impact of two protago-
nists, husband and wife, 
Mikhail Matyushin and 
Elena Guro. Located in Matyushin’s home, a beautifully 
restored timber 19th century house for which its worth mak-
ing the trip to see, there is a really wonderful non-stiflling 
atmosphere here.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00, Tue 11:00 - 17:00. 
Closed Wed. Admission 0-80Rbl. Excursions 150-200Rbl. 
Free photography.

Peter and Paul Fortress D-2, Petropavlovskaya 
krepost 3, MGorkovskaya, tel.  812 230 64 31, www.
spbmuseum.ru. The Fortress is the cradle of the city; St 
Petersburg’s first settlement. Now a tourist complex, it 
houses the famous Cathedral of the Saint Apostles Peter 
and Paul, along with numerous museums, galleries and spec-
tacular river-side views. The proudest offerings are the large 
Commandant’s House museum which examines the history of 
the city and the smaller, modern and fun museum at the Neva 
Curtain Wall which studies the history of the Fortress itself. 
However, the more unusual Engineer’s House architecture 
exhibition and Museum of Space Exploration are really very 
quirky and good. The Mint displays coin collections and the 
Printing Workshop contains printing and ceramic relics. Visit 
the Neva Curtain Wall archway for the best view, and brave a 
dip in the bracing waters… at your own risk.QOpen . Closed 
Wed. The fortress is open 06:00 - 23:00. Museums are open 
10:00 - 19:00, except Tue 11:00 - 18:00, closed Wed. Cathe-
dral open daily 10:00 - 19:00. Roof walk Nevskaya panorama 
open 10:00 - 22:00. Entrance to fortress is free. Admission 
cathedral: Russians and foreigners 70-200Rbl. All inclusive 
ticket 350Rbl (ticket valid for all museums and re-entrance 
valid for 10 days). Admission roof walk 100Rbl. ULK

State Hermitage Museum D-3, Dvortsovaya 
nab. 34 (entrance from Dvortsovaya pl.), MNevsky 
pr., tel. 710 90 79, www.hermitage.ru. The director 
of the Hermitage once said, “I can’t say that the Hermit-
age is the number one museum in the world, but it’s 
certainly not the second.” And with over three million 
works of art and treasures housed in five connected 
buildings along the Neva, the museum can’t fail to 
impress. If works by Picasso, Van Gogh or Rembrandt 
don’t make you gasp, then the interiors of the Winter 
Palace will. Give yourself plenty of time and try to go on 
a weekday to avoid the crowds. As you enter you’ll also 
be approached by many people offering their services 
as a guide. It’s often worth negotiating with them as 
this is one of the biggest museums in the world and no 
matter how many times you see it it’s still possible to 
get lost - believe us!QOpen 10:30 - 18:00, Sun 10:30 
- 17:00. Closed Mon. Admission foreigners 0-350Rbl, 
Russians 0-100Rbl. Free admission international and 
Russian students. First Thu of the month FREE admis-
sion for ALL visitors. 

The Hermitage

Piskaryevskoye Memorial Cemetery Pr. Nepo-
korennich, MLadozhskaya, tel.  812 298 38 61. More 
than a million people died in the Leningrad blockade, and 
489,000 of them are buried in this memorial cemetery. 
As you walk toward the monument of Mother Russia, 
with mass graves on either side of the path, you will hear 
Shostakovich’s 7th Symphony (Leningrad Symphony), 
which he composed during the war.QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. 
Admission free. GETTING THERE:from Pl. Muzhestva metro 
take marshrutka or bus 123; from Akademicheskaya metro 
take marshrutka 178 . Get off at Piskarevka.

Russian Etnographic Museum D-3, Ul. Inzhener-
naya 4/1, MGostiny Dvor, tel.  812 570 54 21, www.
ethnomuseum.ru.Wanting to get deeper in touch with the 
lifestyle of Russia’s various native ethnic minorities? The 
Russian Ethnographic Museum is the place to be. Situated 
right next to the Russian Museum, the large collection 
contains thousands of different traditional handcrafted 
items such as jewellery, clothes, weapons and tools used 
by different native cultures across Russia and Central Asia. 
The model of a peasant home is particularly interesting. 
Some information about exhibits is available in English.
QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon and last Fri of month. 
Admission foreigners 50-350Rbl, Russians 0-100Rbl.

State Museum of the Political History of Russia 
D-2, Ul. Kuibysheva 2-4, MPl. Lenina, tel.  812 233 70 
52, fax 449 28 33, www.polithistory.ru. One part of this 
museum is housed in Kshesinskaya house, the former home 
of Matilda Kshesinsksya, a famous balerina and the lover of 
Tsar Nicolas II before his marriage. The House was Bolshevik 
headquarters for a short period in 1917 and Lenin’s office has 
been recreated.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Thu and last 
Mon of the month. Admission foreigners 100-200Rbl, Rus-
sians 0-60Rbl. Excursions: Russians 250-400Rbl, foreigners 
700-1300Rbl.

Submarine D-2 Narodovolets A-3, Shkiprsky protok 
10, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.  812 356 52 77. Put into 

service in 1931, the Nar-
odovolets is one of the 
first submarines to be built 
by the Soviet Union and as 
you will see from the many 
photos in the adjoining 
museum, this li t tle sub 
took part in the defence of 
Leningrad and saw many 
lives lost due to fire and 

various other dangers. Inside the submarine itself if there are 
more than ten of you it can feel a little claustrophobic (or is 
that atmospheric) - although not half as much as it must have 
been when it was full with its 53 crew members. Everything 
has been faithfully preserved here, right down the beds and 
the tiny kitchen and although excursions are only in Russian 
and do take up most of the space, visitors are still left free 
to wander up and down the narrow space, crawling in and 
out of hatches and staring down the torpedo chutes to their 
heart’s delight. Sadly you can longer climb out onto the top 
of the sub.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon, Tue and last 
Thusday of the month. Admission foreigners 150 - 300Rbl, 
Russians 50 - 150Rbl.

Suvorov Memorial Museum F-2, Ul. Kirochnaya 43, 
MChernishevskaya, tel.  812 579 39 14, www.suvo-
rovmuseum.ru. Although this museum takes the name of 
Suvorov, the great war 
general of Empress Cath-
erine the Great, it actually 
covers much more than 
the military accomplish-
ments of one man. There 
are comparative history 
displays of war and battle 
of the 18th century all 
over Europe, the deeds 
of Napoleon and the uni-
forms and regalia of the time. Did you know that it was only 
after the news that Suvorov died that Napoleon decided to 
invade Russia? The building itself is also worth seeing, built 
in 1904 following a decree from Nicholas II. You can see it 
as you approach the museum from a block away, there are 
two six metre mosaic panels depicting Suvorov’s Italian and 
Swiss victories of 1799 on the exterior walls. Inside too, 
there are vaulted ceilings that accentuate what is Russia’s 
first memorial museum. A word of warning however, it is 
extremely cold in winter. To facilitate better understanding 
of the museum, we recommend taking a guide, they person-
ally accompany you and explain the exhibits. Without this, 
this could just be another visit around some glass covered 
exhibits, but the knowledge of the museum’s guides will 
add that extra something.QOpen , Mon 12:00 - 18:00, 
Thu, Fri 10:00 - 18:00, Sat, Sun 11:00 - 20:00. Closed Tue, 
Wed. Closed first Monday in month. Admission foreigners 
125-250Rbl, Russians 20-80Rbl.

St. Petersburg is well-known for its art museums and histori-
cal sites,but it has dozens of quirky little eccentric museums 
hidden away too...
Bread Museum E-3, Ligovsky pr. 73, MLigovsky pr., 
tel.  812 764 11 10, www.museum.ru/museum/bread. 
Devoted to bread, the mainstay of Russian life, this museum 
presents the origins of bread baking from ancient Egypt 
to the cultivation of bread throughout Russian history. Of 
special note, are the displays showing the tea shops of the 
nineteenth century, the massive Soviet era bread machines 
and the blockade section showing the bread ration of just 
250gms.QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon, Sun. Closed 
last Tue of the month. Foreigners 70-120Rbl, Russians 30-
60Rbl, excursions 400Rbl.

Erotica Museum (Prostate Center) E-2, Ul. 
Furstatskaya 47/11 (entrance via Potemkinskaya 
ul.), MChernyshevskaya, tel.  812 320 76 00, www.
prostata.ru. Moscow may have the embalmed body of 
Lenin, but St. Petersburg has Grigory Rasputin’s embalmed 
genitalia. What?!? Yes, you heard us right. You can see the 
mighty organ of the mysterious ‘mad monk’, pickled in a jar 
in Russia’s first Erotic Museum, together with hundreds of 
other sexual items. Although, western experts claim it’s just 
a desiccated sea cucumber. Actually, the small ‘museum’ 
is part of the Prostate Centre, a Russian clinic. While you 
are looking at erotic paintings and sculptures, patients are 
waiting to see doctors and young nurses bustle about. Ac-
cording to the clinic the erotic items help the patients relax, 
so they can more easily discuss their (sexual) problems 
with the doctor. There is no entrance fee for the museum. 
You either have to be a patient or buy a souvenir.QOpen 
08:00 - 20:00. 

Freud’s Dream Museum C-2, PS Bolshoy pr., 18A, 
MSportivnaya, tel.  812 784 21 17, www.freud.ru. A 
small place but by no means less interesting. The museum 
is located in the Psychoanalytic Institute, follow along the 
corridor to the left to 
find it. The first of the 
two rooms details a 
short history of Freud 
and his life (foreign 
language handouts 
available) while the 
second room fea-
tures an art installa-
tion. This dream-like 
installation of suspended floating images features ancient 
objects, contemporary and classical art and word texts 
in English, German and Russian. It explores the theory of 
subjective perception of images, which means people, that 
what you think they mean, is entirely up to you.QOpen 
12:00 - 17:00 only Tue and Sun. Admission 40-50Rbl. 
There are guidebooks in English, French, German, Spanish, 
Italian, Arabic. 

Museum of Hygiene E-3, Ul. Italyanskaya 25, 
MGostiny Dvor, tel.  812 595 89 08, www.gov.spb.
ru. Come and see one of Pavlov’s dogs - stuffed admit-
tedly - at this museum which showcases all things medical, 
strange and repulsive. It is a little like an extended visit to 
a doctor or dentist’s surgery where you can learn all about 
the dangers of smoking, STDs and bad posture.QOpen 
10:00 - 18:00, Sat 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun. Admission 
foreigners 60-120Rbl, Russians 0-70Rbl. 

Secret St. Petersburg  
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The Russian Academy of Fine Arts C-3, Universitets-
kaya nab. 17, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.  812 323 35 78, 
www.nimrah.ru. Built between 1764 and 1788 as an arts 
academy this is first and foremost a place of study for young 
gifted artists. On the first floor you’ll find classical (mainly 
Roman and Greek) sculptures and artefacts collected for 
their educational value. The second floor contains changing 
exhibitions of former students such as Ilya Repin as well as 
works from current students and the third floor is devoted to 
architecture. Drawings and designs from famous local build-
ings by famous architects like Rossi and Rastrelli illustrate the 
progress of architectural art.QOpen Wed through Sun, 11:00 
- 18:00. Russians 30-150Rbl. Foreigners 150-300Rbl.

The Russian Museum D-3, Ul. Inzhenernaya 4/2, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 595 42 48, www.rusmuseum.
ru. A dazzling journey 
from thirteenth century 
icons to the cream of 
Russian avant-garde, 
the Russian Museum 
is housed in various 
buildings and palaces. 
With a maze of beauti-
fully decorated rooms, 
the main Mikhailovsky 
Palace is a delight for 
ar t-lovers, whatever 
their favoured genre. It 
is widely acclaimed for 
containing the most 
outstanding collection 
of icons from ancient 
Rus. The Benois Wing 
has an especially strong display of work from the turn of 
the twentieth century. Tickets can include entrance to the 
Stroganov Palace, Marble Palace and Mikhailovsky Castle 
which host temporary exhibitions.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00, 
Mon 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Tue. Admission foreigners 150-
350Rbl, Russians 30-150Rbl. U

The Russian State Museum of Drama Theatre E-3, 
Pl. Ostrovskogo 6, MGostiny dvor, tel.  812 571 21 95, 
www.theatremuseum.ru. This museum, situated in one 
of the most beautiful ensembles of the city by Carlo Rossi, 
actually consists of two different exhibitions. Featuring several 
models of ancient theatres and few early devices for stage 
sounds, the ‘Magic World of Theatre’ on the 5th floor is not 
really worth the extra money. Exactly the opposite is true for 
the exhibition on the 3rd floor, displaying exhibits of 250 years 
of the Alexandrinsky theatre. Crammed with original photos, 
drawings, costumes, posters, documents and tons of other 
memorabilia of diverse luminaries of the Petersburg Dramatic 
School such as Pushkin, Tyutchev and Gogol, this museum is 
a must-see for theatre lovers.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00, Wed 
13:00 - 19:00. Closed on Tue and the last Fri of the month. 
Admission foreigners 50-100Rbl, Russians 15-30Rbl.

Vodka Museum C-3, 4 Konnogvardeisky Boulevard, 
MNevsky pr., tel.  812 570 64 22, www.vodkamuseum.
su. This small museum presents the long history of Russia’s 
national drink, from 12th Century peasants through to 20th 
Century presidents. Display cases full of vodka bottles in 
unusual shapes, old advertising campaigns and some funny 
dioramas explain the evolution of the Russian firewater. An 
excursion is recommended as the exhibits are in Russian only. 
In the tasting room, there’s also a chance to try out three dif-
ferent vodkas and traditional Russian snacksQOpen 11:00 
- 20:00. Admission children 0-150Rbl, adults 150-300Rbl. 
Excursion and tasting 450Rbl.

From May to December all 13 bridges that cross the river 
Neva open for at least four hours every night to let large 
ships pass down the river. This unique spectacle never fails 
to attract large crowds of jubilent locals, tourists and boat 
tour touts. The opening bridges also leave a lot of angry 
drivers and pedestrians stranded every night. Pay attention 
to our timetable and ensure that the tired guy staring at an 
uncrossable river in the middle of the night isn’t you.

Bridges Drawing
Voladarsky 02:00 - 03:45 04:15 - 05:45
Finlyandsky 02:20 - 05:30
Aleksandra Nevskogo 02:20 - 05:10
B. Okhtinsky 02:00 - 05:00
Liteiny 01:40 - 04:45
Troitsky 01:35 - 04:50
Dvortsovy (palace bridge) 01:25 - 04:55
Blagoveshensky 01:25 - 02:45 03:10 - 05:00
Birzhevoy 02:00 - 04:55
Tuchkov 02:00 - 02:55 03:35 - 04:55

Bridges going up...

Yusupov Palace D/C-3, Nab. reky Moiky 94, MNevsky 
pr., tel.  812 314 98 83, www.yusupov-palace.ru. This 
palace was purchased by the wealthy Yusupov family in 1830 to 
house their art collection and retains an aristocratic atmosphere. 
It also was the scene of the grisly murder of the sleazy Siberian 
peasant Rasputin, who was exercising too much influence over 
the royal family for Felix Yusupov’s liking. On the Rasputin tour you 
can see where Felix and his entourage tried to poison Rasputin in 
the cellar in 1916, before they beat him and chucked him into the 
Moika, where he finally died.QExcursions in Palace every hour 
from 11:00 till 17:00. Rasputin murder tour should be booked in 
advance by phone 314 88 93. Admission foreigners 280-500Rbl 
(includes audio guide), Russians 110-180Rb.

Zoologichesky museum D-3, Universitetskaya nab. 
1, MVasileostrovskaya, tel.  812 328 01 12, www.zin.
ru. This museum has a collection of 30,000 exhibits of fauna 
from every continent and climactic zone. There is a small col-
lection of live insects and the skeleton of a 44,000-year-old 
Mammoth is a highlight.QOpen 11:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon. 
Admission 50-150Rbl. Last Thu of the month admission FREE 
for ALL visitors.

The suburbs are an unmissable part of St. Petersburg. Making 
a trip there is a rewarding and memorable experience. 

Gatchina 45km south of St. Petersburg, Palace: Kras-
noarmeisky pr. 1, tel. 813 719 34 92. It may have the 
austere look of a military institution, but inside you can see 
that the Gatchina Palace was home to the Romanov family, 
although the rooms are not so luxurious as the palace in 
Pushkin. The palace has various temporary and permanent 
exhibitions including a weaponry display and the church at 
the top of Gatchina’s main pedestrian mall is also worth 
seeing. But the big attraction is the underground tunnel 
running from the palace to the ornamental lake (how cool!). 
Gatchina’s palace was badly damaged during WWII, and 
restoration work is still in progress. The nice leafy park 
is a great place to stretch your legs!QPark open 24hrs. 
Palace open 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon and the first Tue 
of the month. Admission to the park is free. Excursions in 
park: Russians 10-60Rbl, foreigners 190-380Rbl (palace 
excursion included). Palace admission: foreigners 110-
220Rbl, Russians 50-100Rbl. 
GETTING THERE: From Moskovskaya metro, take bus 
N431 or marshrutka K18; or from Baltiisky station, take 
a train to Gatchina station, which is also (confusingly) 
called Baltiisky.

Oranienbaum / Lomonosov Grand Palace: Dvortsovy pr. 
48, Lomonosov, peterhofmuseum.ru. Oranienbaum (Orange 
Tree) isn’t so popular among tourists, however it is a lovely place 
for a walk through peaceful gardens and pine woods. Prince 
Alexander Menshikov, One of Peter the Great’s best friends, 
started building the estate and its Grand Palace. Catherine the 
Great made it one of her holiday spots and built a small Chinese 
palace with baroque outside and rococo interior. Menshikov’s 
Grand Palace hasn’t changed a great deal over the centuries 
and it’s one of the few palaces on the outskirts of the city that 
wasn’t destroyed by the Nazis.QPark daily 09:00 - 19:00. 
Palaces 10:30 - 18:00, closed Mon and last Tue of the month. 
Park admission: Russians 10-40Rbl, foreigners 70-140Rbl. 
Palaces admission: Palace of Peter III: foreigners 70-140Rbl, 
Russians 50-100Rbl; Stone Audience Chamber and the Roll-
ing Hill: foreigners 70-140Rbl, Russians 10-40Rbl. GETTING 
THERE: From Avtovo metro, take bus 200 or marshrutka 300, 
420 (direction Lomonosov, 40min); or from Baltiisky station, take 
a train bound for Oranienbaum, Kalishe or Krasnoflotsk. 

Pavlovsk Pavlovsk, Sadovaya ul. 20, tel. 452 15 36, 
www.pavlovskmuseum.ru. Subtle, romantic, relaxing and 
quiet, the small town hosts the fascinating Pavlovsk Palace, en-
compassed by a huge park (1,500 acres of it!). Tall trees, scat-
tered streams and endless paths make for many a secluded 
spot. If you have active children who need a place to blow off 
some steam, make an afternoon of it. The enchanting Pavlovsk 
Palace, with its magnificent neoclassical interior, is a feast for 
the eyes. The country residence of the Imperial family boasts 
beautiful architecture and captivating history. Certainly not as 
grand as Peterhof, but much less touristy, Pavlovsk is great 
place to get away from it all.QPalace open daily 10:00 - 17:00. 
Park open 24hrs (main gate 08:00 - 20:00). GETTING THERE: 
From Zvezdnaya metro station, take bus 179 or marshrutka 393; 
from Moskovskaya metro station take marshrutka 286 or 299; 
from Vitebsky station take a train to Pavlovsk station (35min). 
Admission to park: foreigners 80-150Rbl, Russians 40-60Rbl. 
Admission to palace: foreigners 300-500Rbl, Russians 100-
260Rbl. Photography 50-200Rbl, video 100-300Rbl.

Pushkin (Tsarskoe selo) Palace: Ul. Sadovaya 7, tel. 
465 94 24, www.tzar.ru. Catherine’s Palace and the surround-
ing parks were created by Empress Elizabeth and Catherine the 
Great, which is why Pushkin was formerly known as ‘village of 
the tsar’s’ (Tsarskoe Selo). The palace, with its famous Amber 
Room, is an impressive post-WWII reconstruction. The adjoining 
Cameron Gallery has a magnificent view of the park and the 
Agate Room. The gardens of Catherine Park are dotted with 
unusual buildings, including a Chinese village.QPalace open 
10:00 - 17:00 (for individuals 12:00 - 14:00, 16:00 - 17:00). 
Closed Tue and last Mon of the month. Park open 09:00 - 23:00. 
Palace admission foreigners 280-550Rbl, Russians 90-260Rbl 
(includes Amber room). Park admission foreigners 90-180Rbl, 
Russians 50-90Rbl. GETTING THERE: From Vitebsky station, 
take a train to Detskoe selo station, from where you can walk 
to the palace or take bus N371 or N382. From Moskovskaya 
metro, take marshrutka N286, 287, 342, 347, 545.

Peterhof St.Petersburg, Peterhof, Ul.Razvodnaya 2, 
tel. 450 52 87, www.peterhofmuseum.ru. Accurately 
referred to as the ‘Russian Versailles’, Peterhof is a fantas-
tic destination to visit if you need a break from the chaos 
of Nevsky Prospekt and the hooting of impatient drivers. 
The Great Palace was built between 1709 and 1724 under 
the directions of Peter the Great, but the tsars and tsarinas 
that followed each wanted to make their own mark, adding 
another palace or fountain. The main palace and grand 
cascade is the biggest highlight, but other museums worth 
visiting within the grounds include the Hermitage Palace, 
the Marly Palace and Monplaisir. Note the fountains will 
be switched off for the winter from 11/10, after this date 
entrance to the park will be free.QPark open daily 09:00 
- 20:00 (ticket office closes 30 min before). Fountains work 
11:00 - 17:00 Mon-Fri, 11:00 - 19:00 Sat, Sun). Palace open 
10:30 - 18:00. Closed Mon and last Tue of the month. Ad-
mission park foreigners 50-300Rbl, Russians 20-150Rbl. 
Admission Great Palace foreigners 250-520Rbl, Russians 
50-250Rbl. Tour booking office 420 00 73. Tours available 
in Russian, English, French, German.
GETTING THERE: From Baltiisky station, take a train, 
bus 350, 351, 352, 356, or marshrutka 404. From metro 
Avtovo, take marshrutka 224, 300 or 424 and from metro 
Leninsky pr. take marshrutka 103.

Peterhof
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Yurievskoe Podvorie Yurievskoe shosse 6a, tel. 816 2 
946 060, www.novtour.ru. This newly built tourist resort 
has the feel of a Swiss chalet to it upstairs, with a large pine 
sitting area with board games and rooms that look out onto the 
countryside. Downstairs there’s a huge restaurant set up to look 
like a Russian log cabin. Although it’s out of town, it is opposite 
the popular Vitoslavlitsy open air museum and there are plenty 
of activities to choose from ranging from tennis, bike riding and 
fishing, all the way to yachting and quad-biking. To get there 
take bus number 7 or 7a from the town. Journey takes about 
20 minutes.Q16 rooms (10 doubles 2400 - 2900Rbl, 6 suites 
4000 - 5100Rbl). Extra bed from 850Rbl. Visa support 800Rbl, 
registration for free. THA6ILGBKW hhh 

Getting There
The train station and bus station are located next to each other 
in the western part of the city. To get to the centre from the 
station take bus number 3, or alternatively you can walk down 
prospekt Karl Marksa (it will take about 20 minutes).
Buses to St. Petersburg run hourly until around 20:00. The 
journey takes around 3.5hrs and should cost 350 - 400Rbl.

St. Sophia’s Cathedral, Kremlin. St. Sophia’s 
cathedral is one of the 
oldest stone buildings in 
Russia. Buil t in 1045 by 
Prince Vladimir it has been 
completely renovated on 
the outside and most of 
the frescoes on the inside 
have also been restored 
many times over the years. 
The huge iconostasis, one 
of the biggest in Russia, 
dates back to the 15th 
Century. The cathedral’s 
most important relic is the 
12th Century icon of the 
sign of the Holy Virgin.QO-
pen 09:00 - 20:00, daily 
services at 10:00, 18:00. 
Admission free. Excursions: 

foreigners 120Rbl, Russians 60Rbl.

Vitoslavlitsy , tel. 816 2 773 770. I t is well worth 
making the short journey out of town to visit this excellent 
open air museum of old Slavic wooden architecture, to get 
an idea of what life in an ancient Russian village was like. 
There are various centuries old wooden churches which 
were moved here  from villages in the region, old izbas (log 
cabins) and even an old Russian banya (bath house). The 
museum workers (mostly older men and women) lovingly 
tend to their allotted houses dressed in traditional clothing 
which really adds to the atmosphere of the place. To get 
there take bus number 7 or 7a. It takes about 20 minutes.
QOpen  10:00 - 17:00 (October through March). Admis-
sion foreigners 120Rbl, Russians 60Rbl. Excursions should 
be booked in advance.

Yaroslavovo Dvorishe (Yaroslav’s Court) 
Not much is left now 
of what was once a 
ma gni f i cen t palace 
a n d  m a r ke t  p l a c e 
buil t by Yaroslav the 
wise in the early 11th 
Cen tur y.  Th e whi te 
arcades next to the 
river overlooking the 
Kremlin represent the 
area where the market 

place once stood that surrounded the palace, which was 
destroyed centuries ago. Behind this there are various 
churches filled with yet more icons and pieces of frescoes 
and a museum of local religious art. 

Veliky or Great Novgorod is generall y touted as ‘the 
birthplace of Russia’, the first references to Novgorod go 
back to 859. Situated on the cross roads of important 
trading routes passing from the Mediterranean to the 
Baltics and into eastern Russia regions, the town soon 
prospered and was famous for its highly cultured populace, 
as well as its skilled ironmongers and carpenters. In fact 
in the beginning the whole town, including the roads, was 
made out of wood. That is until it all burnt down one too 
many times (people in wooden houses really shouldn’t be 
smelting iron…). The heart of the city is the Kremlin or 
‘detinets’ and outside the city there’s plenty of medieval 
rustic Russian sights too.

What to see
Krasnaya Izba Tourist Information Office Sennaya 
pl. 5, tel. 816 2 773 074, visitnovgorod.ru. The lovely 
girls at Krasnaya Izba can provide you with advice on just 
about everything to do in Novgorod and can also help you 
plan your next destination too. Their knowledge of the 
area is encyclopedic and they are well-briefed in events 
taking place in the city. They have bikes for rent and even 
a 24hr hotline that you can call if you still find that you are 
constantly lost. Tel. 998 686.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00.

Millennium of Russia Monument, Kremlin This 
huge bronze structure was completed in 1862 to celebrate  
Novgorod’s millennial bir thday. At 15 metres high and 
weighing 65 tonnes it’s a magnificent monument unrivalled 
in the whole of Russia. The granite pedestal on which it 
stands weighs another 35 tonnes. It is covered in images 
of the whole Russian legacy of tsars as well as Russian 
cultural luminaries such as Pushkin and Gogol. During World 
War II the Nazis attempted to dismantle the monument 
and transport it back to Germany but fortunatly at the last 
moment Red Army forces thwarted their efforts and the 
monument was saved from being melted down and made 
into German panzers.

Novgorod State Museum, Kremlin , tel. 816 2 773 
770, www.novgorodmuseum.ru. On the ground floor of 
this museum you’ll find the history of the Novgorod region 
laid out in a series of displays accompanied by Russian 
explanations. Don’t be too put off by the lack of English 
though, there’s still plenty of ancient armour, jewellery, 
weapons and coins to admire. Upstairs the museum 
houses one of the largest collections of icons in Russia 
as well as a special exhibition (admission costs extra) of 
priceless ancient gold jewellery and ornaments.QOpen 
10:00 - 18:00. Closed Tue and last Thu of the month. Ad-
mission foreigners 0-120Rbl, Russians 0-55Rbl. Temporary 
exhibition foreigners 0-80Rbl, Russians 0-40Rbl.

Eating and Drinking
Coffee Land Ul. Chudintseva 7, tel. 816 2 766 166. A cute 
little green and white room that serves about a billion different 
kinds of coffee, plus sandwiches and other snacks. Their break-
fast is much better value than their rival Café le Chocolat and in 
the evening it’s a quiet place to get a drink with a pleasant jazz 
soundtrack. Business lunch Mon - Fri 13:00 - 16:00 (290Rbl). 
QOpen 10:00 - 23:00. (200Rbl). PTALBS 

Detinets Pokrovskaya tower, Kremlin, tel. 816 2 774 
624. Situated inside one of the towers of the Kremlin, reserva-
tions here are a must, as for obvious reasons it’s exceptionally 
popular with tourists. This place has been around for 40 years 
and most locals agree that the food itself is not as good as it 
used to be,  but it is still the best place to get that full Russian 
medieval experience. The huge mounds of food are served in 
old pottery, with wooden cutlery and their famous traditional 
medovukha (honey alcoholic drink) is a favourite.QOpen 11:00 
- 23:00. (350Rbl). PTJAES

Greensleeves Irish Pub Ul. Velikaya 5/2, tel. 816 2 
775 557. This tiny little box of an Irish pub, the pride and joy of 
jolly owner Yuri is a breath of fresh air in quiet Veliky Novgorod. 
A lively bunch of locals and tourists of all ages jostle together 
around a hand full of tables to drink foreign lagers and posh 
whiskies, chow down on huge plates of pub grub and generally 
enjoy the mighty Irish craic. If you thought that Russians didn’t 
understand the concept of a friendly small town pub experience, 
come here and prepare to be surprised.QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. 
(400Rbl). PALE

Napoli Studencheskaya ul. 21/43, tel. 816 2 636 307, 
www.napoli-restaurant.ru. It may not be rustic Russian but 
trust us this is one of the best dining options in town. The staff 
are polite and helpful, the food is fresh and the atmosphere is 
neither touristy nor provincial. As well as good pastas and wines, 
they also have a real stone oven in which they bake their excellent 
fresh bread and pizzas. On weekdays at lunch time they have an 
excellent value buffet. It’s a bit far out so you will probably need 
to go there by taxi or bus 4, 8, 8a or 20.QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. 
(350Rbl). PTALEBW

Yurievskoe Podvorie Yurievskoe shosse 6a, tel. 816 2 
946 066, www.novtour.ru. Seated inside what looks like a 
fairytale Russian wooden hut, you’ll be served excellent bliny, 
pelmeny (dumplings) and borsch by angelic looking wait staff in 
traditional costume. The place is very popular with tour groups, 
which brings down the rustic aroma a little, but they do offer a 
lot of Novgorodian specialities such as local soup recipes and 
‘sbiten’ (a hot drink made of various herbs and spices) which are 
definitely worth making the effort for. A very good value place 
to eat before or after visiting the Vitoslavlitsy museum, Yuriev 
monastery and surrounding countryside.QOpen 08:00 - 24:00. 
(300Rbl). PTAULEBSW

Where to Stay
Volkhov Hotel Ul. Predtechenskaya 24, tel. 816 2 335 
505, www.novtour.ru. A great option for a short sightseeing 
trip or longer business trip as it’s one of the most central hotels 
in town and just 5 minutes walk from the Kremlin. The rooms, 
although a little frilly, look far more cared for than many other 
hotels and the whole place has a lot more of an international 
feel than you’d expect in a small Russian town. There’s plenty 
of facilities here too, including one of the only saunas in town. 
Q129 rooms (49 singles 1800 - 2200Rbl, 62 doubles 2600 
- 4000Rbl, 15 suites 4500 - 5000Rbl, 2 apartments 9500Rbl). 
Extra bed 850Rbl. Visa support 800Rbl, registration free of 
charge. HALGKDCW hhh
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Russia’s capital will test your endurance for the chaotic 
pace of life.  An addictive mix of the traditional old and 
the fabulous new. 

Moscow’s Top Attractions
The Kremlin/Red Square - The iconic onion domes 
of St. Basil’s, Lenin’s mausoleum, the famous GUM ‘de-
partment’ store and the State History Museum surround 
the square. Enter the Kremlin near the Kutafa Tower near 
the ticket offices. Four medieval cathedrals, bell towers 
and more all testify to the Kremlin’s historical role. Closed 
Thursday. www.kremlin.museum.ru. 

State Tretyakov Gallery - Solely dedicated to Russian 
art, visiting the Tretyakov is an exhilarating excursion into 
Russian painting and icons from the 11th to the early 20th 
century.QMaly Tolmachovsky Per. 6 MTretyakovs-
kaya, tel. 495 230 77 88, www.tretyakov.ru

Cathedral of Christ the Saviour - Fully restored, the 
current Cathedral now stands as a lustrous shining beacon 
of the new Russian state.QUl. Volkhonka 15 MKropo-
tinskaya,  tel. 495 637 28 47, www.xxc.ru

Useful Information  
Flying to Moscow - The national airline GTK Rossiya 
(www.pulkovo.ru) flies to the three airports, Sherem-
etyevo, Domodedovo and Vnukovo. S7 (www.s7.ru) flies 
daily to Domodedovo and SkyExpress (www.skyexpress.
ru) flies daily to Vnukovo. Domededovo and Vnukovo both 
have Aeroexpress trains and helpful websites in English, 
www.domodedovo.ru, www.vnukovo.ru. Sadly the site 
for the third airport sheremetyevo gives little information 
in English www.sheremetyevo-airport.ru. 

Travelling from the Airport - From Domodedovo, 
the Aeroexpress train costs 150Rbl for the 40-50 minute 
journey to Paveletsky Station. The Aeroexpress train from 
Vnukovo costs 100Rbl, with the journey taking around 
40minutes to get to Kievskaya metro station. All airports 
have mini-bus (marshrutka), express bus and taxi options. 
Do not pay more than 2,000Rbl (€55) for a taxi ride to the 
city centre.

By train to Moscow - There are now much faster 
train connections often in the afternoon, taking just four 
and a half hours – five and half hours to the capital which 
precludes the need to take an overnight train. The major-
ity of trains from St. Petersburg arrive into Leningradsky 
station. Head out through the station and turn left to find 
Komsomolskaya metro station. For more information see 
Getting Around page 51.

Where to Stay
The city is full of 5 and 4 star hotels, where for a room €300 
is normal. Mid-range and mini-hotels are on the rise, as well 
as hostels. 

Hilton Moscow Leningradskaya F-1, Ul. Kalanchevs-
kaya 21/40, MKrasniye Vorota, tel. 495 627 55 50, 
moscow.hilton.com. Pre-Hilton, the Leningradskaya was 
the city’s first hotel. The newly renovated, palatial hotel is a 
winning marriage of heritage and modern elegance. Q273 
rooms (239 doubles 8000 - 19000Rbl, 34 suites 16000 - 
84000Rbl). Breakfast not included (1150Rbl). Visa support 
and registration free of charge. PTHAUFGK�
DCW hhhhh

Sputnik Leninsky pr. 38, MLeninsky Prospect, tel. 495 
930 22 87, www.hotelsputnik.ru. This Soviet princess has 
moved with the times and put some new jewels in her tiara.
Q379 rooms (171 singles 4800Rbl, 183 doubles 5760Rbl, 
24 suites 7200 - 8840Rbl). Extra bed 50% of the room’s price. 
Registration free of charge. THA6LKW hhh

Novotel Moscow Centre Ul. Novoslobodskaya 23, 
MMendeleevskaya, tel. 780 40 00, www.novotel.com. 
Accommodating both business clientele and vacationers. Has 
eight conference rooms, a restaurant and spacious rooms.
Q255 rooms (157 singles 10000 - 25000Rbl, 42 doubles 
10000 - 26200Rbl, 1 suite 20000 - 40200Rbl, 55 junior 
suite 12400 - 28600Rbl). VAT not included. Visa support 
3000Rbl (refundable deposit) and registration free of charge. 
PTHA6UFGKW hhhh

Where to eat
Noah’s Ark/Noev Kovcheg E-4, M. Ivanovsky Pereulok 
9, MKitai Gorod, tel. 495 917 07 17, www.noevkov-
cheg.ru. Try this  Armenian ark for a full cultural experience! 
QOpen 12:00 - 24:00. (650Rbl). PALS

Pilsener A-1, Ul. 1-ya Tverskaya-Yamskaya 1, MMaya-
kovskaya, tel. 495 251 20 23, www.total-group.ru/pil-
sner. Great beer and enormous portions of meaty Czech 
cuisine.QOpen 12:00 - 01:00. (700Rbl). PJAGSW

3rd Moscow Biennale
Following on from the success of previous years - this year’s 
celebration of contemporary art promises to be bigger than 
ever. The main hub of events will be Daria Zhukova’s fantastic 
art space Garage and there will be plenty going on elsewhere 
too. For more information check the official website 3rd.
moscowbiennale.ru

Busier than any flower shop on Women’s Day, not only is 
the Moscow Metro the easiest way to get around the city, 
it is also famous in its own right. Begun in 1931, architects 
depicted great Soviet achievements in each station, such 
as the eight elaborate mosaics in Komsomolskaya station. 
Other metro stations with exceptional art and design (a by 
no means exhaustive list - today there‘s 173 stations!) are 
Revolutsia, Mayakovskaya, Novoslobskaya, Kievskaya and 
Dobrinskaya.  Cost per ride is 22Rbl, operating hours are 
from 05:30-06:00 until 01:00. Purchase a plastic-coated 
card and buy a specified number of trips, pass through the 
barriers by swiping the card. www.mosmetro.ru

Getting Around on the Metro

Public transport
Most Petersburg residents get around the city by various 
kinds of public transport. The most efficient and fastest 
are the metro and marshrutka (mini bus). On above-ground 
transportation you can buy tickets on board from the 
conductor or the driver (18Rbl for bus, tram, trolley). It all 
works from around 06:00 to just after midnight. 

Bus/Trolleybus – Usually overcrowded, especially during 
rush hours and this is when you meet Russians at their best. 
Most buses are from the Stone Age, but are slowly being 
replaced by modern ones. 

Elektrichka (local train) – The cheapest way to visit the 
suburbs or villages outside Petersburg. This is real Russian life 
and during your trip sellers badger you with whatever they’re 
selling: ice cream, maps, shoestrings and so on. No toilets!

Tram – According to the Guinness Book of World Records, 
St. Petersburg has the most extensive tram system in the 
world. A total of 2,402 cars run on 64 different routes over 
690.6km  of track. Think of that with some respect when your 
rusty old tram is rocking and shaking you all over!

Metro – The world’s deepest metro is over 100km long. Fast 
and efficient, during peak time you won’t wait more than two 
minutes for a train. Rush hour is between 08:00–10:00 and 
17:00–19:30. Petersburg has four colour–coded, numbered 
metro lines. Buy tokens (zhetoni) from the windows labelled 
kassa (20Rbl). You can also buy plastic cards for more rides (10, 
20, or more) which you can use for a fixed period (7 days, 15 days, 
or more). To change lines, you usually need to change stations 
using the underground passageways linking adjacent stations 
like Nevsky Pr./Gostiny Dvor. When you arrive at a station, it can 
be difficult to see where you are. You will hear the arrival station 
announced, followed by the name of the next stop. This can be 
confusing, so it’s best to count your stops. The metro works from 
06:00 to 00:30, but if you want to be sure you catch your train, 
be sure to arrive by 24:00. 

If you’re driving in St. Petersburg keep your wits about you. 
The roads here can be confusing and traffic is at times hectic.  
However, if you have all the correct documents with you in your 
car and are driving a new model you should be fine. 
Accord Logistic F-2, Pirogovskaya nab. 21, off.71, 
MPl. Lenina, tel. 812 449 42 39, chauffeur-drive-
service.com.QOffice open 09:00 - 21:00. 24hr call 
centre. From anywhere in St. Petersburg to Pulkovo Airport 
1020-1200Rbl. Call min 2 hours in advance. Staff speak 
English. They also offer driving lessons to get used to 
Russian roads.
Avis Car Rental E-3, Pl. Aleksandra Nevskogo 2, 
podezd 3, MPl. Aleksandra Nevskogo, tel. 812 600 
12 13, www.avis-rentacar.ru. With three outlets in St. 
Petersburg, Avis offers the easy options of picking up your 
rental car from either of Pulkovo’s two airport terminals or 
from their office at Hotel Moskva in the city centre. They 
also offer car leasing and chauffeur servicesQOpen 
09:00 - 21:00.
Europcar E-3, Nevsky pr. 71, Nevsky Atrium, MMay-
akovskaya, tel. 812 600 35 36, www.europcar.ru. 
Europcar offers the convenience of online booking from 
abroad so you can pick it up from Pulkovo Airport or from 
their central Nevsky location. Also have chauffeur services 
(call 336 38 62).QOpen 09:00 - 21:00. Also at  the Arrival 
Terminal of Pulkovo-2 Airport. 

Car Rental

The marshrutka is a mini bus taxi which follows a set route. 
They go just about everywhere within the city centre and 
out to the suburbs. They have set departure points, but 
otherwise, when you see the number you want, just hail it 
down like a taxi. To pay, hand your fare to the driver or to 
the person in front of you. When you want to get off, yell 
out loudly, ‘ostanavites pazhaluista,’ and the driver will, 
hopefully, come to a screeching halt.

Marshrutkas

If you don’t want to spend the night shuttling down to 
Moscow on an old Russian night train that hasn’t seen any 
refurbishment since 1973 then the obvious choice is to take 
a new private one. The cheerful Megapolis train leaves for 
Moscow every night and offers a more hotel-like experience.  
Every cabin has a pile of complimentary snacks for when you 
get the midnight munchies and hot breakfast is brought to 
your room in the morning. Prices start from 2460Rbl.
www.megapolis-te.ru, tel. 495 364 41 11.

Mega comfort

Moskovsky station E-3, Nevsky pr. 85, MPl. 
Vosstaniya, tel. 812 457 44 28, www.ozd.rzd.ru. It 
can be crowded and chaotic but with shops, bars and an 
internet cafe Moscow station can be a convenient place to 
hangout while you wait for your train. There are several cash 
machines, a left luggage room and a travel agency (on your 
left as you enter the station). Most places are a short taxi 
or metro ride away. If you need to get to Moscow in a hurry 
take the express train which gets you to Moscow in four and 
a half hours otherwise you need to travel overnight. Tickets 
are pricey though - upwards of 3000Rbl. 

Trains to Moscow

From St. Petersburg To St. Petersburg
 Train Dep. Arr.  Train Dep. Arr.

019 00:20 09:00 20 00:45 09:00
159 16:00 21:30 160 16:30 22:00
165* 18:30 23:00 166** 19:00 23:30
* Except Saturday. ** Except Sunday
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Eurolines Russia Nab. Obvodnogo Kanala 118 (business 
centre Admiral), MBaltiiskaya, tel. 812 441 37 57, www.
eurolines.ru. Daily buses to Tallinn and Riga leave from outside 
the Baltiskaya metro station.QOpen 09:00 - 21:00.
Private buses E-2, Ligovsky pr. 10, MPl. Vosstaniya. 
Private minibuses and larger Russian tourist coaches travel-
ling to Helsinki and other cities in Finland leave daily from Pl. 
Vosstaniya and the touts are out there all day selling tickets. 
Most buses leave St. Petersburg between 19:00 and 22:00 
and arrive in Helsinki around 06:30 - 07:30. 

Ticket Agencies 
Central Ticket Agency D-3, Nevsky pr. 7/9, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 315 00 72, www.cavs.ru.QOpen 08:00 - 20:00, 
Sat, Sun 08:00 - 18:00.
Okdail Service Centres E-3, Moskovsky Station (MS), 
Nevsky pr., 85, 1st floor, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 812 335 
98 07, www.okdail.ru. They charge 170Rbl per ticket here 
and for an extra 300Rbl, they’ll deliver. (orders from 09:00 
- 13:00).QOpen 24hrs.

Taxis
Taxi 6000000, tel. 812 600 00 00.QFrom the center 
to airport 660Rbl.
Ladybird, tel. 812 900 05 04, www.ladybird-taxi.
ru.QWomen only taxi service; female drivers and car seats 
for the kids. Open 24hrs.
Taxi Million, tel. 812 700 00 00.QCity centre to the 
airport circa 800Rbl.

Buying Tickets
If you like torture, buy your train tickets from the ticket windows 
in the train stations. We recommend going at 6am on a Sunday 
morning when there are less people. People in the queues are 
not shy or retiring types and often push in. When choosing a 
cashier, ensure they are not due to take a break in the next hour 
or two. You can always buy from a tourist or ticket agency for a 
less painful experience.  You can also try and purchase online 
although the service doesn’t always work and you still need 
to collect your ticket at the station. The official online booking 
site is www.rzd.ru. It has an English version but you can only 
buy tickets in the Russian version. 

Train Stations 
All the train stations have ATMs (bankomaty), money exchang-
es (obmyen valyuti), luggage-hold rooms (kamera khraneniya) 
and are conveniently located next to metro stops. The taxis 
drivers outside the station usually charge less than the ones 
waiting to pounce on the station platforms.

Baltiisky station D-4, Nab. Obvodnogo kan. 120, 
MBaltiiskaya, tel. 812 457 28 59. Local trains to and from 
Petrodvorets (Peterhof), Lomonosov, Oranienbaum, Gatchina, 
Luga, Krasnoe Selo.
Finlyandsky station E-1, Pl. Lenina, 6, MPl. Lenina, 
tel. 812 436 67 46. Local trains to and from Helsinki, Viborg, 
Zhelenogorsk, Sestoretsk, Repino, Komarovo, Karelia.
Ladozhsky station Zhanevsky pr. 73, MLadozhskaya, 
tel. 812 436 53 10. Trains to and from Murmansk, Vologda, 
Svetogorsk, Kostomuksha.
Moskovsky station E-3, Nevsky pr. 85, MPl. Vosstani-
ya, tel. 812 457 44 28. If you are coming or going to Moscow 
and anywhere South of Moscow you’ll find yourself here.
Vitebsky station D-4, Zagorodny pr. 52, MPushkin-
skaya, tel. 812 457 59 39. International, domestic and 
local trains to and from Pushkin, Pavlovsk, Brest, Odessa, 
Smolensk, Kiev, Minsk, Praga, Warsaw, Tallin, Riga, Berlin, 
Dnepropetrovska,Budapest, Vilnius.

Buses
City Bus Station E-4, Nab. Obvodnogo kan. 36, MLi-
govsky pr., tel. 812 766 57 77, www.avokzal.ru Tickets 
for domestic and international buses. To reach the city centre 
from here, take a short taxi ride (pay no more than 150Rbl) 
or walk to metro Ligovsky pr. (15min) and hop on the metro 
(20Rbl).QOpen 06:30 - 23:30.
Ecolines D-4, Podezdnoy per. 3, MPushkinskaya, 
tel. 812 325 21 52, www.ecolines.ru. This office sells 
tickets to Kiev, Odessa, Riga and Vilnius.QOpen 10:00 
- 20:00.

Flight options to and from Russia have been improved in 
recent years. Checking timetables and booking tickets 
online is easily accomplished through airlines websites. 
The budget airlines market has made a small (but grow-
ing) dent in the market with airlines such as S7 and Sky 
express operating services. S7 flies domestically from 
St. Petersburg’s Pulkovo airport to Moscow’s Domod-
edovo Airport three times a day as well as to international 
destinations such as Beijing, Barcelona, Zurich and Dubai. 
Sky express flies within Russia to a whole host of cities 
including Moscow, Perm, Ekaterinburg, Sochi and Samara. 
On the international front German wings have budget 
flights to Cologne and Air Baltic also frequently have good 
offers. All the big names such as BA and KLM fly daily to 
St.Petersburg. For more information on flight options see 
our website: st_petersburg.inyourpocket.com

Flying, airlines, timetables...

number of the train

departure date

departure time  – don’t be late, they won’t wait! number of your carriage (vagon)

seat or bed number (myesta)

your passport number –
check when you buy 
the ticket that the seller 
copied it correctly

that’s you! arrival timeNote all times are always Moscow time – even when you’re in a different time zone.

Calling within St. Petersburg - To call any number 
within St. Petersburg from a private fixed line, just dial 
the local seven–digit number as it is, without any codes. 
Normally, all calls from fixed lines to other fixed lines in 
St. Petersburg are free.
Calling within Russia - For a call to Moscow or any 
other city in Russia, simply dial 8, wait for the tone (not 
necessary if you have a digital line), then dial the Russian 
city code (see Telephone codes) and the number.
Calling internationally - To phone home from a St. 
Petersburg landline without using a card, dial 8, wait for 
the tone (not necessary if you have a digital line), then 
dial 10 and the country code (without 00) city code and 
the number as usual.

Mobile phones - You can use your mobile phone if your 
provider has an international roaming agreement with 
one of the four Russian mobile GSM phone providers in 
St. Petersburg. Normally, if you are abroad you have to 
pay roaming charges on all incoming and outgoing calls. 
Petersburg has direct-dial mobile numbers (7–digit) and 
federal mobile numbers (10–digit). If you call to another 
Russian mobile phone, for a direct-dial number dial seven 
digits and for a federal number dial 8 and then the 
10–digit number. If you call from your mobile to a fixed 
line just dial the seven-digits. Depending on usage, it’s 
well worth considering buying a local SIM card that you 
simply use in your own phone.

Making a call

Post
Central Post Off ice D-3, Ul. Pochtamtskaya 9, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 315 80 22, www.spbpost.ru. 
The main post office (Glavpochtamt), Russia’s first, opened 
in 1714 and is a couple of blocks from St. Isaac’s Square. 
Buy stamps in any of the city’s 400 post offices - just look 
for the blue post sign. Letters can be posted in the light-blue 
post boxes around the city.QOpen 24hrs.

Express mail
Next day deli ver y to Europe costs from US$30 and 
US$50.
DHL D-3, Nevsky pr. 10, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 326 64 
00, www.dhl.ru.QOpen 09:00 - 21:00, Sat, Sun 10:00 
- 16:00. (24 hr phone hotline) A
TNT Express Worlwide Ul. Sofiiskaya 14, MEl-
izarovskaya, tel. 8 800 100 27 77, www.tnt.ru.QOpen 
08:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. Closed Sun. A
Westpost E-3, Nevsky pr. 86, MMayakovskaya, 
tel. 812 336 63 52, www.westpost.ru.QOpen 09:30 
- 20:00, Sat 12:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun. A

Mobile phones
If you’re thinkng of getting a Russian number, a pre-paid card 
account starts from around 150Rbl and include about $5 
worth of calls. To purchase, you need to show your passport, 
visa and registration. The following all work 24hrs. 
Bee Line (GSM) Moskovsky pr. 178, MElektrosila, 
tel. 812 740 60 00, www.beelinegsm.ru.
Megafon (GSM) D-2, Ul. Artilleriiskaya 1 (Business 
Centre Europe House), MChernyshevskaya, tel. 812 
960 05 00, www.megafon.ru.
MTS (GSM) C-3, Kazanskaya 45, MSadovaya, tel. 812 
380 00 00, www.mts.ru.
Tele2 (GSM) E-3, Ul. Mayakovskogo 3, MMayakovs-
kaya, tel. 812 329 00 22, www.spb.tele2.ru.

IP Phonecards
Using IP phonecards, you can make international calls very 
cheaply. Buy them from kiosks and phone shops, dial the local 
access number, card number and pin and off you go! 

Public internet access
Cafemax E-3, Nevsky pr. 90/92, MMayakovskaya, tel. 
812 273 66 55, www.cafemax.ru.QOpen 24hrs. G

Dial up - You can buy internet cards at computer shops, 
CD shops and kiosks. You can buy time–limited cards, 
which have credit for anything from 1–100hrs, or you 
can get cards that charge by the megabyte. On the back, 
there will be a dial–up number (nomer telefona), login 
(imya polzovetelya) and password (parol). Some brands 
(such as Lanck and Zebra) require that you register on 
their website before you can get your password. When 
setting up your connection, don’t forget to change your 
dial-up connection setting to pulse rather than tone 
dialling (if you don’t have a digital line). If you work with 
Windows XP: pulse dialling can be achieved by preceding 
the internet access number with a capital ‘P’.
Wireless Wi–Fi (Wireless Fidelity) - You can find the 
usual Wi–Fi ‘hot spots’ at the airport, train stations and 
the sea passenger terminal, as well as hotels, cinemas, 
restaurants, stores and coffee shops. Quantum (www.
wifizone.ru) and Comset (www.set3.ru) have hot spots 
in St. Petersburg. 

Laptop login

Russian city codes International country codes 
Archangelsk 8182/818 Novgorod 8162/81622 Austria    43 Denmark 45 Italy 39 Russia 7
Irkutsk 3952 Novosibirsk 3832 Belgium 32 Estonia 372 Japan 81 Spain 34
Kazan 8432 Petrozavodsk 8142 Canada/USA 1 Finland 358 Latvia 371 Sweden 46
Moscow 495/499 Pskov 8112/81122 China 86 France 33 Lithuania 370 Turkey 90
Murmansk 8152/81522 St.Petersburg 812 Cuba 53 Germany 49 Netherlands 31 Ukraine 380
Leningrad 
Oblast 

813 Vladivostok 4232 Czech Rep. 420 India 91 Norway 47 UK 44

The above Russian city codes should be prefixed with 
8 if dialling from inside Russia

Codes should be prefixed with 8-10 if  dialling inside Russia. After dailing 
8, wait for the second tone - this is only if you do NOT have a digital line.

Telephone codes
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Supermarkets
Land (basement of 
Vladimirsky Passage) 
MVladimirskaya/Dos-
toevskaya, tel. 812 331 
32 33, land-group.ru. A little 
expensive but has all those 
exotic products that you’re 
probably missing.QOpen 
24hrs. A

Prisma  F-3, Pl. Aleksandra Nevskogo 2 (Moscow Shop-
ping Centre), MPl. Aleksandra Nevskogo, tel. 812 459 
99 81. From Finland, this brand spanking new supermarket 
is in the basement of the Moscow Hotel Centre, just next 
to the hotel. The supercentre as they call it has all the 
hallmarks of western shopping. Except the staff of course. 
For some reason, nothing to do with its country of origin, 
its very cold here. It’s brisk but that makes you shop faster 
and keeps everything, even the rows and rows of beer very 
cold indeed.QOpen 24 hrs.

Supermarket Passazh D-3, Nevsky pr. 48 (in the 
basement), MNevsky pr., tel. 812 312 47 01, www.
passage.spb.ru. This well-stocked supermarket is cen-
trally-located and has a lot of western products.QOpen 
10:00 - 22:00, Sun 11:00 - 22:00. PA

Whether you are after designer labels, souvenirs or cheap 
DVDs, you can find them all in St. Petersburg. Make sure to 
carry cash as credit cards are not always accepted.

Bookshops
Akademkniga  E-3, Liteiny pr. 57, MMayakovskaya, 
tel. 812 273 13 98, www.akbook.ru. One of several 
second-hand and antique bookshops on Liteiny prospekt, 
this shop has literature and pre-revolutionary photographs 
for sale too.QOpen 10:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.

Anglia E-3, Nab. reky Fontanky 38, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 579 82 84, www.anglophile.ru. Anglia has the 
biggest range of English-language books in the city. There 
are selections of different works on Russian culture, his-
tory, and politics as well! Besides English, they also have 
books in five european languages.QOpen 10:00 - 21:00, 
Sun 12:00 - 19:00. A

Bukvoed E-3, Ligovsky pr. 10, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
812 601 06 01, www.
bookvoed.ru. Roomy, 
full of books and gifts, 
stationery and the like, 
there is a cafe in the 
back which hosts free 
gui tar sessions and 
poetr y readings and 
where you can hang out 
and use the wi-fi. They 

have a sizeable English language section with a host of 
shoddy paperbacks to stock up on if you’re going on a 
train trip and cultural guides on Russia.QOpen 24hrs. 
JAKW

Dom Knigy D-3, Nevsky pr. 28, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 448 23 55, www.spbdk.ru. The city’s favourite 
bookshop boasts a historic location and three spacious 
floors of books and a quiet café overlooking Nevsky pr. In 
halls with highly domed ceilings and brightly tiled floors, 
the range of reading material is astonishing. The ground 
floor contains sports, technology, agriculture, art and for-
eign languages; the basement displays natural and social 
sciences, law and health and the top floor is dedicated 
to fiction and the pleasing (yet rather expensive) café. 
Dom Knigy offers a good range of classic and modern 
non-Russian and translated Russian li terature.QOpen 
09:00 - 24:00. Free Wi-Fi. PAKW

Music shops 
Severnaya Lira D-3, Nevsky pr. 26, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 312 07 96. A popular haunt of local budding clas-

sical musicians, this 
small shop sells sheet 
music for a wide range 
of instruments and is 
par ticularly strong on 
piano. If they don’t have 
what you’re looking for 
ask them to order i t 
for you - the staff who 
work here really know 
the score and can also 
recommend you some 

nice collections, if you feel like trying something different. 
They also have strings, resin, reeds and other things you 
may need for wind and string instruments.QMon - Sat 
10:00 - 20:00, Sun 11:00 - 19:00. A

Shopping centres
Bolshoy Gostiny Dvor D/E-3, Nevsky pr. 35, 
MGostiny Dvor, tel. 812 710 54 08, www.bgd.ru. 
Since the 18th century, this large yellow building on Nevsky 
prospekt, has been one of St. Petersburg’s biggest shop-
ping centres. One circuit of Gostiny Dvor, past the dozens 
of shops and tiny stalls, is a kilometre. The first floor has 
caviar, souvenirs, shoes, music and cosmetics. The second 
floor has clothes, designer boutiques, toys, furs and hats.
QOpen 10:00 - 22:00.  PTALK

Mega (Parnas)Pr. Engelsa, MPr.Prosvesheniya, tel. 
812 635 53 90, www.megamall.ru. If you’re not looking 
for the real “Russian” shopping experience, but to make your 
purchases at shops whose names you can read AND recognise, 
Mega is the mall for you! Vast, light and airy, Mega is complete 
with Zara, Marks & Spencer, Topshop, Monsoon, IKEA and 
many other Western names.QOpen 10:00 - 22:00. Free Mega 
buses shuttle between the shopping mall and the metro sta-
tions Pr. Prosvesheniya (blue line) and Grazhdansky pr. (red line). 
Buses come within 20 minutes interval. PTAULK

Rumba Shopping centre, 2nd floor, ul. Vasi Alekse-
eva 6, MKirovsky Zavod, tel. 313 99 64, www.nike.com. 
A large shopping centre filled with discount factory stores 
including the brilliant Nike factory store with all kinds of casual 
and sports wear at bargain basement prices.

Passazh (Passage) E-3, Nevsky pr. 48, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 315 52 57, www.passage.spb.ru. This historical 
shopping arcade is impressive. It has a 180-metre long glass 
roof, and there is a top view from the coffee bar on the second 
floor. You can buy clothing, jewellery, cosmetics and souvenirs 
here.QOpen 10:00 - 21:00, Sun 11:00 - 21:00. PAK

Sennaya Shopping Centre D-3, Ul. Efimova 3, MSen-
naya pl., tel. 812 740 46 24, www.sennaya.ru. Massive 
and modern shopping with over 80 shops making it a great 
place to get that surburban shopping experience. There is 
also Bowling City on the top floor, which besides fulfilling all 
your Big Lebowski fantasies, has a bar and serves meals.
QOpen 10:00 - 21:00. PTJALK

Souvenirs
Military shop D-3, Kanal Gri-
boedeva 12, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 570 08 14, armygoods.ru. 
This is one of the places where local 
soldiers, policemen and naval offices 
buy their uniforms. It’s a good place 
to pick up unusual badges, telnyash-
kas (stripy sailors shirts) and those 
funny wide brimmed officers hats. 
Also at ul. Goncharnaya 9 (metro pl. 
Vosstaniya) and ul. Kirochnaya 24 

(metro Chernyshevskaya).QOpen 10:00 - 21:00.

Nevsky Souvenir D-3, Nevsky pr. 3, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 312 68 02, www.nevskysouvenir.com. Hand 
painted lighters, chess boards and boxes representing dif-
ferent schools of painting - the icon tradition and the realist 
tradition. They sell traditional painted Russian string instru-
ments ‘Gusli’ and ‘Balalaika’. Faberge style eggs and natural 
amber necklaces in some stunning designs are contrasted by 
quirkier items like scarves, puppets, magnets, key rings and 
oven gloves. The beautiful boxes made from birch bark are 
particularly nice. The helpful English speaking staff can also 
help you to book tickets for the theatre and tours.QOpen 
10:00 - 21:00. PA

Onegin Souvenirs & Gallery D-2, Ul. Italyanskaya 11, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 570 00 58, www.onegin-gallery.
com. Opposite the Russian museum, Onegin has a wide range 
of superior souvenirs including a fantastic range of amber, 
jewellery, crystal, china as well as traditional St. Petesrburg 
themed paraphernalia. All souvenirs are officially quality certi-
fied so you’re guaranteed that nothing here is some shoddy 
made-in-China stuff. They also have modern Russian paintings 
for sale, etchings and water-colours and will offer you free cof-
fee, tea and snacks.QOpen 09:00 - 21:00. PAUL

Kuznechny market E-3, Kuznechny per. 3, 
MVladimirskaya, tel. 812 312 41 61. Kuznechny is 
one of the finest markets in town. Just walking down the 
aisles is an experience in itself, as different vendors do 
their best to attract your attention by yelling things out and 
waving knives with bits of fruit stuck on the end for you to try. 
You can taste fresh honey, Korean salads and even caviar.
QOpen 08:00 - 20:00, Sun 08:00 - 19:00. 

Painting market D-3, between Nevsky pr. 32-34, 
MNevsky pr. Rain or snow, every day in front of St. 
Petersburg’s first catholic church you can buy paintings from 
Russian artists or let them draw your portrait or caricature. 
Artists sell their original work, although some also do good 
copies of Picasso and Repin, the Russian Rembrandt.

Sennoi market D-3, Moskovsky pr. 4a, MSennaya pl., 
tel. 812 310 12 09. This fresh-food market is known for 
its low prices. You can buy whole animal carcasses, or just 
individual parts: a cow’s head for example. The friendliest 
vendors are the fruit-sellers from southern Russia, who 
have stalls behind the enclosed market. Sennoi’s sceptical 
customers can sometimes be spotted carrying around their 
own scales.QOpen 08:00 - 20:00. K

Souvenirs Fair  D-3, Nab. kan. Griboedova 1, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 962 26 13. If 
you need gifts to cart back to 
your friends and family, make 
sure to stop by this outdoor 
souvenir market behind the 
Church of the Saviour on the 
Spilt Blood. The market’s 
specialties include hand-
painted matryoshka dolls of 
all sizes, Soviet memorabilia, 
cheap fur-hats, beautifully 
designed chess boards and 
Mc Lenin t-shirts. Most of 
the vendors speak good 
English, and bargaining is 
normal practice; in fact, it’s 

expected!QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. 

Udelnaya market MUdelnaya. St. Petersburg’s 
largest open-air flea market. If you enjoy sifting through 
tons of old garbage and stuff then this is your place. You 
will witness the largest grouping of babushkas in Russia 
sitting together and selling their household goods. A 
good chance you will find fine porcelain statuettes, 
rare clocks and soviet knick-knacks.QOpen Sat, Sun, 
10:00 - 17:00. GETTING THERE: Coming out of metro 
Udelnaya (blue line), turn right, cross the railroad tracks 
and go right. It’s behind the grouping of kiosks.

Markets

Garmonia E-3, Mokhovaya ul. 32, MCherny-
shevskaya, tel. 812 
273 66 10. Harmony 
lies between the chaos 
of neighbouring shop Old 
Corner and the luxury of 
its sister shop Silver Age. 
Harmony’s interesting 
items - including a gigan-
tic music box, trunk with 
gold engravings, and old 
clocks - are displayed in an orderly enough fashion for cus-
tomers to see each and every item without being afraid of 
breaking them.QOpen 11:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun.

Serebryaniy vyek E-3, Mokhovaya ul. 26, MCherny-
shevskaya, tel. 812 273 52 76. The goods are old but 

they seem new. Silver age is 
arguably the most upscale 
antique shop in this street. 
With a spacious store area, 
they carefully hang chan-
deliers on the ceilings with 
visible distance and place 
other delicate items in safe 
places. For more discrimi-
nating antique lovers it’s 

well worth a visit.QOpen 11:00 - 20:00. Closed Sun.

Stariy ugol E-3, Mokhovaya ul. 27/29, MCherny-
shevskaya, tel. 812 272 87 63. In the Old Corner you’ll 
find everything from the biggest to the most miniscule 
antique items. They display trunks, armoires and lamps 
alongside earrings and kitchen utensils. The store owner, 
who speaks little English, will gladly assist you. The items 
might be all over the place, but if you have sharp eyes 
you’ll surely find something.

Antique shop
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Accountants and Consultants
EMG C,D-4, 10-ya Krasnoarmeyskaya 22, MBalltiys-
kaya, tel. 812 313 77 81, www.emg-russia.com.QOpen 
10:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
Ernst and Young D-3, Ul. Malaya Morskaya 23, 3rd 
floor, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 703 78 00, www.ey.com/
cis.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 
KPMG D-4, Marata 69-71 litera A, MTekhnologichesky 
In., tel. 812 313 7300, www.kpmg.ru.QOpen 09:00 
- 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 
PricewaterhouseCoopers C-3, VO, Sredny pr. 36/40, 
4th floor, MVasileostrovsakaya, tel. 812 326 69 69, 
www.pwc.com.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Banks
Baltiisky Bank C-3, Muchnoy per. 2, MSennaya pl., 
tel. 812 325 85 85, www.baltbank.ru. QOpen 09:30 
- 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 19:00, Sun 10:00 - 17:00. Break 13:00 
- 14:00. A
Raiffeisen Bank D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 36, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 718 68 00, www.raiffeisen.ru.QOpen 09:00 
- 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Sun. A
VTB B-3, Ul. Galernaya 24, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 329 
83 29, www.icbank.ru.QOpen 09:30 - 16:00. Break 
13:00 - 14:00.

Copy centres
Vosstaniya-1 Digital Copy Centre E-3, Ul. Vosstaniya 
1, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 812 579 57 70,  www.v1.spb.
ru/en.QOpen 10:00 - 21:00, Sat, Sun 10:00 - 20:00.

Lawyers & notaries
Castren & Snellman D-3, Nevsky pr. 22/24, office 
18, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 325 80 85, www.castren.fi. 
It offers a comprehensive range of corporate, commercial and 
contract law services, and many of its clients are non-Rus-
sian.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 
Mannheimer Swartling C-2, Nevsky pr. 28, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 329 25 05, www.mannheimerswartling.
se. Establishment of companies. Mergers and acquisitions. 
International arbitration. Maritimes law. Use of natural re-
sources. Specialises in business law.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. 
Closed Sat, Sun.
Legal Centre Vosstaniya 6, Ul. Vosstaniya 6, MPl. 
Vosstaniya, tel. 812 273 70 03. 

Moving & storage
AAA-MOVERS Ul. Pilotov 32, tel. 812 449 11 02, 
www.aaa-russia.com.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Sat, Sun. 

Office rental
Regus D-3, Nevsky pr. 25, 2nd floor, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 346 78 78, www.regus.com. Instant offices world-
wide.QOpen 08:30 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Recruitment
Ancor E-2, Pr.Chernyshevskogo 1, MChernyshevskaya, 
tel. 812 329 57 70, www.ancor.ru.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. 
Closed Sat, Sun.
Kelly Services D/E-3, Nevsky pr. 32/34, office 41, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 325 73 00, www.kellyservices.
ru.QOpen 09:00 - 18:30.

Due to the economic crisis many rents are now becom-
ing more negotiable - lucky us! - and if you persist you will 
eventually find something half-decent in the centre for a 
fair price. If you really want something super modern you 
should think about living somewhere a bit further out 
though. Most Russian landlords can be very reasonable 
and helpful, but others (especially older ones) can also 
be very suspicious of foreigners and may well try to force 
you to pay in dollars or Euros. In such cases it may be 
easier to go through an agency, who can negotiate with 
your landlords for you and deal with everyday problems. 
If you are just looking to rent a room and don’t mind liv-
ing with strangers then it’s worth checking out www.
flatmates.ru. Both foreigners and young Russians put 
posts up looking for short and mid-term flatmates.

City Realty D-3, Muchnoi per. 2, 1st floor, MSen-
naya, tel. 570 63 42, www.cityrealtyrussia.com. 
Daily to long term rentals.QOpen 09:30 - 18:30. 
Closed Sat, Sun. 
Hamlet property managment D-3, Nab. Kan. 
Griboedova 5, office 317, MNevsky pr., tel. 325 
66 01, www.hamletspb.com. Open 09:00 - 18:00. 
Closed Sat, Sun. 

Renting an apartmentGenerally the rules state that if foreigners want to work 
in Russia they need to have a work visa. A business 
or a commercial visa only permit limited residency, 
for example 90 out of every 180 days. For long-term 
stays in Russia, foreigners need to obtain a work 
visa, be a family member of someone holding a work 
visa or have a study visa, a temporary or permanent 
residence permit. Penalties for violation of visa re-
gime rules are 5,000Rbl fine, or (gasp!) deportation,  
denial of entry or a refusal of a new visa. Penalties 
for companies are especially severe from between 
300,000 and 800,000Rbl. The process of obtaining 
a work permit and eventually a work visa to go with it 
is famously long and complicated. Don’t be offended 
when they ask you take a full medical exam as part 
of the application process. It may be uncomfortable 
(especially for men) but this is Russia and the law says 
its necessary. Once you  finally do manage to get all 
the documents (it can take anywhere betwen two and 
four months) you will be able to stay on your visa for...
A year. Yes, long and complicated indeed. For more 
information and advice regarding visas, registrations 
and work permits contact: 
Ost - West Kontaktservice E-3, Nevsky pr. 105, 
MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 327 34 16, www.ostwest.com.
QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Work permits

As the expat community expands, we want to let you know 
about groups you may be interested to join. If you would like 
your group to be featured here, please send your contacts 
to research.spb@inyourpocket.com. 

Business associations
American Chamber of Commerce D-3, Ul. Yakubovicha 
24, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 448 16 46, www.amcham.
ru/stpete. A group of foreign business managers who meet 
monthly to discuss current business affairs.QOpen 09:00 
- 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 
SPIBA - St. Petersburg International Business Asso-
ciation for North-Western Russia E-2, Ul. Shpalernaya 
36, office 323, MChernyshevskaya, tel. 812 325 90 91, 
www.spiba.ru.QOpen 09:30 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 

Expat contacts
Dutch Drinking Committee contact@nlv-stpetersburg.
com, www.nlv-stpetersburg.com. Dutch expatriates gather 
together to share beer and experiences every last Friday of the 
month. Belgian citizens welcome too!
Hash House Harriers , tel. 812 937 64 66, mushroom-
spenders@h3.spb.ru, www.h3.spb.ru. The drinking club with 
a running problem.QRuns on Sundays.
Chaine des Rotisseurs Ul. Mikhaylovskaya 1/7, tel. 
812 329 68 84, chaine@chaine-russia.com, www.chaine-
russia.com. The oldest gastronomic society in the world, with 
over 120 active members in St. Petersburg and over 65,000 
members worldwide.
International Women’s Club (IWC) , iwcstpete@
gmail.com, www.iwcstpete.com. English speaking net-
work of over 100 women residing in St. Petersburg, diverse 
social and friendly! There are many interest groups including 
painting, cookery and languages and a general meeting is held 
once a month.
Rotary Club - Saint Petersburg International Ul. 
Bolshaya Morskaya 39, tel. 812 313 56 66, president@
rotaryinter.ru, www.rotaryinter.ru. Rotary is a worldwide 
organisation of business and professional leaders that provides 
humanitarian service and encourages high ethical standards 
in all vocations.
St. Petersburg English Communication Club , tel. 
8 904 644 5550, encc.ru@gmail.com, www.encc.ru. A 
community of English speaking people, both native speakers 
and Russians, who meet twice a week to socialise, improve 
their English communication skills, make new friends and simply 
have a good time.
St. Petersburg Women Entrepreneurs , womenswork-
spb@gmail.com. Networking group of English speaking inter-
national and Russian women who gather monthly to share ideas, 
organise professional development trainings and socialise.
Swiss Club swissclubspb@gmail.com. This club is open 
to all nationalities, and aims to encourage business relations 
with the Swiss community. Russian, German, English, French 
and Italian languages are spoken.

Libraries
American Corner E-3, Nab reky Fontanka 46, MMaya-
kovskaya, tel. 812 571 15 89, www.amcorners.ru. A 
fascinating cultural centre with a heavily stocked library, daily 
conversation clubs, film screenings, books clubs, city tours and 
lectures.QOpen , Mon, Thu 12:00 - 17:00, Tue, Wed 12:00 
- 19:00, Fri 13:00 - 19:00, Sat 11:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.
Dutch Institute St. Petersburg F-2, Kaluzhsky per. 3, 
MChernyshevskaya, tel. 812 327 08 87, www.nispb.ru. 
Educational support for Russians wanting to study in Holland, 
Dutch library and regular cultural events.

Goethe Institute D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 58, MNevsky 
pr., tel. 812 363 11 25, www.goethe.de/stpetersburg. 
German library and information service. They regularly support 
film screenings, book groups and exhibitions.
Institut Francais D-3, Nevskiy pr. 12, MNevskiy pr., tel. 
812 571 09 95, www.ifspb.com.QOpen 09:30 - 18:30, Fri 
09:30 - 17:00. Closed Sat, Sun.
Istituto Italiano di Cultura C/D-3, Teatralnaya pl. 10, 
MSennaya pl., tel. 812 718 81 89, www.iicsanpietro-
burgo.esteri.it. The centre offers a language course, library 
and a conversation club as well as organising cultural events.
QOpen 09:00 - 13:00, 14:00 - 17:00, Fri 09:00 - 15:00. 
Closed Sat, Sun.

Schools
Anglo-American School Ul. Penkovaya 5, tel. 812 325 
62 47.
Anglo-Russian Pre-school (for ages 4 - 6) E-3, Ul. 
Zhukovskogo 39, MPl. Vosstaniya.

Anglican Chaplaincy, St. Catherina Church D-3, 
Ul. Malaya Konyushennaya 1-3, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 
571 20 81, www.anglican.ru. Usual Sunday services, at 
11:00 (English). Sunday school for young children.
Buddhist Temple Primorsky pr. 91, MStaraya 
Derevnya, tel. 812 430 97 40, www.dazan.spb.ru. You 
can enjoy a basic meal in the basement cafe and sit and 
meditate inside the quaint temple.QOpen 10:00 - 19:00. 
Daily services 10:00-12:00, 15:00-16:00.
Great Choir Synagogue D-4, Lermontovsky pr. 2, 
MSennaya pl., tel. 812 713 81 86, www.jewish-
petersburg.ru. The synagogue’s complex also consists 
of the Small Synagogue (Mikvah), Lechaim, a kosher 
restaurant, and a gift shop.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Sat. Daily services 09:00, 21:00. Holiday services 10:00, 
15:00, 19:00. Group excursions (max. 50 people): foreigners 
150Rbl, Russians 300-600Rbl. 
Roman Catholic Parish, Church of St. Catherine 
of Alexandria D-3, Nevsky pr. 32-34, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 571 57 95. 
St. Petersburg Mosque C-1, Kronversky pr. 7, 
MPetrogradskaya, tel. 812 233 98 19. Open for ser-
vices 5 times a day.
St. Petri Congregation (German Lutheran Prot-
estant), St. Peter’s Church D-3, Nevsky pr. 22-24, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 312 07 98. Sunday service 10:30 
in English with Russian and German translation.
YESOD Jewish Community Home Bolshaya Razno-
chinnaya 25a, MChkalovskaya, tel. 812 449 58 85, 
esod.spb.ru. Shabbat services, holiday celebrations, and 
an inside look at Jewish life in St.Petersburg. Shabbat ser-
vices are held Friday 19:00, while the visitor’s centre is open 
all week.QOpen 10:00 - 21:00. Closed Sat.

Religious services (foreign)
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Beauty salons
Mone beauty salon E-3, Ul. Marata 29, MMayakovs-
kaya, tel. 812 713 24 71, www.spb.salonmone.ru. 
Part of a famous chain of upscale beauty salons. They do 
expensive haircuts, manicures, pedicures and facials. Not 
much English spoken.

Toni and Guy D-3, Kazanskaya ul. 10, MNevsky pr., 
tel. 812 571 85 11. It’s expensive but you are paying for 
the brand and for knowing that even though they don’t un-
derstand English they will cut your hair so that it looks cool.
QOpen 10:00 - 20:00

Bowling and billiards
Bowling City D-3/4, Sennaya Shopping Centre, Ul. 
Efimova 3, MSennaya pl., tel. 812 380 30 05, www.
bowlingcity.ru. Being open twenty four hours and playing 
host to a mixed crowd of amateurs and professionals lends this 
venue some cool and relaxed vibes. Facilities are modern, the 
bar staff are friendly and there’s 36 lanes so enough room for 
everyone. There’s a very large pool hall with American pool and 
Russian billiards.QOpen 24hrs. Lane rental by the hour.

M-111 Moskovsky pr. 111, MMoskovskie Vorota, tel. 
812 320 44 00. They have a ton of bowling lanes and a 
seperate pool/billiards area.QOpen 12:00 - 06:00. Bowling 
225 - 990 Rbl/hr with discounts before 19:00, billiards 120 
- 300Rbl. PTALE

Cinemas
Dom Kino E-3, Ul. Karavannaya 12, MGostiny Dvor, 
tel. 812 314 56 14, www.domkino.spb.ru. Often shows 
European art house films in their original language with Rus-
sian subtitles and regularly hosts film festivals. The Hollywood 
blockbusters however are invariably dubbed into Russian.

Mirage Cinema D-2, PS Bolshoy prospect 35, MPetro-
gradskaya, tel. 812 498 07 58. Films usually in Russian with 
no subtitles but they do have a nice cafe.

Climbing
Igels Live Club D-4, 136 Nab Obvodnogo kanal, 
MBaltiskaya, tel. 812 622 09 66, www.igelsclub.ru. At 
700 square metres, this is one of the biggest climbing walls in 
Russia. It’s popular with local rock climbers as well as parkour 
(free-style climbing and jumping) enthusiasts who come here to 
attend the parkour school.QFor 200Rbl you can climb for as 
long as your energy lasts. Equipment rental costs extra.

Clinics & hospitals
American Medical Clinic D-3, Nab. Reky Moiky 78, 
MSadovaya, tel. 812 740 20 90, www.amclinic.ru. 
QOpen 24hrs. PA

Euromed F-2, Suvorovsky pr. 60, MChernyshevskaya, 
tel. 812 327 03 01, www.euromed.ru.QOpen 24hrs. 
PA

MEDEM International Clinic & Hospital E-3, Ul. 
Marata 6, MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 336 33 33, www.
medem.ru.QOpen 24hrs. AP

Today in St. Petersburg you can find all the services you would 
expect in a European city - whether you’re a fitness freak or 
beauty queen or just in need of some clean clothes...

Dolphinarium Konstantinovsky pr. 19, MKre-
stovsky ostrov, tel. 812 380 95 45, www.dolphins.
spb.ru. The dolphins do tricks for the crowd, playing 
with balls, leaping in theair and jumping through rings 
and sometimes take brushes in their mouths and paint 
pictures for the audience to buy.QOpen . Closed Mon, 
Tue. Closed Mon, Tue. Wed 12:00. Thu - Sat 14:00, 
16:00, 18:00. Sun 12:00, 14:00, 16:00. Call to check 
in advance. Admission weekdays 100-350Rbl, weekend 
150-400Rbl.

Kid’s time - Detskoe Vremya E-3, Loft Project 
Etagi, Ligovski pr. 74, MLigovsky pr., tel. 812 
458 50 05, www.loftprojectetagi.ru. Art and crafts 
afternoon for kids with talented local artists. Every 
Thursday and Saturday (15:00 - 17:00) at the Loft 
Project Etagi centre. For children between 4 and 12 
years old. In Russian.

Leningradsky Zoo D-2, Alexandrovsky park 1, 
MGorkovskaya, tel. 812 232 48 28, www.spbzoo.
ru. Right opposite the Peter and Paul Fortress is Russia’s 
first zoo, opened in 1865. It’s not a big place but there is a 
fair range of animals including the cutest polar bears ever, 
two giraffes and a range of impossibly energetic monkeys. 
There’s also an indoor aquarium and a giftshop.QOpen 
10:00 - 17:00. Admission 30-250Rbl.

Oceanarium Ul. Marata 86, MPushkinskaya tel. 
812 448 00 77 www.planeta-neptun.ru. Local fresh 
and sea water fish, tropical fish and even sharks can be 
found in the 32 tanks at the oceanarium. If you want to 
watch the predators feeding frenzy, then come at 19:00 
to see the sharks get fed or at 12:00 on Wednesdays 

and Sundays to 
see the piranhas.
QOpen 10:00 
- 21:00. Admis-
sion: adults 200 
- 500Rbl, children 
150 -  350Rbl . 
Chi ldren under 
7 years old can 
enter for free.

Waterville A-3, Ul. Korablestroiteley 14, MPrimor-
skaya, tel. 812 324 47 00, www.waterville.com 
Waterville is a huge world of crazy water fun and is just 
as entertaining for adults as it is for kids. There are 8 
slides, special kiddies pools, a wave machine, jacuzzis 
and a sports pool for people who actually want to swim. 
There’s also a sauna complex on site, a restaurant and 
no less than four bars (two of which serve cocktails). 
QOpen 11:00 - 23:00. PTALD

Fun for kids

Dentists
Dental Palace D-1, PS, Bolshoy pr. 79 liter A 
(Entrance from Ul. Petropavlovskaya 4), MPetro-
gradskaya, tel. 812 325 75 00, www.dentalpalace.
ru.QOpen 09:00 - 21:00. PA

Fitness clubs
Orange Fitness Palace D-3, Konnogvardeisky bul. 
21a, MNevsky pr., tel. 812 336 90 33, www.orang-
efit.ru.QOpen 07:00 - 23:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 22:00. 
PTALD

Language schools
Benedict School D-3, Admiralteyskaya nab. 4, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 812 325 75 74, www.benedict.
spb.ru.QAlso at Srednaya Podyacheskaya 1. Open 
10:00 - 20:00, classes till 21:30. Closed Sat, Sun. TJ

Derzhavin Institute D-4, Nab. reki Fontanki 118, 3rd 
floor, MTeknologicheskiy institut, tel. 812 740 19 26, 
www.derzhavin.com.QOpen 10:00 - 20:00, classes till 
21:30. Closed Sat, Sun. TJ

Liden & Denz E-4, Transportny per. 11, 5th floor, 
MLigovsky pr., tel. 812 334 07 88, www.russian-
courses.com.QOpen 08:00 - 20:00. Closed Sat, Sun. 

Pharmacies
Natur Produkt E-3, Ul. Vosstaniya 19, MPl. Voss-
taniya, tel. 812 279 08 30.QOpen 24hrs.

Satellite Television
Sky Satellite Television tel. +7 903 203 19 15, sky-
satelliteuk.com. At last Sky TV has landed in Russia – mean-
ing you’ll never have to watch another badly dubbed Hollywood 
film or episode of Russian Big Brother ever again– hurrah!

Saunas, spas and massage
Holiday Club Spa C/D-3, VO, Birzhevoy per. 2-4, 
MVasileostrovakaya, tel. 812 335 22 00, www.holiday-
clubhotels.ru. Eight saunas, a large pool with deck chairs sur-
rounding it to relax on and many professional treatments from 
trained professional therapists.QOpen 07:00 - 23:00

Kazachie bany C/D-4, Bolshoy Kazachy per. 11, 
MPushkinskaya, tel. 812 712 50 79. Kazachie has a 
common and a private lux banya for up to 10 people.QOpen 
24hrs. Communal section 150Rbl/1,5hr, lux 1200Rbl.

Saun Club Zastavskaya ul. 33 zh, MMoskovskie 
vorota, tel. 812 388 35 35, www.saunclub.ru. Prepare 
for a surprise - hidden in this unassuming building is a huge 
luxury sauna complex. They have Russian and Finnish saunas, 
a very powerful jacuzzi and a large pool with water that is 
so clean and chemical free that you could actually drink it if 
you wanted! Other extra services include karaoke, various 
massage styles, Russian billiards and a chef who will cook 
whatever you ask him to. The different mood lighting, fish 
ponds and bar make this an ideal place to celebrate a special 
occassion with friends. QOpen 24hrs.

7 Krasok E-3, Nevsky pr. 73, Nevsky Atrium Mall, 
MMayakovskaya, tel. 812 723 37 07. At 7 Kpasok, they 
don’t believe in just giving you a good beating. These trained 
professionals from South-east Asia really know their stuff. 
They specialize in Thai and Balinese massage and they don’t 
only aim to rub those aches and pains away, they also promise 
to provide a bit of Eastern style spiritual harmony too.

St. Petersburg is a city made for walkers - the place is flat 
as a pancake and full of parks, quiet canals and river side 
vistas. October’s colourful leaves only make it even more 
of a pleasant place for a stroll. Here are just a handful of 
our favourite walks.

The Neva embankments
For the first time visitor a walk along the Neva embankment 
is a must. Start at the Hermitage and cross over Palace 
Bridge for a spectacular view across to the winter palace 
and the Peter and Paul Fortress from Vasilevsky island spit. 
Carry on over onto the Petrograd side and take a bracing 
walk along the Peter and Paul Fortress beach before cross-
ing over Troitsky bridge towards the Mars field. Pay your 
respects at the eternal flame in the centre of the field before 
following the Fontanka canal back round towards Nevsky pr. 
and a good warm cup of tea.

Yelagin Island
Laid out on Yelagin Island, the Central Park of Culture and 
Leisure (TsPKiO) is one of the most popular parks in town. Its 
acres are packed with things to see and places to eat and 
drink. If you have the energy, exit the park from the far most 
northern side and drop into St. Petersburg’s Buddhist Datsan 
temple for some hot dumplings. To get the island turn right 
down ul. ryukhina as you exit metro Krestovsky ostrov.

Primorsky Victory Park
Those with kids to keep amused may prefer to take a walk 
in the huge Primorsky victory park which is located right in 
front of you as you exit Krestovsky ostrov metro. There are 
a million hot dog stands and kebab houses dotted around 
as well as places to rent skates and bikes and even a petting 
zoo situated along the very long main path which leads all 
the way down towards the Kirov stadium.

Kanal Griboedeva
When one thinks of Russian writers, Dostoevsky is usu-
ally one of the first 
names that springs 
to mind. By taking 
a long walk down 
kanal Griboedeva 
towards where i t 
empties into the 
sea many kilome-
tres later, you’ll pass 
heaps of dark and crumbling atmospheric houses remi-
niscent of Crime and Punishment, as well as some pretty 
churches and monuments. There are plenty of places to pick 
up a snack or beer along the way if you get tired and hungry. 
If you manage to reach the end of the canal, you’ll probably 
want to take the bus back to town - most buses passing 
through pl. Repina go back to the city centre.  

Time for a Stroll
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What do you like about St. Petersburg?
As I said the musical tradition really drew me here first and 
there are still great musicians all over the city and great 
concerts everyday. I remember on my first visit as a tour-
ist arriving at the Mariinsky theatre in the summer, but of 
course it was closed. I asked around and then suddenly 
found myself invited into the conservatoire, where they let 
me listen to the musicians having a rehearsal. They were 
practising Tchaikovsky’s 5th symphony so as a music 
student I was over the moon. Those kinds of experiences 
are what makes this place great. I also love walking around 
the city centre at night. Even though you’re surrounded by 
buildings, it’s so calm and beautiful that you almost feel like 
you normally would when you are in the countryside.

As a psychologist, what can you say are the differ-
ences between Russians and the French?
(Pauses) That’s a very difficult question! There is cer-
tainly something different about Russia, you can see that 
immediately when you cross the border but it’s difficult 
to say exactly what. Russian people are generally much 
more frank and open than French people. The French need 
psychologists so they can tell them about their problems, 
often rather than to solve them. On the other hand Russian 
people just openly tell each other their problems. Another 
important difference is in opportunity. Of course it’s pos-
sible to open a cafe like this in France, but the French will 
all tell you how difficult it will be, whereas here strangely 
enough, it’s easier to do something new, people are more 
free to consider new opportunities I think.

What do you think of Russian food?
To be honest I don’t really have any strong feelings about 
it, it’s just not the sort of things that I eat all the time. I do 
really like the traditions surrounding drinking vodka though 
– that’s something really unique. I first came across it when 
I was travelling on the night train. Some guys just invited 
me to their bunks to share some vodka with them and 
zakuski (snacks to eat immediately after the vodka shot). 
It seemed such a crazy idea, but it actually really works 
– that really is how you should drink vodka, not mixed, just 
with salty bread to follow!

How would you describe the French philosophy on 
food?
The first most important thing is to make sure that you 
have the best ingredients you can find.  You should keep 
things simple, you don’t need to do anything complicated, 
just a good piece of meat and a good sauce is often all 
your need. It’s funny to think that Russia’s favourite salad, 
Oliviye, was invented by a Frenchman. I t has been so 
modified by the Russians that there’s not really anything 
French about it at all!

If you weren’t living here where would you live? Mauri-
tius or Reunion island. I was there recently for a friend’s 
wedding, those islands are really very beautiful and of 
course they speak French there.

Favourite place in the city: The Vasilevsky spit, the view 
of the river, the fortress and the Hermitage is stunning 
and it’s a great place to watch the boats going past or 
the bridges at night.

Favourite food: Oh it changes all the time! I like simple 
things, although I will say at the moment I’m really trying 
to perfect my apple crumble.

Yann ne Russkiy!

Piano playing psychologist 
Yann Dhoulu, owner of the 
newly opened Le Bar Fresh 
Cafe was first drawn to Rus-
sia by its rich musical history, 
not becuase of his apparant-
ly Russian name. In fact Yann 
is a traditional Breton name 
from North-west France as 
he immediatly told us. After 
numerous visits as a tourist 
to Russia he decided to 
come back and bring a little 
bit of French cafe culture 
with him. In Your Pocket met 
up with the friendly French-
man to talk coffee, music 

and seperate the truths and myths of French cuisine.

By Louise Whitworth

Your business has quite a confusing name – are you a 
cafe or a bar?
(Laughing) Well we are both and more! First and foremost we 
try to serve good simple French food with fresh ingredients 
and excellent French coffee at reasonable prices, so in that 
sense we are a cafe. Moreover we wanted to create something 
extra that would make it a bit different, so you can describe 
Le Bar perhaps as an ‘art cafe’ as we serve soft drinks and 
alcohol, food and different intimate cultural happenings such 
as theatre, concerts or films. And as I’m a pianist I just had to 
get a piano in here!

Where did you learn to play the piano?
I studied music after school in the conservatoire in Lille and then 
in Brussels, before moving to Paris to study psychology. Music is 
really one of the things that first drew me to visit Russia. When 
I was studying we learnt so much about Russian music, the 
Russian style of playing and our teachers were always inspiring 
us with Russian ideas.

What was your first trip to Russia like?
 I first visited in 2005. I was travelling around Europe, I went to 
the Baltic states and so on but I was most excited about com-
ing here, so I got a visa for a month and just went off with my 
backpack. Of course for a lot of the time I was alone and it did 
sometimes feel strange - being in St. Petersburg just felt like I 
was walking around one huge museum. I also visited Moscow 
and some other towns, as well as to the Solevetski islands in 
the north. Getting up there was quite an adventure, I was the 
only foreigner visiting and no-one spoke English and I got a bit 
lost! But even though communicating was very hard, the Russian 
people really tried to help me.

Why did you decide to come back and live here?
I started visiting here so many times as a tourist that at some 
point I realised that there was nowhere else to go with that, 10 
days here and 10 days there is just not enough. To really under-
stand the culture I had to come and live here and so in April of 
this year I came back and decided to start a business.

How has it been for you starting a business here?
There are all kind of unique problems, but that’s the same 
anywhere. First you have to find the premises, then decide on 
what you want it to look like, what you want to serve, get your 
staff providing the high service that you need and of course sift 
through all the paperwork. I’m really looking forward to finally 
getting things running completely smoothly so I can take some 
more free time to enjoy the city. This is a real cultural capital, I’d 
love to have more time to really enjoy it!

�1Metro Map

Note:
Gorkovskaya metro is 
completely closed due to
renovations
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Looking for Lenin?
Statues of Lenin can be found in the 
Botanical Gardens (D-1) and across town 
at Smolny Institute (F-3). If you’re flying out, 
wave goodbye to Vladimir Illyich Ulyanov 
(Lenin’s full name) as you go past Ploschad 
Moskovskaya. If you’re at Finlyandsky 
Station (E-2) though you will no longer see 
Lenin. He’s under repair after having a giant 
hole blown through his legs with TNT on 
April 01 2009. Those pesky kids…

Advertise 
on this map! 

Call: 
(+ 7 812) 448 88 65

Cars, boats and wolves
The most famous street of Russia 
was not always a thoroughfare for 
buses, taxis and automobiles. After 
it was laid down through forest lands 
and swamps in the beginning of the 
18th century, many years wolves used 
to wander here. Boats were able to 
float right on Nevsky twice during its 
history, when the city floods occurred 
in 1721 and 1777.

What’s in a name
It was only in the 1760s that Nevsky 
Prospekt got it’s current name. With Peter 
the Great still alive it was known as the Big 
Prospekt, after his death it became Neva 
Prospekt. The communists on their part, 
known for their stunning renaming of many 
historical addresses and buildings, decided 
to name the famous thoroughfare after the 
revolution: the 25th of October Avenue. This 
last name luckily never came through.
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street register
Aleksandra Nevskogo pl. F–3
Aleksandra Nevskogo ul. F–3
Aleksandra Bloka ul. C–4  
Angliskaya nab.  C–3
Antonenko per.   C–3
Arsenalnaya nab.    E–2
Baskov per. E–3
Batareinaya dor. A/B–1
Blokhina ul. (PS) C/D–2
Bol.Konyushennaya ul. D–3
Bol. Zelenina ul. C–1/2
Bolshaya Morskaya ul. D–3
Bolshoy Kazachy per. D–4
Bolshoy pr. (PS) C/D–2
Bolshoy pr. (VO) B/C–3
Boytsova per. D–4
Bronnitskaya ul. D–4
Chaykovskogo ul. E–2
Dekabristov pl. D–3
Dekabristov ul. C-4/D–3
Dobrolyubova pr. (PS)  C/D–2
Dostoevskogo ul. D–3
Dumskaya ul. D–3
Dvortsovaya nab. D–2/3
Dvortsovaya pl.  D–3
Efimova ul.  D–3/4
Fontanki reki nab. D–4/E–2/3
Furshtatskaya ul. E–2
Gagarinskaya ul. E–2
Galernaya ul. C/D–3
Glinki ul. D–4
Gorokhovaya ul.  D–3
Grafsky per.  E–3
Griboedova kan. nab. D–3/4
Inzhenernaya ul. E/D–3
Isaakievskaya pl. D–3
Iskusstv pl.   E–3

Italyanskaya ul. E/D–3
Izmaylovsky pr. D–4
Kaluzhsky per. F–2
Kanal Griboedova D–3/E–3/4
Kamennoostrovsky pr. D–1/2
Karavannaya ul. E–3
Karpovky nab. reky D–1
Kazanskaya pl. D–3
Kirochnaya ul. E/F–2
Kirpichny per. D–3
Konnogvardeysky bul. C/D–3
Korablestroitely ul. A–2/3
Krasnoarmeyskaya 1-ya ul. D–4
Krasnogo Tekstilshchika F–3
Krestovsky pr. B/C–2
Kronverksky pr. (PS) D–2
Krykova kanala nab. C/D–4
Kutuzova nab.  E–2/D–1
Kuybysheva ul. (PS) D–2
Kuznechny per.  E–3
Lenina pl.  E–2
Lermontovsky pr. C–4
Leytenanta Shmidta nab.  C–3
Ligovsky pr. E–3/4
Liteiny pr.  E–2/3
Lomonosova ul. E–3
Lva Tostogo pl. D–1
Makarova nab. C–2
Mal. Konyushennaya ul. D–3
Mal. Morskaya ul. D–3
Mal. Posadskaya ul. (PS) D–2
Malaya Sadovaya ul. C–3
Malodetskoselsky pr. D–4
Maly pr. (VO) B–3/C–2/3
Manezhnaya pl. E–3
Marata ul. E–3/4
Marsovo Pole D–2/3

Mayakovskogo ul. E–3
Medikov pr. D–1
Mikhaylova ul. E–2
Millionnaya ul. D–3
Moskovsky pr. D–4
Mokhovaya ul.  E–2/3
Morskoy pr. B/C-1
Moyki reki nab. C/D–3
Mytninskaya nab. (PS) D–2
Nakhimova ul. A/B–3
Nalichnaya ul. A/B-3
Nekrasova ul. E–3
Nevsky pr. D/E/F–3
Novosmolenskaya nab. A–2
Obvodnogo kan.nab. D/E/F–4
Odoyevskogo ul. B–2
Ostrovskogo pl. E–3
Perekupnoy per F–3
Pestelya ul. E–3
Petrovskaya nab. (PS) D–2
Pirogovskaya nab. D–1
Podezdnoy per. E–4
Pochtamtskaya ul. D–2
Potemkinskaya ul. F–2
Pravdy ul. E–4
Professora Popova ul. C–1/2
Proletarskoy Diktatury pl. F–2
Pskovskaya ul. C–4
Pushkinskaya ul. E–3
Razezzhaya ul. E–3/4
Rimskogo–Korsakova pr.  C/D–4
Rizhsky pr. C–4
Rubinshteina ul. E–3
Ryleeva ul. E–3
Sadovaya ul. D–3/4,E–4, C–4
Sennaya pl. D–3
Shpalernaya ul. F–2

Sovetskaya 3-ya ul. F–3
Sovetskaya 5-ya ul. F–3
Sredny prosp. B/C–3
Suvorovsky pr. F–2/3
Tavricheskaya ul. F–2/3
Teatralnaya pl. C/D–3
Transportny per.  E–4
Truda pl. C–3
Tsentralnaya pl.  B–1
Tuchkov per. C–2/3
Tverskaya ul.  F–2
Uralskaya ul. B–2
Vitebskaya ul. C–4
Vladimirsky pr. E–3
Vosstanya pl.  E–3
Voznesensky pr. D–3/4
Yuzhnaya dor. A–1
Zagorodny pr. E–3/E/D–4
Zhdanovskaya ul. C–2
Zverisnksya ul. C–2
Zhukovskogo ul.  E–3
2–3 linii (VO) C–2/3
4–5 linii (VO) C–2/3
6–7 linii (VO) C–2/3

PS – Petrograd Side
VO – Vasilevsky Island
Ul.  – Ulitsa – Street
Per. – Pereulok – Lane
Pr. – Prospekt – Prospect
Sq. – Ploschad – Square
Li – Liniya – Line
Dor. – Doroga – Road
Bul. –Bulvar – Boulevard
Al. – Alleya – Alley
Rek. – Reka/i – River
Nab. – Naberezhnaya – Embankment

Armenia C/D-3, Ul. Dekabristov 
22, ap. 13, MSennaya pl., tel. 
717 72 36.
Australia E-3, Ul. Italyanskaya 1, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 315 11 00.
Austria E-2, Ul. Furshtatskaya 
43 - 1, MChernishevskaya, tel. 
275 05 02.
Azerbaijan F-3, Ul. 2d Sovets-
kaya 27, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
717 38 90.
Bangladesh C-3, VO, 3rd Line 
8, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 
328 55 38.
Belarus F-2, Ul. Bonch-Bruevicha 
3A, MChernyshevskaya, tel. 
274 72 12.
Belgium D-3, Ul. Malaya Kony-
ushennaya 1/3, off ice B13, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 315 26 05.
Bulgaria E-3, Ul. Ryleeva 27, 
MChernishevskaya, tel. 273 
40 18.
China C-4, Nab. kan. Griboedova 
134, MSennaya pl., tel. 714 
76 70.
Cyprus E-2, Ul. Furshtatskaya 
27, MChernishevskaya, tel. 
380 78 00.
Czech Republic F-2, Ul. Tver-
skaya 5, MChernishevskaya, 

tel. 271 46 12.
Denmark D-3, Nab. reki Moyki 
42, office 39, MNevsky pr., tel. 
812 703 39 00, fax 703 39 01, 
www.gksktpetersborg.um.dk.
Estonia D-2, Ul. Bolshaya Mon-
etnaya 14, MGorkovskaya, tel. 
702 09 20.
Finland E-2, Preobrazhenskaya 
pl. 4, MChernishevskaya, tel. 
331 76 00.
France D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 15, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 332 22 70.
Georgia E-3, Nevsky pr. 65, 
7th f loor, MNevsky pr., tel. 
318 47 32.
Germany E-2, Ul. Furshtatskaya 
39, MChernishevskaya, tel. 
320 24 00.
Greece E-2, Pr. Chernyshevsk-
ogo 17, MChernyshevskaya, 
tel. 334 35 86.
Hungary E-3, Ul. Marata 15, 
MMayakovskaya, tel. 312 64 
58.
Iceland Ul. Telmana 24, MLo-
monosovkaya, tel. 326 85 80.
India E-3, Ul. Ryleeva 35, 
MChernishevskaya, tel. 272 
19 88.
Israel F-2, Ul. Tverskaya 8b, 

MChernyshevskaya, tel. 272 
78 87.
Italy D-4, Teatralnaya pl. 10, 
MSennaya pl., tel. 312 32 
17.
Japan D-3, Nab. reky Moiky 29, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 314 14 34.
Latvia C-3, VO, 10th Liny 11, 
MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 327 
60 54.
Lithuania E-3, Ul. Ryleeva 37, 
MChernishevskaya, tel. 327 
31 67.
Luxemburg E-3, Nevsky pr. 
58, MGostiny Dvor, tel. 718 
34 50.
Malta D-4, Ul.8 Krasnoarmeis-
kay, 6A/5, MTekhnologiches-
kiy inst., tel. 449 47 80.
Monaco C-3, Angliskaya nab. 
42, MNevsky pr., tel. 312 
53 96.
Netherlands D-3, Nab. reky 
Moiky 11, MNevsky pr., tel. 
334 02 00.
Norway D-3, Nevsky pr. 25, 
MNevsky pr., tel. 336 64 20.
Philippines C-3, VO, Bolshoy pr. 
9/6, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 
326 13 55.
Poland F-3, 5th Sovetskaya ul. 

12/14, MPl. Vosstaniya, tel. 
336 31 41.
Republic Korea E-3, Ul. Nekra-
sova, MChernishevskaya, tel. 
448 19 09.
Romania D-3, Ul.Gorokhovaya 4, 
MSennaya pl, tel. 335 08 44.
Slovakia Ul. Orobely 21/2, MPion-
erskaya, tel. 294 36 66.
Spain E-2, Ul. Furshtatskaya 9, 
MChernyshevskaya, tel. 702 
62 66.
Sweden D-3, Ul. Malaya Konyush-
ennaya 1-3, MNevsky pr., tel. 
329 14 30.
Switzerland E-2, Ul. Chernyshevsk-
ogo 17, MChernyshevskaya, tel. 
327 08 17.
Thailand C-3, VO, Bolshoy pr. 
9/6, MVasileostrovskaya, tel. 
325 62 71.
Ukraine F-2, Ul. Bonch-Bruevicha 
1 V, MChernishevskaya, tel. 
271 14 02.
United Kingdom F-2, Pl. Proletar-
skoy Diktatury 5, MChernishevs-
kaya, tel. 320 32 00.
USA E-2, Ul. Furshtatskaya 15, 
MChernishevskaya, tel. 331 
26 00.




